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Abstract

In this thesis, several aspects of the convection, magnetic, and optical auroral dynamics of the high-latitude ionosphere are investigated from multi-instrument observations.

The spatial and temporal relationships between nightside radar flow enhancements (NRFEs) and auroral intensifications are studied in Chapter 3. The NRFEs on open field lines are usually associated with very little accompanying auroral and magnetic activity. The NRFEs on closed field lines are often accompanied by optical auroral activity, but there is not a definite one-to-one correspondence. Both the statistical investigation and event study showed that the NRFEs may occur nearly simultaneously with the auroral intensifications. Because existing models associating the tail reconnection process and near-geosynchronous onset of substorms do not explain these correlated radar and optical observations very well, we propose a new model to explain the nearly simultaneous onset of the NRFEs and the auroral intensifications.

In Chapter 4 we describe a small postmidnight substorm event on October 9, 2000 during dominantly IMF By+ Bz+ conditions. A sequence of three optical auroral intensifications and Pi2 bursts were found. The first two activations were characteristic of pseudobreakups, while the last and strongest intensification corresponded to a substorm expansive phase (EP). The auroral, magnetic and radar signatures of the event are interpreted as the consequence of three successive drift-Alfven-ballooning (DAB) mode instabilities in the near-geosynchronous orbit plasma sheet (NGOPS). About 10 minutes after the EP onset, there was a second auroral brightening. The convection feature during this second auroral brightening was consistent with the scenario of a Stage-2 EP. We suggest that the first two pseudobreakups, the Stage-1 EP, and the Stage-2 EP are related, respectively, to loading-unloading, directly driven, and internal magnetotail processes.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we make some comparisons between the ionospheric plasma convection vortex structure observed by SuperDARN and the associated equivalent current pattern derived from the magnetometer observations. The discrepancies between the equivalent convection (E QC) and the SuperDARN-observed convection (SDC) pattern are explained in terms of the effect of day-night photoionization conductance gradient, and the coupling between field-aligned currents (FACs) and ionospheric conductances. In particular, we found the agreement between the EQC and SDC patterns is rather poor for a counterclockwise convection vortex. We suggest the discrepancies are probably due to a downward FAC-conductance coupling process.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis presents a study of the auroral ionosphere using Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) observations supplemented by magnetometer and optical measurements. In this chapter we will briefly introduce some of the basic concepts and paradigms of magnetospheric/ionospheric physics which are related to the research work in the thesis. These include descriptions of the solar wind, magnetospheric regions, ionospheric plasma convection and currents, field-aligned currents, auroras and substorms. Finally we outline the research objectives of this thesis.

1.1 Solar wind and magnetosphere

The existence of continuous flow of solar corpuscular radiation was first conjectured from the observed deflection of comet tails as they passed close to the Sun. Parker [1959] showed that the continuous flow was due to a steady expansion of the solar corona, and named the outward streaming coronal gas ‘solar wind’. In 1960 and 1962, satellite observations from Explorer 10 and Mariner II found decisive evidence of a continuous supersonic solar wind. The average bulk flow velocity of the solar wind is about 400 km/s. The expanding solar wind also drags the solar magnetic field outward, forming what is called the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). Although the solar wind moves out almost radially from the Sun, the magnetic field lines are spirals because of the rotation of the Sun. At the orbit of the Earth the angle between the field lines and the radial direction from the Sun is about 45 degrees.
Figure 1.1 Two types of the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction. (a) Quasi-viscous processes (From Kelley, 1989). (b) Reconnection (From Cravens, 1997).
The Earth itself has a strong internal magnetic field. In the absence of any external current system, the geomagnetic field can be approximated by a dipole field with an axis tilted about 11° from the spin axis. The solar wind and the accompanying IMF modify the topology of the geomagnetic field lines, creating a cavity called the magnetosphere, the outer boundary of which is called the magnetopause. In front of the dayside magnetopause a boundary called the bow shock is formed due to the change of the solar wind speed from supersonic to subsonic. The region between the bow shock and the magnetopause is called the magnetosheath.

On the dayside, the pressure (mainly the dynamic pressure) of the solar wind leads to a compression of the magnetosphere, such that the magnetopause is typically at a distance between 10 and 12 Earth radii ($R_E$) from the Earth. Coupling of the IMF with the earth’s magnetic field on the dayside by the process of reconnection leads to funnel-shaped areas with near zero magnetic field magnitude, called the polar cusps, through which direct entry of the magnetosheath plasma into the magnetosphere can occur. On the nightside, the magnetic field lines are dragged by the solar wind to great distances ($>100 R_E$) to form the so-called “magnetotail”.

The solar wind couples with magnetosphere mainly in two ways, as shown in Figure 1.1: (1) quasi-viscous interaction [Axford and Hines, 1961]; (2) magnetic reconnection or merging [Dungey, 1961]. Figure 1.1a illustrates the quasi-viscous interaction in which the plasma inside and near the flanks of the magnetosphere is weakly coupled to the solar wind flow, possibility by waves that propagate across the boundary. Some magnetospheric plasma is then dragged along the antisunward direction, and because of the resulting pressure buildup in the nightside magnetosphere, there must be a flow back toward the sun in the center of the magnetosphere.

Magnetic reconnection is believed to be the major process that transports mass, momentum, and energy from the solar wind into the magnetosphere, and drives the large-scale magnetospheric convection. As shown in Figure 1.1b, reconnection involves the merging of magnetic field lines from the solar wind and the magnetopause to produce two topologically different field lines. In the “antiparallel merging” case, the field lines that undergo reconnection are strictly antiparallel, but in the “component merging” case, there need only be components of the two field line directions that are
Figure 1.2 (a) Noon-midnight cross section of the magnetospheric topology for northward IMF merging (from Cowley, 1983). Heavy dot denotes the neutral line, and the dashed arrow the flow direction in the merging regions. (b) Magnetospheric topology of the reconnection for IMF By-dominated conditions (from Kivelson and Russel, 1995), viewed from the Sun. Heavy arrows indicate the direction of magnetic tension force.
antiparallel. Suppose a southward IMF line in the solar wind reaches the magnetopause and merges with a northward Earth magnetic field line, as illustrated in Figure 1.1b. Then, instead of a purely “closed” geomagnetic field line (both ends attached to the Earth) or a purely IMF line, another type of magnetic field line is produced. This new “open” field line has one end attached to the Earth, either near the north magnetic pole or near the south magnetic pole, and the other end in the IMF, stretching out into interplanetary space. The solar wind drags the newly-opened field lines over the polar regions toward the magnetotail, forming the northern and southern “lobe” regions. In the magnetotail, two open lobe field lines, one from the northern lobe and the other from the southern lobe, can reconnect to form a newly closed geomagnetic field line and a new IMF line. The tail reconnection often occurs quite far from the earth (>60 $R_E$), in which case it is called “distant tail reconnection”. Interestingly, the quasi-viscous interaction model and the reconnection model produce similar two-cell plasma convection patterns.

During disturbed periods, especially in the late growth phase and expansive phase of the substorm, a so-called "Near-Earth Neutral Line (NENL)" may occur at a distance of 20-30 $R_E$ in the equatorial tail [Nagai et al., 1998]. This will be discussed in more detail when we introduce substorm models. Furthermore, dayside reconnection between the field lines poleward of the cusp and the IMF lines may occur in the case of northward IMF Bz, as shown in Figure 1.2a. Finally, reconnection can occur on the magnetopause flanks in the case of strong IMF By as shown in Figure 1.2b.

The concept of “open” and “closed” field lines is essential in distinguishing magnetospheric regions. Regions of open and closed field lines have fundamentally different plasma distributions, so that the particles which flow along the field lines from the magnetosphere to the ionosphere have quite different energies and energy fluxes. Some magnetospheric regions are listed below (see also Figure 1.3).

(i) The **plasmasphere** is a doughnut-shaped region that is located within a few $R_E$ of the Earth, at mid to equatorial latitudes. The plasmasphere contains dense, cold plasma primarily of ionospheric origin and corotates with the Earth. The plasmasphere magnetic field can, with reasonably good accuracy, be described as a dipole field. The plasmapause is the outer boundary of the plasmasphere.
(ii) The plasma sheet, also referred to as the “central plasma sheet” by some researchers, normally lies on closed field lines. Plasma densities are typically from 0.4 to 2 cm$^{-3}$ and the particles are hot (keV energies).

(iii) The neutral sheet is the current sheet at the middle of the magnetotail, separating the earthward field lines in the northern tail and the tailward field lines in the southern tail. The neutral sheet supports the “cross-tail current” which flows from dawn to dusk.

(iv) The northern tail lobe and the southern tail lobe are the regions adjacent to the plasma sheet, containing open field lines in the earthward and tailward directions, respectively. Plasma densities are low (< 0.1 cm$^{-3}$) in this region and the ion and electron energy spectra are very soft.

(v) The plasma sheet boundary layer (PSBL) is a transition region between the almost empty tail lobes and the hot plasma sheet. Counterstreaming field-aligned ion beams are often found in this region and are possibly associated with the distant tail neutral line (DTNL) activation. The PSBL is probably located on closed field lines.

(vi) The plasma mantle is a boundary layer several thousand kilometres thick just inside the magnetopause. It lies poleward of the cusp and extends to the tail. It lies on open field lines and is filled by a mixture of plasma of magnetosheath origin and plasma flowing upward from the polar ionosphere. These outflows are called the polar wind.

(vii) The low-latitude boundary layer (LLBL) is the low latitude part of the dayside boundary layer and also extends far tailward along the magnetopause flanks. It is partially on open field lines and partially on closed field lines. The LLBL is commonly populated by plasma from both the magnetosphere and the magnetosheath [Eastman and Hones, 1979]. Sometimes relatively cold ionospheric components are also present in LLBL [Fuselier et al., 1989].

(viii) The ring current and the radiation belts are formed by energetic particles moving in the inner portions of the Earth's magnetosphere, partially in the plasmasphere but extending into the “plasmatrough” region between the plasmasphere and the inner plasma sheet. The ring current plasma is very hot,
with particle energies from tens of keV to MeV range in the “Van Allen” radiation belts. The ring current is westward and carried by energetic electrons and ions whose motion is dominated mainly by their gradient and curvature drifts around the Earth.

![Figure 1.3](image.png)

**Figure 1.3** Three-dimensional schematic diagram of the Earth’s magnetosphere (From Cravens, 1997).

To illustrate the effect of IMF on the shape of the magnetosphere we give some examples of magnetospheric field line topology produced by the Tsyganenko-96 model [Tsyganenko and Stern, 1996], which is one of the most used and successful empirical global magnetic field models to date. In Figure 1.4, panels (a), (b), and (c) show the magnetic field lines originating from the Earth in the GSM X-Z plane (see Appendix A for the definition of coordinate systems), for different IMF By and Bz conditions. Reconnection between the geomagnetic field lines and the southward IMF is obvious in Figure 1.4b. Also, in the case of southward IMF, the closed field lines in the tail are somewhat “pinched” so that formation of a near-Earth neutral line and reconnection may be expected at ~25 $R_E$ in the tail. In Figure 1.4c, which corresponds to dominantly By+ IMF, some field lines (shown in blue) that just neighbor the northern cusp become
“open”. Seen from the GSM X-Y plane (Figure 1.4d), those lines extend to the
dawnside flank magnetopause and reconnect to the IMF there. The magnetic field lines
in the tail, both open and closed, are also biased to the dawnside, which implies that the
neutral sheet is also somewhat tilted under strong IMF By conditions.

Figure 1.4 Tsyganenko-96 model of magnetic field configuration under different IMF
conditions in winter months. The magnetic field lines are projected into the GSM X-Z plane in
(a), (b) and (c), but into the GSM X-Y plane in (d). The IMF conditions are as follows: (a)
By=0, Bz=5 nT; (b) By=0, Bz=-5 nT; (c) By=4 nT, Bz=2nT; (d) same as (c).

1.2 Ionosphere

The ionosphere is the ionized component of the Earth' supper atmosphere. Historically, the existence of a “conducting layer”, the ionosphere, in the upper atmosphere was first demonstrated because of its prominent effect on radio wave propagation. Even today, ground-based radio wave systems are still very important tools for ionospheric studies. Below we will introduce some basic morphology and dynamic features of the ionosphere.
Figure 1.5 (a) Vertical profile of electron density calculated from IRI-2000 model [Bilitza, 2001]. Input parameters are Latitude/Longitude=52.5°N/106.5°W (Saskatoon); Date=7-15-2000 (summer, shown in solid lines) and 1-15-2000 (winter, shown in dashed lines); Local time=12 h (shown in darker lines) and 0 h (shown in lighter lines). (b) Vertical profile of Pedersen (solid line), Hall (dashed line) and parallel (dashed dot line) conductivities. The electron density profile is taken from IRI-2000, for latitude 52.5°N, longitude 106.5°W, date 01/15/2000, and local time=12 h. The CIRA neutral atmosphere model [Rees, 1988] is used, and calculations of collision frequencies are based on Banks and Kockarts [1973].

1.2.1 Ionospheric regions

The ionosphere is divided into several layers or regions according to the electron densities and the dominant ions. These layers are known as the $D$, $E$, and $F$ regions, and their locations are shown in Figure 1.5a for different conditions. The first ionospheric layer found was the so-called $E$ region at about 90-150 km altitude. During daytime, one can distinguish a so-called "$F_1$ ledge" and an $F_2$ region within the general $F$ region. Above the $F$ region (> 700 km) is a region of exponentially decreasing density known as the "topside ionosphere". This region extends to altitudes of a few thousand kilometers and, at mid-latitudes and low latitudes, is connected by the magnetic field lines to the plasmasphere. The lowermost region of the ionosphere between 60-90 km altitudes is the $D$ region. The dominant ions in the lower $E$ region are $\text{NO}^+$ and $\text{O}_2^+$. 
Because \( \text{O}_2 \) dissociates with increasing height in the \( E \) region, \( \text{O}^+ \) dominates in the \( F \) region. Above 500 km, lighter ions such as \( \text{H}^+ \) and \( \text{He}^+ \) gradually become abundant in the topside ionosphere.

Ionospheric plasma densities differ between daytime and nighttime, and also vary remarkably with season, solar cycle, and level of geomagnetic activity. There are two different ionization processes in the ionosphere. The first is photoionization, caused mainly by solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and X-ray photons. The second is impact ionization by precipitating charged particles (including solar and galactic cosmic rays). During the daytime, at subauroral latitudes and even at auroral latitudes during undisturbed magnetic conditions, photoionization is the dominant process, while at high latitudes and at night during magnetic disturbances, impact ionization by precipitating auroral electrons plays an important role in the production of ionospheric plasma.

The particle-Impact ionization is of special interest because the precipitating particles not only ionize the atmospheric neutral species but also excite them to higher energy levels. These excited neutral atoms and molecules will generate the optical auroral emissions that will be discussed later. The loss of energy to the atmosphere is different for charged particles and photons, because a precipitating primary particle gradually loses its energy in steps of about 35 eV in the production of each secondary ion-electron pair created by Coulomb collisions as the primary particle travels downward, whereas a photon is absorbed in a single event. A primary precipitating particle can produce secondary electrons that are energetic enough to cause further impact ionization. The stopping altitude of the precipitating particle depends strongly on the initial energy. Electrons and ions with energy less than 1 keV generally deposit their energy above 150 km height, in the ionospheric \( F \) region, while particles with energies higher than 1 keV can penetrate down to the \( E \) region and those above about 20 keV to the \( D \) region.

### 1.2.2 Electric currents and plasma convection in the high-latitude ionosphere

The ionosphere is a conducting medium that can support currents flowing both perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field. Ohm’s law for the ionospheric currents is (see Appendix B.1),
\[ \mathbf{J} = \sigma_p \mathbf{E}_\perp + \sigma_H \hat{\mathbf{b}} \times \mathbf{E}_\perp + \sigma_d \mathbf{E}_d, \quad (1.1) \]

where the subscripts ‘\( \perp \)’ and ‘\( // \)’ denote the components normal and parallel to the magnetic field, respectively, and \( \hat{\mathbf{b}} \) is the unit vector along the magnetic field. The derivation of the equations for the Pedersen conductivity \( \sigma_p \), Hall conductivity \( \sigma_H \) and parallel conductivity \( \sigma_d \) can be found in Appendix B.1. The three terms on the right side of equation (1.1) are termed Pedersen current, Hall current, and field-aligned current (FAC), respectively.

Typical profiles of the Pedersen, Hall, and parallel conductivities are shown in Figure 1.5b. The Hall conductivity usually peaks at about 110 km and decreases quickly with increasing altitude. The Pedersen conductivity peaks at a slightly greater height and the maximum is smaller than that of the Hall conductivity. The Pedersen conductivity decreases more slowly than the Hall conductivity in the \( F \) region. Above 200 km altitude, there is virtually no Hall conductivity but still appreciable Pedersen conductivity. The parallel conductivity is very high from the ionosphere up to the magnetosphere; hence the magnetic field lines can be treated as nearly perfect conductors. A small field-aligned potential would generate a large FAC.

In the high-latitude \( F \)-region ionosphere, the plasma motion is dominated by Hall drift, given by \( \mathbf{V} = \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B}/|\mathbf{B}|^2 \). Because of the high conductivity along the magnetic field lines, any electric potential that is created between field lines in the magnetosphere will map down to the ionosphere, resulting in ionospheric plasma drift.

Some oversimplified representations of the plasma convection in the high-latitude ionosphere in the northern hemisphere are shown in Figure 1.6. For purely southward IMF the plasma convection pattern consists of two roughly symmetric cells with antisunward flows over the polar cap (on open field lines) and sunward flows within the auroral oval latitudes (on closed field lines). The principal electric fields consist of a dawn-to-dusk electric field \( \mathbf{E}_{PC} \) across the polar cap, which is related to the solar wind-driven reconnection process, and a dusk-dawn field \( \mathbf{E}_a \) at the auroral oval latitudes, which is due to the return plasma flow inside the magnetosphere. When the IMF has a duskward component (\( B_y > 0 \)), the evening convection cell is inflated while the morning
Figure 1.6 Some oversimplified high-latitude ionospheric convection patterns in the northern hemisphere seen from the northern pole. For southward IMF the convection pattern shows a two-cell system with clockwise rotation on the duskside and anticlockwise rotation on the dawnside. The two cells often show dawn-dusk asymmetry due to the effect of IMF By. Some four-cell or three-cell convection patterns may appear for strongly or weakly northward IMF, respectively (from Reiff and Burch, 1985).
cell shrinks. The opposite scenario exists when IMF By < 0. In case of a northward IMF, the ionospheric convection is usually much more structured and is characterized by velocities of smaller magnitude than in the case of southward IMF. One or two extra “reverse convection cells” may appear at high latitudes for weakly or strongly northward IMF, respectively, resulting in an overall three-cell or four-cell convection pattern. Sometimes the multi-cell structure is not easily recognizable [Heppner and Maynard, 1987]; the number of cells is then controversial and is still being investigated.

The field-aligned current is related to convection velocity and electric field by the following equations (see Appendix B.2),

\[
\begin{align*}
J_\parallel & = B \left( \Sigma_p \hat{b} \cdot \nabla \times \mathbf{v} + \nabla \Sigma_p \cdot \mathbf{v} \times \hat{b} + \nabla \Sigma_h \cdot \mathbf{v} \right) \\
J_\parallel & = -\Sigma_p \nabla \cdot \mathbf{E} - \nabla \Sigma_p \cdot \mathbf{E} - \nabla \Sigma_h \cdot \hat{b} \times \mathbf{E}.
\end{align*}
\]

(1.2)

where \( \Sigma_p \) and \( \Sigma_h \) are known as the Pedersen and Hall height-integrated (more exactly, field-line-integrated) conductivities, or conductances, respectively. The sign of \( J_\parallel \) is positive for upward FAC and negative for downward FAC, in accordance with the SuperDARN FAC analysis convention [Sofko et al., 1995; McWilliams, 1997].

Equation (1.2) shows that the ionospheric FACs can result from: (1) the divergence of the electric field or, equivalently, the curl of the flow (in the northern hemisphere, positive flow vorticity yields a downward FAC while negative curl yields an upward FAC); (2) the product between the electric field and the gradient of Pedersen conductance; (3) the product between the flow and the gradient of Hall conductance. The Hall conductance is generally larger than the Pedersen conductance. Thus the Hall conductance gradient may be larger and hence more effective in producing FACs than the Pedersen conductance gradient.

Statistical FAC distributions obtained from satellite magnetometer observations are shown in Figure 1.7. We see that two FAC bands, similar in size and displacement to the auroral oval, encircle the earth’s magnetic poles and that the polarity of the FAC bands reverses across magnetic local noon-midnight meridian [Zmuda and Amstrong, 1974; Ijima and Potemra, 1978]. The current found furthest equatorward, termed
“Region 2”, is directed upward in the morning sector and downward in the evening sector. The adjacent poleward currents, called “Region 1” currents, have the opposite sense to the Region 2 current at any local time. The current density in each region is strongly dependent on the local time and magnetic disturbance level. Typical FAC density, horizontal transverse current density, and total current are of the order of 1 µA/m², 0.1 A/m, and 10⁶ A, respectively. The total Region 1 current usually exceeds that of Region 2 by 20-25%. It is interesting to notice that the two systems overlap near local premidnight-midnight region (and extend somewhat into postmidnight sector during geomagnetic disturbed times). Therefore, as shown in Figure 1.7, a downward-upward-downward FAC topology can occur near midnight. According to the general relationship between the FAC, electric fields, and Hall currents (see Appendix B.3), as one proceeds from higher to lower latitudes, a westward Hall current to eastward current reversal, or equivalently, a eastward to westward convection reversal is expected. This current structure was termed the ‘Harang discontinuity” (HD) in recognition of Harang’s [1946] pioneering work.

![Figure 1.7: Average pattern of FACs in the high-latitude region during (a) weak and (b) disturbances (From Iijima and Potemra, 1978).](image)

It is also interesting to notice the correspondence between the two-cell convection pattern and the FAC distribution. The Region 1 current is directly related to the convection cell, that is, there is counterclockwise vorticity or a downward FAC on the
morning side and clockwise vorticity or an upward FAC on the evening side. In the equatorward part of the convection cell, the convection velocity decreases with latitude, and this velocity shear produces a downward vorticity or upward FAC and an upward vorticity or downward FAC on the evening side, corresponding to the Region 2 current system. On the other hand, equatorward of the auroral oval the conductance gradient, which usually points toward the auroral oval, is antiparallel to the dusk-to-dawn electric field \( E_a \) in the morning side and parallel to \( E_a \) in the evening side. Thus according to equation (1.2), the Pedersen conductance gradient leads to upward FAC on the morning side and downward FAC on the evening side, again consistent with the Region 2 system.

### 1.2.3 Equivalent current system

For almost a century, ground-based magnetic field observations have been used to deduce the so-called “equivalent current system”. Unlike the satellite magnetometers which make \textit{in situ} measurements of current sheets along the satellite track, the ground-based magnetometers observe magnetic fluctuations arising from the three-dimensional ionospheric currents within about 200 km of the station. Without the knowledge of the ionospheric Hall and Pedersen conductances, one cannot deduce exactly the true ionospheric current pattern from the ground-based magnetometer measurements. Only the equivalent current system, usually assumed to be at \( \sim 110 \) km height and centered vertically above the magnetometer, can be inferred. The equivalent current can be obtained by simply rotating the magnetic field perturbations \( 90^\circ \) clockwise, or through some complicated upward continuation procedures such as “spherical cap harmonic analysis” (SCHA) technique [Haines, 1985; 1988]. Detailed algorithms of SCHA will be given in Chapter 5.2.2.

The basic equation relating the equivalent current to the electric field and ionospheric conductances is given in Appendix B.3. The use of equivalent current in deducing three-dimensional ionospheric electrodynamic parameters has been divided into two approaches. The first approach uses a statistical model of ionospheric conductance to estimate the true three-dimensional ionospheric current system and the convection pattern from the equivalent current, for example, the Kamide-Richmond-
Matsushita (KRM) algorithm [Kamide, et al., 1981], and the Assimilative Mapping of Ionospheric Electro-dynamics (AMIE) method [Richmond and Kamide, 1988, Richmond, 1992]. The second approach uses the two-dimensional electric field measurements from radars and the equivalent current to derive the true ionospheric current system and conductance distribution, for example, the Untiedt algorithm [Untiedt and Baumjohann, 1993] and the method of characteristics [Amm, 1998].

1.3 Aurora and particle precipitation

The aurora (also known as "Northern Lights" or "Aurora Borealis" in southern hemisphere) is certainly one of the most spectacular phenomena of nature, and has been observed since the dawn of human history. Modern auroral research was founded by the Norwegian pioneer Kristian Birkeland [1908], who proposed that the aurora was caused by the particles streaming out of the sun and caught by the Earth’s magnetic field. Geomagnetic field lines can guide energetic electrons and protons from the high altitudes in the magnetosphere or magnetosheath to the lower altitudes in the Earth’s ionosphere. Precipitating particles lose their energy via collisions with the neutral particles and ionize them. Some of the atmospheric constituents are excited to higher energy; then they emit auroral light as they return to lower energy states.

The observed auroral spectra are almost all transition lines and bands of neutral or ionized N₂, O, O₂ and N, roughly in the same order of importance. For example, the brightest visible aurora, the “green-line” at 557.7 nm, is due to the transition of an electron from the ¹S excited state to the ¹D state of atomic oxygen, as given below,

\[
O(^3P) + e \rightarrow O(^1S) + e' \quad \text{Excitation from ground state to } O(^1S). \quad (1.3a)
\]

\[
O(^1S) \rightarrow O(^1D) + h\nu \quad 555.7 \text{ nm photon is emitted.} \quad (1.3b)
\]

where \(e'\) is the secondary electron which normally has considerably less energy than the primary precipitating electron \(e\). Another commonly observed line is the “red-line” at 630 nm which occurs when the \(^1D\) state relaxes to the ground state,
\[ O(^3P) + e \rightarrow O(^1D) + e' \] Excitation from ground state to \( O(^1D) \). \hfill (1.4a)

\[ O(^1D) \rightarrow O(^3P) + h \nu \] 630 nm photon is emitted. \hfill (1.4b)

The statistical residence time in an excited state before emission is determined by the Einstein transition probability. If the atom or molecule in an upper energy state suffers a collision that knocks it out of that state before it has a chance to emit a photon, the emission is “quenched”. For example, the \( O(^1D) \) state may be deactivated by collisions with \( N_2 \) according to,

\[ O(^1D) + N_2 \rightarrow O(^3P) + N_2 \] \hfill (1.5)

The importance of the “quenching process” can be revealed by the 630 nm emission. The transition for \( O(^1D) \) shown in equation (1.4b) requires about 110 s; this quenching is mostly likely to occur in the lower ionosphere. Thus although the excitation of the \( O(^1D) \) state is expected to peak near an altitude of 110 km, the red-line emission generally peaks above 200 km. However, the reaction rates depend heavily on both the thermospheric temperature, which controls the reaction rate coefficients of deactivating collisions such as that in equation (1.5), and the number density of quenching particles (mainly \( N_2 \) for 630 nm emissions). Red-line emissions at altitudes as low as 185 km are common in observations [Jacquel et al., 2003]. In ground-based optical observations, the ambiguity of the emission height may cause a considerable error in determining the emission height in the case of low-elevation-angle observations. This problem can be partly solved by using a triangulation method in which optical measurements of a given emission region are made from different locations [Jacquel et al., 2003]; this will be discussed in Chapter 2.5.3.

The red-line optical emission is of special interest in this thesis because the red-line emissions and the SuperDARN-measured convection velocities are both \( F \) region features, so it is reasonable to combine them to provide the \( F \) region ionospheric morphology and dynamics.

The behavior of the protons penetrating the atmosphere is fundamentally different from the behavior of the penetrating electrons. The emissions \( H_\alpha \) at 656.3 nm and \( H_\beta \) at
486.1 nm result from excited hydrogen atoms that are produced when energetic protons (H⁺) bombard the atmosphere. The excitation mechanism is as follows,

\[ X + H^+ \rightarrow X^+ + H^+ \]  
\[ \text{proton auroral emission} \]  

(1.6a)

\[ H^+ \rightarrow H + h\nu \]  

(1.6b)

where \( X \) denotes atmospheric neutrals, and an asterisk denotes an excited state. The hydrogen atom is free to move along the geomagnetic field line until a new collision occurs, as given by the equation,

\[ H + X \rightarrow H^+ + X + e^- \]  

(1.6c)

As a result, process (1.6a) can occur again, and the process repeats until there is not enough primary proton energy left to ionize atmospheric neutrals. This proton-hydrogen ion-neutral interchange process leads to a spreading of the proton aurora, so that the emission appears to be quite diffuse. The proton emission is also expected to peak near an altitude of 110 km.

---

**Figure 1.8** Auroral oval position in northern hemisphere during (a) quiet periods: 2001/02/03 1530 UT, and (b) strongly disturbed periods: 2001/11/24 1900 UT. The plots are taken from http://sd-www.jhuapl.edu/Aurora/ovation/ovation_display.html.
Geographically, most auroras are located within oval shaped regions around the geomagnetic poles of the Earth. The ovals are displaced relative to the magnetic poles such that they extend further towards the equator in the midnight sector. The regions inside the ovals are called the polar caps, in which the magnetic field lines are open. The field lines inside the oval (and at lower latitudes) are closed. The diameter of the ovals depends on the amount of the open flux in the polar cap. During active periods, especially during major geomagnetic storms, the ovals expand to lower latitudes. Figure 1.8 gives the observed auroral oval position during average and extremely disturbed periods. Obviously, the area of polar cap significantly expands and the equatorward border of the auroral oval moves to much lower latitude during such highly disturbed intervals.

The auroral morphology has been associated with different particle precipitation regimes obtained from satellite observations, with the exception of very small scaled “auroral arcs” (tens or hundreds of metres), whose size is beyond the resolution of most satellite measurements. An often-used classification divides the auroras into “diffuse” and “discrete” auroras, as follows. Diffuse aurora are found on the equatorward part of auroral oval, in the region of the so-called “central plasma sheet” (CPS) precipitation, most likely mapping to the inner plasma sheet where the magnetic field is almost dipolar. Discrete auroras tend to be located on the poleward part of the auroral oval, in the region of the so-called “boundary plasma sheet” (BPS) precipitation mapping to outer plasma sheet (OPS) and its boundary layer (PSBL), where the magnetic field is stretched and quite non-dipolar.

Although the terms CPS and BPS were introduced by Winningham et al. [1975], it took some time before a clear operational distinction for identifying CPS/BPS precipitation regions was made. This distinction was developed by Newell et al. [1996] using DMSP observations. They performed a running average of the correlation coefficient of each electron spectrum (taken during about 1 second) with the 5 previous spectra during an orbital pass. A low correlation coefficient indicates that the satellite is in a region with “structured” electron precipitation, namely the BPS. A high correlation coefficient indicates that the satellite is in an “unstructured” precipitation region, namely the CPS. A boundary denoted as “b4s” and representing the
structured/unstructured (or BPS/CPS, equivalently) electron precipitation boundary was defined as the location at which the correlation coefficient drops from the 0.95-0.6 range to below 0.6. Because the electron precipitation is the major source of the ionization at night in the high-latitude ionosphere, we should expect that, in the ionosphere, the conjugate area to the BPS region is much more structured than the area conjugate to the CPS.

Inside the polar cap there is spatially homogenous precipitation of low energy electrons of only a few hundred eV; this is called the “polar rain” [Winningham and Heikkila, 1974]. Polar rain can be used as a diagnostic tool for open field lines [Shirai et al., 1998]. It was found that the 630 nm emission caused by polar rain precipitation inside the polar cap is fairly uniform at about 60 R, while in the poleward part of the auroral oval the average 630 nm emission is about 170 R. Therefore it was suggested that the 110 R emission intensity level may be used as a threshold to identify the poleward boundary of 630 nm emission, giving an estimated open-closed field line boundary (OCFLB) with a rms error of ~1° on the basis of the comparison with the DMSP observations [Blanchard et al., 1997].

Several characteristics of the SuperDARN HF radar observations have been considered to have the potential for estimating the magnetospheric boundaries. Broad radar spectral width has long been used to identify the dayside cusp region [Baker et al., 1995; Milan and Lester, 2001]. On the nightside, a sharp spectral width transition from low to high latitudes was also frequently observed but has been given different interpretations. It was related to the CPS/BPS boundary by Lewis et al. [1997] and Dudeney et al., [1998], while it was also related to the OCFLB by Lester et al. [2001]. The equatorward border of the SuperDARN E region echoes may act as a tracer of the b2i (ion isotropy boundary), which represents the equatorward boundary of the auroral oval [Jayachandran et al., 2002].

1.4 Substorm: Phases and models

The morphology and generation of magnetospheric substorms are long-standing and critical issues of magnetospheric-ionospheric physics. Because of the magnetic disturbances and the accompanying spectacular auroral features, the term "auroral
substorm” was coined by Akasofu [1964], who for the first time gave a classical morphological definition of a substorm process. Three phases occur in a typical substorm, namely the growth phase, the expansion phase and the recovery phase [e.g., Rostoker et al., 1980].

The growth phase usually begins with a southward turning of the IMF, which enhances the convection electric field as the solar wind energy is transferred to the magnetosphere, most possibly via reconnection. Because of the time delay and difference between the reconnection rate on the dayside magnetopause and on the nightside, there is a net removal of the closed magnetic flux from the dayside magnetosphere, and an increase in open flux in the magnetotail. As a result, the dayside magnetopause moves inward, often in an oscillatory fashion, and the polar cap (the region of open field lines) expands equatorward. The tail lobe field lines are stretched, and the lobe field strength and magnetic pressure increase, which causes a thinning of the plasma sheet. During the substorm growth phase the magnetosphere undergoes a sequence of changes in configuration and an increase in trapped energetic particles in the plasma sheet. This eventually leads to a global instability and the explosive release of the energy stored in the magnetotail; this phase is called the expansive phase (EP).

The substorm EP starts the active part of the substorm process. Energy is dissipated explosively during the substorm EP into magnetosphere and ionosphere. The start of the phase is called the substorm onset. The term “breakup” is typically used in optical auroral observation, because the pre-existing arcs expand poleward rapidly at onset, causing a “breakup” of the original growth phase structures. Part of the near-Earth cross-tail current disappears in what is called the current disruption. A new current system called the substorm current wedge (SCW) is established, which contains a downward FAC on the eastern side of the wedge, a westward electrojet (WEJ) in the auroral ionosphere, and an upward FAC on the western side of the wedge [McPherron et al., 1973]. The magnetic field changes to a more dipolar configuration in the near-Earth plasma sheet. Injections of accelerated particles are seen at the inner edge of plasma sheet [Birn et al., 1997]. In the ionosphere, auroras suddenly brighten and expand poleward on the nightside, starting from what had been the stable, most equatorward arc in the midnight sector. An auroral bulge with a westward travelling
surge (WTS) forms. Ground based magnetometers show negative magnetic bays of X component associated with the WEJ. Magnetic Pi2 pulsations are observed up to the poleward edge of the auroral electrojet, and can be used as ground-based indicators of the EP onset [Olsen and Rostoker, 1975].

At the end of the substorm EP, auroral activity begins to dim at lower latitudes in the oval, and quiet arcs reappear; to the west, the WTS degenerates, and a westward-drifting loop replaces it. Eastward propagating omega bands are seen on the poleward boundary of a diffuse aurora. Pulsating auroras are typical in the morning sector. The magnetosphere slowly recovers to the pre-substorm state over many hours. This phase of a substorm is called the recovery phase.

Magnetospheric substorms encompass a myriad of dynamic disturbances in the magnetosphere, the ionosphere, and even the thermosphere. Many issues related to substorms are still quite controversial. Several substorm models exist, but they may be broadly classified into two categories, the near-Earth initiation (NEI) models and the mid-tail initiation (MTI) models, depending on which region is considered as the location of the onset or major mechanism and which region is the location of the subsequent or secondary effects. An excellent review of the two categories was given by Lui [2001].

For about two decades the MTI model was the leading substorm model. It invokes a magnetic reconnection in the mid-tail and the resulting high-speed earthward plasma flow and magnetic flux pileup as the cause of a substorm EP onset. Historically, it is referred as a “Near-earth neutral line” (NENL) model because, in its early version, the reconnection was assumed to occur in the near-Earth region (|X| > 15 R_E). A comprehensive description of the model can be found in Baker et al. [1996]. However, results of the GEOTAIL mission have indicated that the tail reconnection is usually located beyond 20 R_E downstream [Nagai et al., 1998, Machida et al., 1999]. In the NENL model, an X-line forms between the oppositely directed closed field lines above and below the current sheet due to the plasma sheet thinning and the highly stretched field configuration during substorm growth phase (see Figure 1.4b). The reconnection proceeds slowly at first. However, as time progresses, the current sheet becomes thinner and the rate of reconnection increases until it becomes explosive. When the
reconnection begins to involve lobe field lines, a portion of the plasma sheet tailward of the X-line is decoupled from the ionosphere and moves antisunward down the tail as a closed field line structure known as a ‘plasmoid’. The recovery phase begins when the plasmoid starts to retreat tailward. Such a plasmoid structure was often observed in the mid- and distant tail regions during the late substorm EP and recovery phase [Moldwin and Hughes, 1993; Nagai et al., 1994], which constitute the most successful part of the MTI model. An obvious question to the model is how the reconnection in the mid-tail is related to the current disruption and SCW formation in the near-Earth region. To solve this problem, the ‘flow braking’ scenario, a revision of the MTI model, was proposed by Shiokawa et al. [1997; 1998]. They postulated that the fast earthward flows ejected from the mid-tail X-line are slowed down and diverted by the rapidly rising magnetic pressure near the transition region from tail-like to dipolar field in the near-Earth tail. This flow braking induces an eastward inertial current opposing the cross-tail current, consequently leading to the current disruption and the SCW formation. However, in situ observations have shown that the magnetic dipolarization at the near-geosynchronous-orbit plasma sheet (NGOPS) usually develops in a non-MHD fashion [Lui et al., 1999], which cannot be explained under the framework of ‘flow braking’ theory.

The NEI model limits the onset location in the near-Earth region only. A plasma process at the NGOPS, most probably some kind of plasma instability, leads to the cross-tail current disruption and sets up the SCW for a substorm EP onset [Lui, 1991; 1996]. Magnetic reconnection might not be the cause but rather a possible consequence of the onset process, that is, the initial current disruption in the near-Earth region can launch a tailward-propagating rarefaction wave, which may set up a favorable condition for an X-line to form farther tailward [Lui, 1996; Erickson et al., 2000]. Suggestions for the possible NGOPS instability include a cross-field current instability [Lui et al, 1991], a drift-Alfven-ballooning (DAB) instability [Roux et al., 1991], a shear flow ballooning instability [Samson et al., 1996], or a magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling feedback instability [Kan, 1993]. The ballooning instability was initially proposed by Roux et al. [1991] and was criticized by Ohtani and Tamao [1993a]. They found that, when taking into account the stabilizing effects of plasma compressibility in 19 out of 22 events they studied, a necessary condition for the ballooning instability was not satisfied. However,
Liu [1997] pointed out that Ohtani and Tamao [1993a] erred in their handling of the parallel momentum equation. A correction of this error leads to a much increased likelihood of ballooning instability in a realistic plasma sheet. Two-fluid MHD simulations by Pu et al. [1997] showed two unstable drift-ballooning mode (DBM) solutions, namely DBM1 (conventional ballooning mode) and DBM2 (drift-Alfvén ballooning mode, also known as DAB mode). Using GEOS 2 observations they found that the necessary conditions for DBM2 were fulfilled in 14 out of 16 events. On the other hand, Elphinstone et al. [1995] studied the azimuthally spaced auroral forms (AAF s) observed during auroral substorms and suggested that the AAFs are associated with the modified flute/ballooning instability developed by Ivanov and Pokhotelov [1987] and Ivanov et al. [1992]. The CRRES satellite observation provided clear evidence relating the DAB instability in the NGOPS to the substorm EP onset [Maynard et al., 1996; Erickson et al., 2000].

**Figure 1.9** Sketch of the drift wave instability at the near-geosynchronous plasma sheet (slightly modified from Roux et al. 1991).

A simplified sketch of the DBM instability is shown in Figure 1.9. The gradient of the pressure and magnetic field both point earthward between the boundary of the
dipole-like region and the tail-like region. Assume that there is an initial perturbation moving in the azimuthal direction. Energetic ions and electrons will undergo westward and eastward drifts, respectively. Positive and negative charges accumulate at the edge of the propagating perturbation, generating FACs and producing a polarization electric field $\delta \mathbf{E}$. The resulting $\delta \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B}$ force tends to enhance the amplitude of the initial perturbation so that the instability grows. The alternating polarization electric fields that develop in these waves can grow to such a size such that, in a specific half-cycle of the wave, the eastward polarization electric field can reach a sufficient magnitude to overcome the normal westward dawn-dusk electric field. Within that half-cycle the drift wave couples to the Alfvén ballooning mode and plasma kinetic energy is converted into the electromagnetic energy which flows toward the ionosphere via Alfvén waves. When the energy is released from the plasma during such eastward electric field excursions faster than the background convection energizes it, the cross-tail current is reduced, magnetic field dipolarization begins, and the SCW forms. The incident Alfvén wave is partially reflected because of an impedance mismatch between the ionosphere and magnetosphere, and a secondary Alfvén wave is launched from the ionosphere due to the disturbance of the ionospheric conductivities and electric fields. The bouncing waves set up the high-latitude Pi2 pulsations (40-150s) which can be seen on the ground up to the poleward limit of the auroral electrojet [Olson, 1999; Olson and Rostoker, 1975].

Intense debates between the NEI and MTI model proponents have taken place for over a decade. Several attempts have been made to reconcile the conflict. It is possible that the current disruption itself is an independent process, but the reconnection in the mid-tail may set a favorable condition for the current disruption [Ohtani et al., 2002]. For example, Pu et al. [1999] found that when a fast earthward flow is decelerated inside the NGOPS, the DBM in both equatorial and off-equatorial regions at the NGOPS become unstable and the instabilities grow much faster than without the flow. On the other hand, though enhanced earthward flow is not necessary in the NEI model for a substorm, it was found that following the local onset and SCW establishment, such enhanced earthward flows may play an important role in maintaining the SCW by continually feeding energy into the near-Earth magnetosphere [Birn et al., 1999]. Thus
a synthesis of the NEI and MTI models may exist. On the other hand, there is also the possibility one of the models may be correct in some substorms, while the other model is correct for other substorms. For example, Baumjohann et al. [1996] suggested a distinction between storm-time and non-storm time substorms. The former behaved more consistently with the MTI model, while the latter usually complied with the NEI scenario. As stated by Lui [2001], before the validity of any given model is questioned, the presumption that only one theory is correct may first need to be questioned. In this thesis, we will argue that this is the case for substorm studies. It is not inconceivable that, the future solution to the substorm onset problem will consist of a combination of MTI and NEI scenarios.

An auroral brightening is not always followed by global expansion. Occasionally the brightening lasts only a few minutes and then decays without causing any significant geomagnetic disturbance. Such short-lived and localized auroral activity is called a pseudobreakup or pseudosubstorm. Pseudobreakups can occur either as substorm precursors [Koskinen et al., 1993; Aikio et al., 1999] or as isolated events during quiet times [Sergeev et al., 1986; Ohtani et al., 1993b]. Pseudobreakups show most of the signatures found in fully developed substorm onsets, like negative magnetic bays and Pi2 pulsations from ground magnetometer observations (but usually localized in both latitude and longitude), cross-tail current disruption and energetic particle injection at the inner edge of the plasma sheet [Nakamura et al., 1994], and plasmoid ejection in the far tail [Aikio et al., 1999]. Rostoker [1998] suggested that pseudobreakups and substorm EP onsets are associated with almost the same magnetospheric processes but differ only in the magnitude of disturbance, the spatial and temporal scales, and the global consequences. Ohtani et al. [1993b] proposed that the major difference between a pseudosubstorm and a major substorm EP onset is that, during a pseudobreakup there is an absence of the tailward expansion of the current disruption. Only the major substorm EP onsets are associated with a significant poleward expansion of auroras and currents in the ionosphere. The pseudobreakups do not grow into real substorms because the amount of energy stored in the tail is not sufficient [Ohtani et al., 1993b; Nakamura et al. 1994] and/or the ionospheric conditions are not favorable for a full-scale SCW formation [Koskinen et al., 1993].
The ionospheric plasma convection flows usually undergo dramatic changes and have fundamentally different features during different stages of a substorm [e.g., Voronkov et al., 1999; Friedrich et al., 2001; Kadokura et al., 2002a; 2002b]. As an efficient tool for direct measurements of two-dimensional ionospheric convection, the SuperDARN program has contributed substantially to substorm studies since its inception [Lester et al., 2000]. In the following we will mention some of those contributions during the past five years. The dynamics of global ionospheric plasma convection accompanying substorm evolution were frequently studied for specific events [e.g., Lyons et al., 2001; Lester, 2002; Grocott et al., 2002; Liang et al., 2004b; Hashimoto et al., 2004]. The flow features were also investigated for a number of specific regions, e.g. the dayside ionosphere [e.g., Kavanagh et al., 2002; Lyons et al., 2003], inside the polar cap [e.g., Milan et al., 2002; Jayachandran et al., 2003], inside the nightside main auroral oval [e.g., Yeoman et al., 2000a; Wild et al., 2000], near the equatorward border of auroral oval [e.g., Parkinson et al., 2003], and between conjugate hemispheres [e.g., Yeoman et al., 2000b]. The SuperDARN measurements are often made in conjunction with optical auroral observations [e.g., Liang et al., 2004a; 2004b; Bristow et al., 2001; 2003], global magnetometer observations [e.g., Saka et al., 2001; Kikuchi et al., 2000, Boralv et al., 2000; Khan et al., 2001], and satellite in-situ observations in the magnetotail [e.g., Sandholt et al., 2003]. The effects of substorms on SuperDARN radio propagation and absorption were discussed by Gauld et al. [2002].

1.5 Outline of the thesis

The research purpose of this thesis is a multi-instrument joint study of the convection, magnetic and optical auroral dynamics of the high-latitude ionosphere. Chapter 2 gives a brief introduction to all the observation instruments used in this thesis. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 constitute the main work of the thesis. In Chapter 3, we investigate a particular class of enhanced nightside convection events, which we classify as “nightside radar flow enhancements” (NRFEs), in order to study their spatial and temporal relationship with optical auroral activity. We propose a new model to explain the nearly simultaneous onset of the NRFEs and the auroral intensifications.
Some of the results in this chapter were published in Liang et al. [2004a]. Chapter 4 presents a study of two-dimensional ionospheric convection and optical auroral dynamics of a small postmidnight substorm event during dominated IMF Bz+ and By+ intervals on October 9, 2000. The whole event sequence is explained in terms of loading-unloading, directly driven, and internal magnetotail processes. These results have been published in Liang et al. [2004b] and also form the contents of another paper to be submitted to Annales Geophysicae. In Chapter 5, some comparisons between the magnetometer-based equivalent convection and the convection patterns observed by SuperDARN HF radars are made, and the reasons for their discrepancies are discussed. A paper based on the results of this chapter is being drafted. The thesis concludes in Chapter 6 with an overall summary of the work and some proposals for future research.
Chapter 2

Observation instruments

Several sets of observation instruments are involved in the thesis: SuperDARN HF radars, the ground-based magnetometers and riometers, a median-scanning photometer array, high-resolution all-sky imagers, and satellite instruments. In the following we will give a brief introduction to those instruments and their usage in the thesis. Some common data processing procedures, for example, those for the radar and the all-sky imagers, are also introduced in this chapter.

2.1 SuperDARN HF radars

SuperDARN (Super Dual Auroral Radar Network) is an international network of high-frequency (HF) radars used to study the plasma convection, the electric field, and the FACs in the high-latitude ionosphere. Each SuperDARN HF radar is a coherent scatter radar that is sensitive to wave-like plasma irregularities which, for particular directions of the spatial wave vector, cause constructive interference of the scattered signals. Theoretically, the plasma wave irregularities which are favorable for coherent scattering have wave vectors given by [Kelley, 1989],

\[ k_{\text{irr}} = k_s - k_i \]

where \( k_s \) and \( k_i \) are the wave vectors of the scattered and incident waves, respectively. For a monostatic radar equation (2.1) reduces to \( k_{\text{irr}} = -2k_i \). In the ionosphere the
irregularity wavefronts are generally field-aligned, and therefore $k_i$ must be perpendicular to the geomagnetic field. Since the high latitude magnetic field lines are nearly vertical, it would be impossible for the radio wave to achieve this orthogonality condition above the ionospheric $E$ region if the propagation were along a straight line. However, orthogonality may be achieved if there is refraction of the HF waves in the ionosphere. An advantage of HF radar over UHF and VHF radars is that there is more refraction at lower frequencies.

Figure 2.1 Locations of currently operating SuperDARN radars and their field of views (FoVs).
Table 2.1 SuperDARN radar sites and their boresight directions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radar Station</th>
<th>Geo. Lat (°N)</th>
<th>Geo. Lon (°E)</th>
<th>AACGM Lat (°N)</th>
<th>AACGM Lon (°E)</th>
<th>Boresight Direction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saskatoon</td>
<td>52.16</td>
<td>-106.53</td>
<td>61.34</td>
<td>-45.26</td>
<td>+23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kapuskasing</td>
<td>49.39</td>
<td>-82.32</td>
<td>60.06</td>
<td>-9.22</td>
<td>-12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince George</td>
<td>53.98</td>
<td>-122.59</td>
<td>59.88</td>
<td>-65.67</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goose Bay</td>
<td>53.32</td>
<td>-60.46</td>
<td>61.94</td>
<td>23.02</td>
<td>+5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stokkseyri</td>
<td>63.86</td>
<td>-22.02</td>
<td>65.04</td>
<td>67.33</td>
<td>-59.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodiak</td>
<td>57.60</td>
<td>-152.20</td>
<td>57.17</td>
<td>-96.28</td>
<td>+30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King Salmon</td>
<td>58.68</td>
<td>-156.65</td>
<td>57.43</td>
<td>-100.51</td>
<td>-20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pykkvibær</td>
<td>63.86</td>
<td>-19.20</td>
<td>64.59</td>
<td>64.65</td>
<td>+30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hankasalmi</td>
<td>62.32</td>
<td>26.61</td>
<td>59.78</td>
<td>105.53</td>
<td>-12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanae</td>
<td>-71.68</td>
<td>-2.85</td>
<td>-61.52</td>
<td>43.18</td>
<td>+173.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syowa East</td>
<td>-69.01</td>
<td>39.61</td>
<td>-55.25</td>
<td>22.98</td>
<td>+106.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syowa South</td>
<td>-69.00</td>
<td>39.58</td>
<td>-55.25</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>+165.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kergulen</td>
<td>-49.35</td>
<td>70.26</td>
<td>-58.73</td>
<td>122.14</td>
<td>+168.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halley</td>
<td>-75.52</td>
<td>-26.63</td>
<td>-61.68</td>
<td>28.92</td>
<td>+165.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruny Island</td>
<td>-43.38</td>
<td>147.23</td>
<td>-55.31</td>
<td>-133.36</td>
<td>+180.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The present SuperDARN radars are based upon the original radar design used in Goose Bay [Greenwald et al., 1985]. Currently 15 radars are operating, nine of which are in the northern hemisphere and six in the southern hemisphere (see Figure 2.1). Each radar operates at a frequency between 8 and 20 MHz. The main transmitting antenna array of each radar consists of 16 log periodic antennas electronically controlled by a phasing matrix which steers the radar beam through 16 successive azimuthal angles. The azimuthal half power beam width varies between 2.5° at 20 MHz and 6° at 8 MHz. Each beam position is sustained for 7 seconds during normal-scan “common mode” operation (or for 3 seconds for fast-scan common mode operation), then is switched by means of a phasing matrix to the next beam position, which is 3.24°.
east or west of the previous one. In common-mode operation, the sequence of 16 beams leads to a field of view (FoV) of nominal azimuthal extent $51.84^0$. The complete scan takes about 2 minutes for the normal-scan common mode and 1 minute for fast-scan common mode. The locations of the radars and their FoVs are listed Table 2.1 and shown in Figure 2.1.
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**Figure 2.2** The 7-pulse sequence transmitted by the SuperDARN radars. The pulses are 300 $\mu$s long and they are separated by integral multiples of the unit separation (lag) time which is normally set to 2.4 ms. A total of 22 usable lags is achieved to calculate the ACF.
The transmitted pulse length, which determines the range resolution, is 300 µs (≈45 km) for common mode (normal-scan or fast-scan). However, the pulse length can be decreased to 100 µs (range resolution ~15 km) for the discretionary mode operation. In total 70 range bins are sampled along each beam, the first starting with a delay of 1200 µs after the leading edge of the pulse. This first range bin thus begins at a range of 180 km and the maximum range is 180+70*45=3330 km. The large range coverage makes possible the observation of scattering from near-range meteors in the mesosphere (180-500 km range) to far-range high-latitude ionospheric F region scattering out to ranges exceeding 3000 km.

SuperDARN radars measure the complex autocorrelation function (ACF) of the returned signal through the transmission of a sequence of irregularly spaced pulses. The pulses are separated by integral multiples of the unit pulse separation (lag) time (normally set to 2.4 ms). The returned signal is coherently detected so that the in-phase and quadrature components of the signal can be determined, which allows for the real and imaginary parts of the ACF, or alternatively the magnitude and phase of the ACF, to be determined. In terms of ACF determination, a multi-pulse sequence of N pulses is equivalent to $N(N-1)/2$ double-pulse pairs. Fundamentally, when a pulse pair separated by time $\tau_{lag}$ is used, one point of the ACF at that lag is determined. A multi-pulse sequence can be carefully devised such that the pulse separations contain most or all of the lags necessary for determining the ACF and such that there is little or no ambiguity in the ranges that contribute to any given lag. Theoretically, for an N-pulse sequence, $N(N-1)/2$ lags of the ACF can be determined, one for the separation of each double-pulse pair. However, due to the monostatic nature of the radars, at some range cells there may be several “bad” lags, because the SuperDARN radar cannot receive when it is transmitting at the same time; therefore, at the time the radar is transmitting new pulses, any returned signal is discarded. In addition, the correlation of a pulse with itself naturally leads to the “zero lag” ACF, which is simply the power of the returned signal. The ACF at each lag is averaged over about 70 multi-pulse sequences for the common scan mode (or about 30 sequences for the fast scan mode). Currently, in normal operation mode each sequence consists of 7 pulses with successive lag intervals of 21.6 ms, 7.2 ms, 19.2 ms, 4.8 ms, 9.6 ms, 2.4 ms (see Figure 2.2), a
maximum of 22 usable lags (including the “zero lag” value) is achieved. For the future, 8-pulse and 9-pulse sequences have been designed and tested [McWilliams, 2003].

If the complex ACF has been determined for a sufficient number of lags, several important parameters can be derived by assuming the following ACF models:

\[
ACF(\tau) = P_0 \exp(-\lambda \tau + i \omega \tau), \quad (2.2a)
\]

\[
ACF(\tau) = P_0 \exp(-\sigma \tau^2 + i \omega \tau), \quad (2.2b)
\]

Models (2.2a) and (2.2b) differ only in the assumed pattern of the ACF magnitude decay with time lag, namely an exponential decay in (2.2a) or a Gaussian decay in (2.2b). By making a linear fit to the ACF phase angle variation versus lag, the slope of the line gives the Doppler shift frequency \(\omega_D\). The shift \(\omega_D\) is related to the Doppler line-of-sight velocity (VLOS) \(V_D\) of the scatterers by the equation

\[
V_D = \frac{c \omega_D}{4\pi f_T},
\]

where \(f_T\) is the radio frequency transmitted by the radar. The line-of-sight velocity (VLOS) is undoubtedly the most important parameter observed by SuperDARN. Theoretically, for a backscatter radar, the measured Doppler VLOS is the phase velocity of the plasma wave irregularity. For the gradient-drift instability (GDI), which is generally believed to be the major candidate that causes the decameter-scale plasma waves in the \(F\) region ionosphere which coherently backscatter the HF echoes [Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, 1997], the phase velocity is always very close to the component of the plasma \(E \times B\) drift along the direction of incident wave vector at all ionospheric altitude ranges of interest [Xu, 2003]. Thus the Doppler velocity measurement of SuperDARN radar yields the line-of-sight component of the \(E \times B\) drift along the beam direction to good accuracy.

Another important parameter is the backscattered power \(P_0\), which is just the zero-lag ACF value. The spectral width is defined as the full width at half power of the modeled power spectrum deduced from (2.2a) or (2.2b). The parameters \(\lambda\) and \(\sigma\) can be
determined by least-square fitting procedures based upon models (2.2a) and (2.2b), respectively. A Lorentzian spectral width $w_L$ and a Gaussian spectral width $w_S$ can be derived as follows,

$$
\begin{align*}
    w_L &= 2\lambda, \\
    w_S &= 4\sigma\sqrt{\ln 2}.
\end{align*}
$$

(2.4)

The above procedure is the standard FITACF routine used by the international SuperDARN science team. On the other hand, all the above key parameters may also be obtained from the ACF by using spectral methods such as the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) or the Burg algorithm for the Maximum Entropy method [Burg, 1975]. The Burg algorithm may be used to obtain higher spectral resolution than the FITACF technique and thus has been used to study the double-peak (DP) spectrum of backscattered echoes [Schiffler, 1996; Huber and Sofko, 2000; Danskin et al., 2004]. However, the underlying physical mechanism for the DP spectrum is still a controversial issue [Andre et al., 2000; Huber and Sofko, 2000; Danskin et al., 2004].

**Figure 2.3** An example of the radar signal processing techniques. (a) Real and imaginary part of the ACF. (b) Doppler spectrum obtained through FFT of the ACF. (c) Phase angle as a function of lag and its linear squares fit. (d) Power variation of the ACF as a function of lag with exponential ($\lambda$) and Gaussian ($\sigma$) least squares fits. (From Villain et al. 1987)
Figure 2.3 shows an example of the above-mentioned ACF analysis. Panel (a) gives the real and imaginary part of the ACF. The slope of the best-fit straight line to the graph of the ACF phase angle versus the lag time gives the Doppler frequency shift as shown in panel (c), which is consistent with the result from the Doppler spectrum analysis obtained by FFT technique as shown in panel (b). Two least-square fits to the power variation, the exponential and Gaussian fits, are shown in the panel (d).

Most SuperDARN radars have a second line of antennas which acts as an interferometer array. The elevation angle of returned signals can be determined from the phase difference between the interferometer array and the main antenna array. In this thesis the elevation angle information, if available, is used together with the range information to estimate the scattering height. Since the research interest of this thesis is focused only upon ionospheric $F$ region echoes, echoes from scattering heights below 160 km are discarded.
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**Figure 2.4** Geometry showing the merging technique of plasma convection determination from measurements using two crossing beams.

If at least two radars have overlapping FoVs, it is possible to obtain the two-dimensional convection map within the common FoV in the plane perpendicular to $\mathbf{B}$ for each scan. This method is known as the merge technique. Assume that, at the intersection of beams from radars ‘T’ and ‘K’, the unit vectors along the line-of-sight direction are $\hat{\mathbf{l}}_t, \hat{\mathbf{l}}_k$ and the measured VLOS values are $V_t$ and $V_k$, respectively. We have,

$$
\mathbf{V} \cdot \hat{\mathbf{l}}_t = V_t, \quad \mathbf{V} \cdot \hat{\mathbf{l}}_k = V_k,
$$

(2.5)
where $\mathbf{V}$ is the actual two-dimensional convection velocity to be determined. After some vector manipulations, we obtain the equation

$$
\mathbf{V} = \frac{[V_x - (\hat{i}_x \cdot \hat{i}_k) V_k] \hat{i}_x + [V_k - (\hat{i}_r \cdot \hat{i}_k) V_r] \hat{i}_k}{1 - (\hat{i}_r \cdot \hat{i}_k)^2}.
$$

(2.6)

Another method to obtain the two-dimensional convection velocities is called the FIT technique. The measurements from all data points of all radars are fitted into a mathematical model to obtain the best consistency. A “map_potential” procedure has been developed for this purpose, which uses a combination of the actual data where measurements exist and a statistical global electric potential model [Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, 1996; Ruohoniemi and Baker, 1998] where no measurements exist.

The map_potential procedure begins with a selection of a data scan for all radars at a specific time. Velocities with error estimates greater than 200 m/s are ignored, as well as ground scatter. A $3 \times 3 \times 3$ data sampling method is used in the following way: spatial sampling is performed over a $3 \times 3$ beam/gate template centered on the cell of interest, and temporal sampling over 3 successive scans is made by averaging the previous (2 minutes before), current, and next scan (2 minutes after). Thus the sample contains the VLOS data in the $3 \times 3$ beam/gate template centered on the target cell and averaged over the three successive scans centered on the time of interest. This sample is then median-filtered to produce a ‘best’ estimate of the VLOS value for the target cell. Thus the data are filtered both spatially and temporally. This filtering results in a marked improvement in the smoothness of the velocity maps. However, it may smear out some fine structure of the flows. In Chapter 4 we will see that some electric field oscillations are clearly seen from the VLOS observations of beams separated by 7 s, but these oscillations are not shown on the convection map made by the FIT procedure. In other words, the FIT procedure is only suitable for large-scale electric field and flows with variations on time scales greater than 2 minutes.

The next step is to define a global grid for spatial averaging and a time step for temporal averaging period. The time step may be as short as the scan repeat rate, i.e., 2 minutes. The grid is defined with a spatial scale of $1^\circ$ in latitude, which is about 111 km
projected to the Earth’s surface. The number of grid cells distributed in longitude, \( n(\theta) \), is set by the requirements that the step in longitude projected to the Earth’s surface be as close to 111 km as possible for integer \( n(\theta) \). When combining data, the mean velocity and its uncertainty are evaluated at a given grid cell at a given time if at least 25\% of the radar samplings for that cell return a velocity value. The filtered VLOS data are converted to the mapping grid, forming a set of \( N \) velocity values \( W_i \) and their uncertainties \( \sigma_i (i = 1, 2, \ldots, N) \). These velocities constitute the data base for derivation of the two-dimensional convection pattern.

For the “map potential” method, the electrostatic potential is represented in terms of spherical harmonics,

\[
(\Theta, \phi) = \sum_{l=0}^{L} \sum_{m=-M}^{M} A_{lm} Y_{lm}(\Theta, \phi), \tag{2.7}
\]

where the \( A_{lm} \) are the coefficients and \( L \) and \( M \) are the order and the degree of the expansion, respectively, with \( M \leq L \). To determine the coefficients \( A_{lm} \), a weighted least-square method is applied to minimize the chi-squared value given by

\[
\chi^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{1}{\sigma_i^2} [V_i \cdot \mathbf{K}_i - W_i]^2. \tag{2.8}
\]

In equation (2.8), \( V_i \) is the fitted velocity vector at the grid cell position associated with \( i \) and the dot product provides the projection of this velocity onto the line-of-sight direction, and \( \mathbf{K}_i \) is the unit vector along the line-of-sight. The \( \chi^2 \) value gives an estimate of the goodness-of-fit of the observations to the model.

The fitted convection map gives smoother convection velocities and covers larger areas than the “merged” convection map, because velocity measurements from the overlapping fields-of-view of two radars are needed to obtain the merged values. Owing to this greater coverage, the FIT values are based on the “map potential” technique; this is the standard method used to obtain the large-scale ionospheric convection pattern. However, according to the experience of the author of this thesis, the FIT technique...
tends to smooth out some small-scale flow structures due to the filtering process. One must realize that the technique is driven more by the statistical model input rather than actual observations when data points are insufficient. Therefore, in this thesis, we will apply the FIT technique with some caution. Almost all fitted convection maps in this thesis have data points $N$ larger than 100 and $\chi^2/(N-1)$ less than 1.0, and we have also checked the fitted velocities in each map against the available VLOS measurements from each radar to guarantee that consistency is apparent.

### 2.2 Magnetometers

The magnetometer data from the CANOPUS (Canadian Auroral Network for the OPEN Program Unified Study) array, the GSC (Geological Survey of Canada) array, and the MACCS (Magnetometer Array for Cusp and Cleft Studies) array are used in this thesis.

#### Table 2.2 Location of CANOPUS magnetometer stations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station Name</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Geo. Lat (°N)</th>
<th>Geo. Lon. (°E)</th>
<th>AACGM Lat. (°N)</th>
<th>AACGM Lon. (°N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contwoyto Lake</td>
<td>CONT</td>
<td>65.75</td>
<td>248.75</td>
<td>73.24</td>
<td>-57.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawson</td>
<td>DAWS</td>
<td>64.05</td>
<td>220.89</td>
<td>65.98</td>
<td>-87.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eskimo Point</td>
<td>ESKI</td>
<td>61.11</td>
<td>265.95</td>
<td>71.21</td>
<td>-28.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Churchill</td>
<td>FCHU</td>
<td>58.76</td>
<td>265.92</td>
<td>69.01</td>
<td>-27.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort McMurray</td>
<td>MCMU</td>
<td>56.66</td>
<td>248.79</td>
<td>64.60</td>
<td>-52.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Simpson</td>
<td>FSIM</td>
<td>61.76</td>
<td>238.77</td>
<td>67.51</td>
<td>-67.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Smith</td>
<td>FSMI</td>
<td>60.02</td>
<td>248.05</td>
<td>67.71</td>
<td>-54.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gillam</td>
<td>GILL</td>
<td>56.38</td>
<td>265.36</td>
<td>66.71</td>
<td>-28.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island Lake</td>
<td>ISLL</td>
<td>53.86</td>
<td>265.34</td>
<td>64.29</td>
<td>-27.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinawa</td>
<td>PINA</td>
<td>50.20</td>
<td>263.96</td>
<td>60.59</td>
<td>-29.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit Lake</td>
<td>RABB</td>
<td>58.22</td>
<td>256.32</td>
<td>67.39</td>
<td>-42.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rankin Inlet</td>
<td>RANK</td>
<td>62.82</td>
<td>267.89</td>
<td>72.91</td>
<td>-25.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taloyoak</td>
<td>TALO</td>
<td>69.54</td>
<td>266.45</td>
<td>78.95</td>
<td>-31.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CANOPUS was designed as an integral part of the Global Geospace Science Mission (GGS) organized by NASA as part of the International Solar-Terrestrial Physics Program (ISTP). The CANOPUS magnetometer array currently contains 13 stations whose locations are listed in Table 2.2. Their AACGM latitudes and longitudes [Baker and Wing, 1989] are also given for reference. It should be noted that, at a fixed geographical position, the AACGM coordinates change slightly every year, and the values listed in the table are calculated for the year 2000. Each station is equipped with a 3-component fluxgate magnetometer of the ring-core type. The data are sampled at a rate of 8 Hz, then are filtered and decimated to a sample rate of one point per 5 seconds.

Table 2.3 Location of NRCAN/GSC magnetometer stations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station Name</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Geo. Lat (°N)</th>
<th>Geo. Lon. (°E)</th>
<th>AACGM Lat. (°N)</th>
<th>AACGM Lon. (°N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alert</td>
<td>ALE</td>
<td>82.50</td>
<td>297.65</td>
<td>87.06</td>
<td>99.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker Lake</td>
<td>BLC</td>
<td>64.32</td>
<td>263.99</td>
<td>74.00</td>
<td>-32.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge Bay</td>
<td>CBB</td>
<td>69.12</td>
<td>254.97</td>
<td>77.31</td>
<td>-51.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Churchill</td>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>58.76</td>
<td>265.91</td>
<td>69.01</td>
<td>-27.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenlea</td>
<td>GLN</td>
<td>49.65</td>
<td>262.88</td>
<td>59.93</td>
<td>-30.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iqaluit</td>
<td>IQA</td>
<td>63.75</td>
<td>291.48</td>
<td>72.84</td>
<td>14.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meanook</td>
<td>MEA</td>
<td>54.62</td>
<td>246.65</td>
<td>62.17</td>
<td>-54.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mould Bay</td>
<td>MBC</td>
<td>76.31</td>
<td>240.64</td>
<td>81.03</td>
<td>-86.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ottawa</td>
<td>OTT</td>
<td>45.40</td>
<td>284.45</td>
<td>56.08</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-de-la-Baleine</td>
<td>PBQ</td>
<td>55.28</td>
<td>282.26</td>
<td>65.79</td>
<td>-1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolute Bay</td>
<td>RES</td>
<td>74.69</td>
<td>265.11</td>
<td>83.37</td>
<td>-40.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. John's</td>
<td>STJ</td>
<td>47.59</td>
<td>307.32</td>
<td>53.75</td>
<td>31.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>VIC</td>
<td>48.52</td>
<td>236.58</td>
<td>53.90</td>
<td>-64.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellowknife</td>
<td>YKC</td>
<td>62.48</td>
<td>245.52</td>
<td>69.57</td>
<td>-59.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The GSC, a branch of Natural Resources Canada (NRCAN), operates a network of 14 Magnetic Observatories across Canada (see Table 2.3 for their locations). Twelve of these observatories are equipped with the modern CANMOS (CANadian Magnetic
Observatory System) instrumentation. Each fluxgate magnetometer samples the magnetic fields at 8 Hz. After filtering and resampling processes, 1-minute data samples are made available to the public.

The MACCS magnetometer array is run cooperatively by Boston University and Augsburg College with assistance from the GSC and CANOPUS. MACCS is a high-latitude array (74°-84° AACGM latitude, see Table 2.4 for their locations). As its name suggests, the primary use of MACCS data is for the study of processes mapping down from the magnetospheric cusp and cleft. Four GSC magnetometer stations, as denoted by ‘*’ in Table 2.4, are also included as a part of the MACCS array. The MACCS stations use exactly the same ring-core fluxgate magnetometer used for CANOPUS. The MACCS magnetometers also sample data at 8 Hz, but averaged the sampled data down to a resolution of 1 data point per second (GSC observatories) or 2 points per second (non-GSC sites).

Table 2.4 Location of MACCS magnetometer stations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station Name</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Geo. Lat (°N)</th>
<th>Geo. Lon. (°E)</th>
<th>AACGM Lat. (°N)</th>
<th>AACGM Lon. (°N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pangnirtung</td>
<td>PG</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>294.2</td>
<td>74.69</td>
<td>19.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clyde River</td>
<td>CY</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>291.4</td>
<td>79.12</td>
<td>18.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iqaluit (*)</td>
<td>IQ</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>291.5</td>
<td>72.88</td>
<td>14.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Dorset</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>283.4</td>
<td>74.07</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Igloolik</td>
<td>IG</td>
<td>69.3</td>
<td>278.2</td>
<td>79.01</td>
<td>-7.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coral Harbour</td>
<td>CH</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>276.8</td>
<td>74.27</td>
<td>-9.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repulse Bay</td>
<td>RB</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>273.8</td>
<td>76.49</td>
<td>-15.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pelly Bay</td>
<td>PB</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>270.3</td>
<td>78.23</td>
<td>-22.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker Lake (*)</td>
<td>BK</td>
<td>64.3</td>
<td>264.0</td>
<td>73.99</td>
<td>-32.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gjoa Haven</td>
<td>GH</td>
<td>68.6</td>
<td>264.1</td>
<td>77.92</td>
<td>-34.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambridge Bay (*)</td>
<td>CB</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>255.0</td>
<td>77.29</td>
<td>-51.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolute Bay (*)</td>
<td>RE</td>
<td>74.7</td>
<td>265.0</td>
<td>83.37</td>
<td>-40.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.5 shows all the above-mentioned magnetometer stations. The fields-of-view (FoVs) of the Saskatoon and Kapuskasing SuperDARN HF radars are also plotted for reference. It can be seen that the CANOPUS magnetometer array, especially the "Manitoba line" at roughly -94º geographic longitude, overlaps the joint Saskatoon-Kapuskasing radar FoVs quite well, and the GSC and MACCS magnetometers provide some support coverage to the east and west of the radars.

![CANOPUS, GSC, and MACCS magnetometers](image)

**Figure 2.5** CANOPUS, GSC, and MACCS magnetometer stations. AACGM latitudes from 60º to 80º at 5º intervals are shown using solid lines. The FoVs of the Saskatoon and Kapuskasing SuperDARN radars are also plotted for reference.

### 2.3 Photometers

The CANOPUS meridian-scanning photometer array (MPA) data are also used in the thesis. Currently the MPA array contains 4 meridian scanning photometers (MSPs). A north-south chain of three instruments is located at Rankin Inlet, Gillam, and Pinawa, scanning the meridian close to 330º AACGM longitude. One station at Fort Smith scans the meridian close to 300º AACGM longitude.

The MSP instruments are meridian scanning eight-channel filter wheel photometers. Five of the eight channels measure auroral emissions (470.9 nm, 486.1 nm twice, 557.7 nm and 630.0 nm). The other three measure background intensities near
480 nm, 493.5 nm, and 625 nm to correct for contamination caused by blended auroral emissions, and scattered light of manmade, solar and/or lunar origin. Each instrument scans the meridian at two revolutions per minute with a sampling rate of 510 per scan per channel. Due to the geometry the spatial sampling is dense vertically above the station and becomes less dense on each side of the zenith. After the initial correction for gain nonlinearities, the data are compressed from eight to six channels by averaging the two 486.1 nm channels, and the two associated background channels. Then the sampled data are averaged over 0.5° latitude intervals (for an assumed emission height at 110 km) into 17 latitude bins centered on the station. Bin 0 is the most poleward one and bin 16 the most equatorward.

![Figure 2.6](image)

Figure 2.6 The scan lines of the MSP instruments at Gillam, Rankin Inlet, and Fort Smith. The red asterisks indicate the extent of the scans for the red-line emissions, while the green dots indicate the extent of the scans for the green-line emissions.

In the thesis the 630.0 nm (red-line emission) and 557.7 (green-line emission) observations at Gillam, Rankin Inlet and Fort Smith are of major interest. As we indicated in Chapter 1.3, the 557.7 nm emission is radiated in the atomic oxygen transition \( \text{O}(^1S) \rightarrow \text{O}(^1D) \), while the 630 nm emission is from the \( \text{O}(^1D) \rightarrow \text{O}(^3P) \) transition. The excitation to the \(^1D\) state maximizes at about 110 km, so that is the
height assumed for the green-line emission. Due to quenching the red-line emission is usually expected to peak above 200 km. Nominally the assumed emission height is 230 km for the 630.0 nm emission. The scan lines of the photometers at Gillam, Rankin Inlet, and Fort Smith are plotted in Figure 2.6. Red crosses indicate the 17 bin positions at 230 km height and green dots indicate the bin positions at 110 km height.

The poleward bins of the Gillam photometer overlap with, or are close to, several central bins of the Rankin Inlet photometer, for red-line emissions. At times, large discrepancies can be found between the observations from the two photometers. These discrepancies most likely result from an incorrectly assumed emission height (230 km). For bin 17 (the most equatorward bin) of the Rankin Inlet photometer, an assumed emission height of 180 km will cause the bin latitude to be 1.3° more poleward than the bin latitude for assumed height of 230 km, but for the bins near the station zenith, the difference will be trivial. A triangulation method [Jackel et al., 2003] which is used to determine the actual emission height will be discussed later in Section 2.5.3.

2.4 Rimeters

At each CANOPUS magnetometer station a 30 MHz zenith riometer with a 4-element antenna and a single 150 kHz broadband receiver is also deployed. The riometer measures the cosmic radio noise absorption at 30 MHz. This absorption can occur either in the lower ionospheric $E$ region due to the anomalous electron heating by plasma wave instabilities [Schlegel and St.-Maurice, 1981], or in the $D$ region due to hard electron (>40 keV) precipitation [Penman et al., 1979]. The sample rate and final temporal resolution of the riometer data are the same as the CANOPUS magnetometers.

2.5 NORSTAR all sky imager (NASI)

2.5.1 Equipment description

NORSTAR (NORthern Solar Terrestrial ARray) is a world-class optical and radio facility designed to remote sense auroral precipitation on a continental scale. NORSTAR, whose heritage is CANOPUS, will be the imaging component of the Canadian Geospace Monitoring (CGSM) project. NORSTAR consists of three All-Sky Imagers (ASIs) at Resolute Bay, Rankin Inlet, and Gillam, four MSPs, and 13
riometers. Each ASI is a digital camera equipped with an intensified charge coupled device (CCD). The essential components of the camera are the lens which generates two-dimensional images on the image intensifier’ photocathode, and a filter which admits only light within a narrow wavelength range centered on a wavelength of interest. There are plans for seven more ASIs. The ASIs and MSPs collect data at four auroral wavelengths (471.3, 557.7, 630.0, 486.1 nm), with an interval of 10-60 seconds per image. The NORSTAR imagers also have a long-wavelength filter that passes all NIR (near-infrared) wavelengths from 650 nm up to the limit of the detector at about 800 nm. The major contribution to luminosity in the 650-800 nm range is from the N2 1PG band [Jones, 1974]. In addition to the auroral filters, a background channel operates with a passband at 480.0 nm, where no auroral luminosity is expected. This channel is designed to obtain the so-called “dark frame” during the first minute of each hour for calibration purposes (see section 2.5.2). Those imagers will provide extensive and unique coverage of the auroral and polar regions over western Canada and Alaska, from roughly 60 degrees invariant up to the geomagnetic pole.

Figure 2.7 Maps of the FoV of three existing ASIs (black circle) and seven ASIs being planned (cyan circle). The positions of the riometers and the MSPs, which were part of the CANOPUS project and now have become part of NORSTAR, are also plotted.
The FoVs of the three existing imagers and seven imagers (assuming a 230 km altitude for the 630 nm emissions and a zenith extent of 75°) being planned are shown in Figure 2.7. The NORSTAR all-sky imager (NASI) at Rankin Inlet, which provides the best coverage for collaborative studies with the Saskatoon-Kapuskasing radar pair, will be used in this thesis.

2.5.2 Calibration of NASI

So far the NORSTAR data provided by the University of Calgary has not been fully calibrated. The author of this thesis assisted in the raw data processing and calibration work. The raw NASI data is a 256*256 2-byte length image pixel array. The calibration procedures are detailed in the following (see Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8 Flow chart of the calibration procedures used for NASI data. See the text for detailed descriptions.
The very first procedure is the camera optics alignment. As above-mentioned, the NASI applies a background filter at 480 nm. This background channel is not only essential for accurate photometric work with faint emissions, but also produces useful “star frames” because the major contributors to this channel are celestial sources. Since the star positions are known, the azimuth and elevation angles of each image pixel of the camera can be determined.

The second procedure is the “flat-field” or “zonal scan” correction, which resolves the zenith-dependence of the emission intensity. Analysis of NORSTAR dark-room zonal-scan data yields a flat-field correction frame, which is shown in Figure 2.9. The image array under study should be divided by the flat-field correction frame. However, one should note that the correction does not work well for large zenith angles >75° (T. Trondsen, private communication).

![Figure 2.9 Flat-field correction frame of NASI at Rankin Inlet. The value ranges from 0 (darkest) on the edge to 1 (brightest) at the center.](image)

The final but unfinished procedure is the “responsivity” or “sensitivity” calibration. The purpose of the calibration exercise is to produce a conversion factor to allow users of NASI data to convert from raw image pixel “data numbers” to physical units of auroral column emission rate (Rayleighs) for each wavelength employed. The
conversion factor is called the R-Value. The equation relating the NASI data number to the emission intensity in Rayleighs is:

\[
\text{NASI data number} = \text{Intensity in Rayleigh} \times R\text{-value} \times \text{exposure time}.
\]  

(2.9)

The exposure time of NASI is normally 2 seconds. Experimentally, Low Brightness Source (LBS) measurements were used to calculate the R-values.

### 2.5.3 Determination of emission heights

![Observation geometry for the NASI at Rankin Inlet and the MSP at Gillam.](image)

**Figure 2.10** Observation geometry for the NASI at Rankin Inlet and the MSP at Gillam. The light gray area is the FoV of the NASI up to 80° from the zenith, while the dark gray area is the FoV of NASI up to 75° from the zenith. The solid line indicates the scan line of the Gillam MSP. The hatched box denotes the sampling region of NASI pixels chosen for comparison with Gillam MSP data.

As we have mentioned, the assignment of a realistic emission height is a problem for all ground-based optical auroral measurements. Jackel *et al.* [2003] developed a triangulation method to determine the red-line emission height by using the MSP observations at Rankin Inlet, Gillam, and Pinawa. The idea is that if two MSPs have
overlapping scanning areas, a best-fit height for which the highest consistency between the two measurements is achieved can be determined. In this thesis, a similar parallax technique is applied to the use of the NASI data from Rankin Inlet and the MSP data from Gillam. The geometry for this parallax technique is shown in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.11 shows an example of the application of the technique. The best correlation is achieved for an assumed height of 215 km. Thus, during that observation period, the best-fit emission height is assumed to be 215 km. At lower latitudes (<68° MLAT), the correlation is poor. This is because, for those latitudes the zenith angle of the NASI is high enough that the flat-field calibration is not very reliable. However, as shown in Figure 2.10, by restricting the zenith angle to values less than 75°, the coverage extends only down to ~67.5° MLAT. The MLAT range 65-67° is very important for the auroral substorm studies because this MLAT range is usually where the auroral expansive phase onset and the resulting auroral breakup start. As a compromise, in this thesis we will extend the NASI FoV up to 80° zenith angle, but it must be kept in mind that the emission intensity near the edge of FoV might be somewhat overestimated.

![Figure 2.11 Comparison of the MSP emission Intensity in Rayleighs and the NASI data number in the overlapping observation region. Diamonds jointed by a solid line denote the intensities in MSP bins 3 (most poleward) to 9 (most equatorward). The gray dots indicate the NASI observations sampled near the Gillam MSP bins.](image)

On the other hand, the parallax technique can also be applied to estimate the R-value, assuming the MSP data are well calibrated. For example, from Figure 2.11 an R-
value of ~10 can be obtained. However, the R-value estimated based on this technique is found to be significantly different with that based upon the LBS measurements by the NASI data provider [T. Trondsen, private communication]. The reason for this discrepancy is still under investigation.

### 2.6 Satellites

Satellite data from WIND, ACE, GEOTAIL, DMSP and IMP8 are included in this thesis. In the following we give a brief introduction to those satellite projects and their applications in the thesis.

**WIND**

WIND was launched on November 1, 1994, and is the first of two missions of the Global Geospace Science (GGS) initiative, which is the United States portion of a worldwide collaboration called the International Solar-Terrestrial Physics (ISTP) program. During its first two years of operation, WIND was positioned in a sunward, multiple double-lunar-swing-by orbit with a maximum apogee of 250 $R_E$. After that, it was put into a halo orbit at the Earth-Sun L1 Lagrangian point — the point where the gravitational and centrifugal pull of the Sun and Earth cancel each other (~230 $R_E$ on the Sun-Earth line). Starting in October 1998, Wind went into a petal orbit that brings it as close as 10 $R_E$ and as far as 80 $R_E$ at an angle of 60° from the Earth’s ecliptic plane.

The Solar Wind Experiment (SWE) and the Magnetic Fields Investigation (MFI) instrument on WIND are used in the thesis to obtain the solar wind parameters, e. g., the IMF, solar wind speed, ion number density. Detailed description of the WIND project and the instruments can be found at web site [http://www-istp.gsfc.nasa.gov/istp/wind/](http://www-istp.gsfc.nasa.gov/istp/wind/).

**ACE**

The Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) satellite was launched on August 25, 1997, and is an Explorer mission that was managed by the Office of Space Science Mission and Payload Development Division of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA). It orbits the L1 point and stays at a relatively constant position with respect to the Earth as the Earth revolves around the sun.

The Solar Wind Electron Proton Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM) and the magnetometer (MAG) instrument are used in this thesis to obtain the solar wind parameters. Detailed description of the ACE mission and the on-board instruments can be found at http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/.

GEOTAIL

The GEOTAIL mission is a collaborative project undertaken by the Institute of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS) in Japan and NASA in the US. The GEOTAIL spacecraft was designed and built by ISAS and was launched on July 24, 1992. The GEOTAIL mission was divided into two phases. During the initial two-year phase, the orbit apogee was kept on the nightside of the Earth by using the Moon's gravity in a series of double-lunar-swing-by maneuvers that resulted in the spacecraft spending most of its time in the distant magnetotail (maximum apogee about 200 $R_E$) with a period varying from one to four months. In February 1995, phase two was commenced as the apogee was reduced to 30 $R_E$ so that near-Earth magnetotail processes could be studied.

The Solar Wind Analyzer (SWA) of the Comprehensive Plasma Instrument (CPI) and the Magnetic field (MGF) instrument are used in the thesis to obtain the solar wind parameters. In addition, data from the Low Energy Particle (LEP) experiment and the MGF instrument are used, especially in Chapter 3, to determine the flow velocity and the magnetic field in the mid-tail region. Detailed description of the GEOTAIL project and the instruments can be found at http://www-istp.gsfc.nasa.gov/istp/geotail/.

GOES

The Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) series of satellites are operated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) of the US. The GOES satellites circle the Earth in a geosynchronous orbit at about 35,800 km above the Earth. This allows a satellite to remain continuously over a fixed position on the Earth, and obtain important information about the geosynchronous-orbit portion of the magnetosphere.
Two GOES satellites are used in this thesis, namely, GOES-8 and GOES-10. GOES-8 (or GOES-East) is positioned at 75° W geographical longitude, while GOES-10 (or GOES-West) is positioned at 135° W longitude. The magnetometer instruments on GOES-8 and GOES-10 are used to obtain the magnetic field topology, especially the “stretching” of the magnetic field lines in the geosynchronous-orbit magnetosphere. Detailed description of the GEOTAIL project and the instruments can be found at http://rsd.gsfc.nasa.gov/goes/.

**DMSP**

The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) is a US Department of Defense program run by the Air Force Space and Missile System Center. The DMSP satellite series are in circular, 830-840 km sun synchronous orbits at an inclination of 98.3°. Each satellite crosses any point on the earth up to two times a day and has an orbital period of about 101 minutes.

Each DMSP satellites carries an SSJ-4 Precipitating Electron and Ion Spectrometer which monitors the energy flux of electrons and ions from about 30 eV up to about 40 keV. This precipitation from the earth’s magnetosphere is extremely important to space physics research. In this thesis the DMSP satellite series is used to obtain the auroral precipitation boundary, especially the OCFLB. Detailed description of the GEOTAIL project and the instruments can be found at http://dmsp.ngdc.noaa.gov/dmsp.html.

**IMP8**

IMP8 (IMP J/Explorer 50), the last satellite of the IMP series, was launched by NASA on Oct. 26, 1973. It originally had an elliptical orbit with apogee and perigee distances of about 45 and 25 Earth radii, respectively, but its eccentricity has gradually decreased since it was launched. It now has a near-circular orbit at about 35 Earth Radii and a 12-day period.

The magnetometer instrument on IMP8 is used in the thesis to obtain the upstream solar wind IMF parameters. Detailed description of the GEOTAIL project and the instruments can be found at http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/space/imp-8.html.
Chapter 3

Nightside radar flow enhancement and its association with auroral intensification

The relationship between fast flows and auroral activity is very important for the understanding of the substorm process. While much research has been done using in situ satellite flow observations, joint studies of convection measurements and optical observations in the ionosphere are not common. From the investigation of the Saskatoon-Kapuskasing SuperDARN radar data from 1997-1999, a dataset of nightside radar flow enhancement (NRFE) events has been compiled. From the combined radar, CANOPUS magnetometer and photometer array data, the spatial and temporal relationships between the NRFEs and auroral intensifications has been studied. In this chapter, we will first discuss the statistical behavior of the NRFEs and then we present three case studies. In the first event, two NRFEs on the open field lines were found, but neither was related to any auroral or magnetic activity. In the second event, the NRFEs were found to be related to small negative magnetic bays and high-latitude auroras (possibly auroral streamer structures), which are observed on the west side of the flow enhancement region. The most detailed analysis is made for the third NRFE event which was on closed field lines and was accompanied by a pseudosubstorm. The ionospheric flow enhancements appeared to be at higher latitudes in the BPS region, while the auroral intensifications occurred at lower latitudes inside the CPS region and mapped to the NGOPS. At the intermediate latitudes between the flow enhancements and the auroral intensifications, sheared zonal flows characteristic of the Harang
discontinuity were found. The flow enhancements and auroral intensifications were well correlated and occurred nearly simultaneously. Such a temporal relationship between latitudinally separated regions is not easily explained by the existing models associating the tail reconnection process and the near-geosynchronous onset of substorms. On the basis of the results, we propose a new model to explain the nearly simultaneous onset of the NRFEs and the auroral intensifications [Liang et al., 2004a].

3.1 Review of some previous studies

In the late 1970s, high-speed (several hundred km/s) plasma flows were found in the PSBL (e.g., Lui et al. [1983]). Later Baumjohann et al. [1990] and Angelopoulos et al. [1992; 1994] showed that the fast flows also are frequently observed in the plasma sheet. The enhanced plasma sheet flows are generally bursty and localized; they can occur during various stages of substorm development. In the near-Earth region the flows are predominantly earthward. These flows have roughly a 10-minute timescale and are called bursty bulk flow (BBF) events. Imbedded in the BBFs are flow bursts which have velocity peaks of ~1-minute duration. These earthward-moving flow bursts are frequently observed by satellites in the plasma sheet and generally their cause has been associated with magnetotail reconnection processes, including both distant tail reconnection and near-Earth tail reconnection.

The term “flow bursts” also is used to describe ionospheric flow enhancements, but the definition is somewhat arbitrary, varying with observation equipment and the researchers. For example, it was used to describe the fast flows (700-1000 m/s) lasting 5-10 minutes that were observed by the EISCAT incoherent scatter radar [Lewis et al., 1992]. The term also was used to describe nightside flows of duration 10-20 minutes and velocities >750 m/s that were observed by SuperDARN HF radars just prior to the substorm onset [Watanabe et al., 1998]. These nightside “ionospheric flow bursts” were often attributed to distant tail reconnection [De la Beaujardière, 1994; Watanabe et al., 1998]. The timescale of the ionospheric flow bursts is comparable to the BBFs but is quite different from the 1-minute timescales of the flow bursts seen in the tail. To avoid confusion, we will use the term “nightside radar flow enhancement” (NRFE) to describe the ionospheric flow enhancements observed by the SuperDARN radars.
During the substorm growth phase, localized auroral brightening is sometimes observed. It is not as intense as the substorm EP onset aurora, and can occur at various latitudes equatorward of the separatrix, whereas the site of substorm onset aurora activation lies near the equatorward edge of the auroral oval. Several types of auroral activation have been associated with the fast flow events observed in the tail, mainly based on measurements from the GEOTAIL satellite [Nakamura et al., 2001a]. First, auroral poleward boundary intensifications (PBI), which begin just equatorward of the OCFLB, were found to be associated with flow bursts in the plasma sheet and the PSBL [Lyons et al., 1999; Zesta et al., 2000], and with enhanced equatorward flows in the ionosphere observed by incoherent radar [De la Beaujardière et al., 1994]. Second, auroral streamers (N-S aurora) expand equatorward after the initial activation of high-latitude aurora, and the relationship of the streamers to the plasma sheet flow bursts was studied by Nakamura et al. [2001b]. Finally, local brightenings and expansions of auroras take place inside the main auroral oval [Fairfield et al., 1999; Nakamura et al., 2001a]. In a study of joint observations of flow bursts at GEOTAIL and ionospheric auroral intensifications, Nakamura et al. [2001a] found that most of the intensifications preceded the flow bursts by a few minutes, which raises a question about the cause-effect relationship between the intensifications and flow bursts.

3.2 Definition of NRFE and some statistical results

From an investigation of the data from the Saskatoon-Kapuskasing SuperDARN radar pair from 1997 to 1999, a data set of NRFEs has been assembled, based on the following criteria for identifying an NRFE event: (1) the observed convection velocity (merged or fitted) must be greater than 600 m/s and directed southward, or, if the data are available from only one radar so that no merged velocity is available, the VLOS of the nearly magnetic northward-pointing beams of the radar must be greater than 500 m/s towards the radar; (2) the fast flows must occur between 2000 and 0400 magnetic local time (MLT); (3) the modified back-scattered power (see equation 3.3 in the section 3.4.2) must be greater than 20 dB. For a well-defined NRFE event, the latitudinal coverage of the flow enhancement structure must be more than two range
bins and the enhancement must last for at least 4 successive scans. The duration of a well-defined NRFE event may range from 10 to 40 minutes.

![Diagram showing FoVs of the Saskatoon-Kapuskasing SuperDARN radar pair, sites of CANOPUS magnetometer stations and scan lines of the MSPs at Gillam, Rankin Inlet, and Fort Smith. AACGM latitudes from 60° to 80° at 5° intervals are shown using solid lines.](image)

**Figure 3.1** FoVs of the Saskatoon-Kapuskasing SuperDARN radar pair, sites of CANOPUS magnetometer stations and scan lines of the MSPs at Gillam, Rankin Inlet, and Fort Smith. AACGM latitudes from 60° to 80° at 5° intervals are shown using solid lines.

The other data for the NRFE studies originated from the CANOPUS MPA and magnetometer array, and from some satellite instruments. The geometry of the beam directions of the Saskatoon and Kapuskasing HF radars, the scanning range of the CANOPUS MSPs at Rankin Inlet, Gillam, and Fort Smith, and the locations of the magnetometers are shown in Figure 3.1. The CANOPUS west-east magnetometer chain (Fort Smith – Rabbit Lake – Gillam) is labelled and is very important in this study because its magnetometer latitude (~67° MLAT) roughly maps to the NGOPS where magnetospheric substorms are generally believed to initiate in the NEI model.

To classify the observed NRFE events, we have applied the following procedures which involve the measurements from other instruments:

(a) The NRFEs are classified as occurring either on open field lines or on closed field lines. The OCFLB is determined either from the poleward edge of the 630 nm
optical emission observed by the Rankin Inlet MSP (see Chapter 1.3 and Appendix C.2 for details) or, from a nearby DMSP satellite pass, if one is available. For those NRFE structures which span the OCFLB, if the NRFE has significant portions on both sides of the OCFLB, we identify it as two NRFE events, one on the open field lines side and the other on the closed field lines side; otherwise if the NRFE structure is dominantly on one side of the OCFLB, we classify it according to the side on which its principal part is located.

(b) The CANOPUS local auroral electrojet indices CU and CL are used to infer the geomagnetic disturbance level [Rostoker et al., 1995]. The CU and CL indices are measures of the magnetic effect at the ground of the eastward electrojet and westward electrojet, respectively. Their index determination is similar to that used to obtain the well-known AU and AL indices but is defined only locally within the region observed by the CANOPUS magnetometer array. We define the difference between the CU and CL index as the CE index, the counterpart of the AE index. For each NRFE event, the CE index is averaged during the event interval.

(c) The CANOPUS MSP data at Gillam, Rankin Inlet, and Fort Smith have been checked for each NRFE event interval. If an auroral intensification was found during roughly the same time interval as the NRFE (allowing for a ±10-minute difference), the NRFE is classified as being accompanied by auroral activations. Otherwise the NRFE is classified as being without accompanying auroral activations. Most of the accompanying auroral activations were found to be located inside the main auroral oval, though occasionally intensifications in the poleward portion of the auroral oval were also identified (see event 2 below). In some NRFE events, the auroral emissions were very patchy and with small perturbation magnitude during the event interval, so that it was difficult to determine whether or not there were accompanying auroral activations. We classify those events as NRFEs with uncertain auroral activations. If the quality of the optical data is not good, e.g., highly contaminated by moonlight or clouds, the event is discarded. If an auroral activation was found to accompany an NRFE spanning the OCFLB and having significant parts on both sides of OCFLB, the event is classified only as a NRFE on closed field lines accompanied by auroral activation.
Figure 3.2 Occurrence of NRFEs on open and closed field lines versus the CE index. Dark bars denote for the NRFE on closed field lines, while the light gray bars denote the NRFEs on open field lines.

Figure 3.3 Occurrence of open field lines NRFEs accompanied by auroral intensifications (O&AI), open field lines NRFEs without auroral intensifications (O&NA), open field lines NRFEs with uncertain auroral activations (O&UN), closed field lines NRFEs accompanied by auroral intensifications (C&AI), closed field lines NRFEs without auroral intensifications (C&NA), and closed field lines NRFEs with uncertain auroral activations (C&UN).
It should be noted that the foregoing procedures depend on the availability and the quality of both the magnetic and optical observations, which reduces the number of NRFE events for a statistical study. Figure 3.2 shows the occurrence of the well-defined NRFEs on open and closed field lines versus the CE index. It is very clear that the NRFEs on closed field lines occurred mainly for CE index values from 100 to 250 nT, values typical of the late substorm growth phase, a pseudobreakup or a tiny substorm EP. The number of events drops significantly when the CE index is larger than 250 nT. Care must be taken with the explanation of this drop of occurrence. In case of strong geomagnetic activity, such as a substorm EP, it has been found that the increasing conductances in the auroral oval tend to suppress the electric field and thus decrease the flow velocity, especially the equatorward flow component [Yeoman et al., 2000a; Parkinson, 2004]. However, it is also true that, during a major substorm EP, the SuperDARN HF radar ionospheric F region echoes are often largely absent due to strong absorption in the E and D regions, or to unfavorable propagation conditions resulting from the enhanced E region electron densities. Frequently there is a lack of radar echoes right after the substorm EP onset, in which case the radars would not detect any NRFE events in the F region ionosphere. The occurrence of NRFEs on open field lines appears to be less sensitive to magnetic activity, because such events are found for CE index values between 0 and 300 nT. Thus the dependence of open field line NRFEs on the geomagnetic activity level is not as strong as that for the NRFEs on closed field lines. When the CE index is larger than 300 nT, the number of NFRE events on open field lines also drops for the same reasons mentioned above.

Figure 3.3 shows the statistics for the occurrence of NRFEs with and without accompanying auroral intensifications. First we can see clearly that very few NRFEs on open field lines are accompanied by auroral activations. In the following case studies, we will draw the same conclusion repeatedly. This result strongly indicates that the NRFEs on open field lines are not directly related to auroral activity. The relationship between the NRFEs on closed field lines and the auroral intensifications is, however, very complex. We see a slight dominance of NRFEs on closed field lines accompanied by auroral intensifications. Thus it is tempting to suggest that there is a close
relationship between them, but is far from a definite one-to-one correspondence. We will explore the physical implications of this result in section 3.4.

![Figure 3.4 Distribution of time delays between the initiation of NRFEs and their accompanying auroral activations.](image)

The timing between the flow enhancements and the auroral intensifications is important for investigating their cause-effect relationship. Figure 3.4 shows the distribution of the time difference between the initiation of the NRFE and the auroral intensifications for all the NRFE events on closed field lines with accompanying auroral activations. The time delays are grouped by intervals of two minutes, which is the temporal resolution of SuperDARN radar observation in normal mode. A positive time delay indicates that the auroral intensification lags the NRFE, while a negative time delay indicates that the auroral intensification precedes the NRFE. We can see that the peak occurrence rate is found at 0 to -4 minutes time delay range, in accordance with the finding of Nakamura et al. [2001a] that most of the auroral activations preceded the flow bursts by a few minutes. However, the limited pool of NRFE events with accompanying auroral intensifications here might reduce the reliability of the statistical result. On the other hand, the distribution is widespread, indicating a high variability of the time delays, which in turn implies that the temporal relationship between the flow...
enhancements and the auroral intensifications may in fact be very complicated. We suggest that different time delays seen in different events may be caused by significantly different magnetospheric mechanisms, reflecting the high variability and complexity of the substorm process. Several viable models associating tail reconnection, and thus fast flows in the mid-tail, with the near-geosynchronous onset of auroral substorms will be discussed in section 3.4.

3.3 Three case studies: NRFEs on open field lines and closed field lines

3.3.1 March 29, 1999 event

First we will explain the procedures used to identify a NRFE event. There are three approaches. The first and perhaps the most reliable method is the use of merged data, in case there were extensive auroral echoes seen by both the Saskatoon and Kapuskasing radars. Merged convection velocities were available from 0420 to 0510 UT on March 29, 1999. In Figure 3.5 are shown six merged convection maps, each for a two-minute scan. The OCFLB was estimated from the Rankin Inlet MSP 630.0 nm optical emission data (see Figure 3.7a below), and is shown by the ‘*’ symbol in each frame. However, for the scans at 0438-0440 UT and 0456-0458 UT, the poleward border of the 630 nm emission was not well defined (see Appendix C.2), and thus the OCFLB identification is not available.

The first identifiable flow enhancement started at 0438 UT (Figure 3.5a). Fast flows with velocities >1500 m/s first appeared near 78° MLAT, and from -40° to -28° MLON. The flow direction was strongly westward and also somewhat equatorward. The fast flow region expanded to above 80° MLAT and west of -50° MLON at 0448 UT (Figure 3.5b), and the convection was poleward below 77° MLAT, except for some equatorward flows east of -20° MLON. The strong westward flow enhancement faded at 0452 UT (Figure 3.5c). After that time the flow pattern changed significantly. At 0456 UT (Figure 3.5d), the flow direction suddenly switched to strongly eastward from 78° to 82° MLAT and -50° to -30° MLON. However, the flows were almost purely equatorward at 76° to 82° MLAT and -30° to -15° MLON. These fast equatorward flows intensified and extended equatorward to ~74° MLAT at 0500 UT (Figure 3.5e). The
velocity peaked above 1000 m/s for both the eastward and equatorward flows. The second flow enhancement lasted about 10 minutes and diminished at ~0506 UT (Figure

Figure 3.5 Six merged convection map at (a) 0438-0440 UT; (b) 0448-0450 UT; (c) 0452-0454 UT; (d) 0456-0458 UT; (e) 0500-0502 UT; (f) 0506-0508 UT. Asterisks denote the OCFLB estimated from the 630.0 nm optical emission data at Rankin Inlet MSP. The AACGM coordinate system is used.
3.5f). During the whole interval the high-speed flow region was mostly confined to latitudes above 75° MLAT and the flow velocity decreased with decreasing latitudes. Below 74° MLAT, although the merged data were unavailable in part of the region, the flow velocities that were available were generally small. Relative to the position of the OCFLB inferred from the poleward boundary of the 630 nm emission, it is clear that the flow enhancement regions were located almost purely on open field lines.

![Figure 3.6 FIT convection map during (a) 0440-0450 UT, and (b) 0456-0504 UT. The AACGM coordinate system is applied.](image)

The second approach for NRFE identification is to use the fitted data obtained from the map_potential routine [Ruohoniemi and Baker, 1998] (see Chapter 2.1 for a description of the FIT procedure). Figure 3.6 gives two averaged convection maps. The left panel is for 0440-0450 UT, and the right panel is for 0456-0504 UT, roughly corresponding to the two NRFE intervals. It is clear that the fitted convection pattern retains most of the features of the flow enhancement structures at high latitude (>73° MLAT) that were shown by the merged data in Figure 3.5. During the interval 0440-0450 UT, the fast flows from 75° to 80° MLAT and -40° to -58° MLON were strongly southwestward, while during the interval 0456 to 0504 UT, the fast flows were dominantly equatorward. Although the overall convection pattern is consistent with that obtained from the merged data, there are some discrepancies. For example, the strong eastward flows shown by the merged data on the west side of the equatorward flows
during the second flow enhancement period (Figure 3.5d,e) disappears on the FIT convection map. The comparison here validates our previous statement that the FIT procedure tends to smooth out some small-scale flow features, as the result of the averaging processes involved in the FIT procedure.

At times, data were available from only one radar of the Saskatoon-Kapuskasing pair, so that the merged data could not be produced and used as an “absolute” reference of the convection velocities. Fitted velocities can be derived from one-radar observations but the velocities are then largely influenced by the statistical convection model imbedded in the FIT procedure. For example, for this event, the Kapuskasing data quality was poor after 0510 UT, so the identification of flow enhancements were based only on the VLOS measurements of the Saskatoon radar. Of course, this approach is least effective when the flows approach perpendicularity to the beam direction. Because we are mostly interested in those fast flows which have a strong equatorward component, we used only the beams directed close to magnetic north. The backscattered power and spectral width information from those beams can also be very important in studying the NRFE properties. We will use these two parameters in the study of the third NRFE event.

Figures 3.7a gives the Rankin Inlet MSP 630.0 nm optical emission observations during the interval 0400-0600 UT, March, 29, 1999. Figure 3.7b gives the MLAT-time plots of the VLOS as detected by the Saskatoon radar beam 3, which is directed roughly toward magnetic north. Positive VLOS denotes the towards-radar (roughly equatorward) velocity component, while negative VLOS denotes the away-from-radar (roughly poleward) component. The dashed line represents the OCFLB estimated from the Rankin Inlet MSP 630 nm emission observations. The two above-mentioned flow enhancement structures from Figure 3.7b can be identified as the two light blue patches at 0438-0448 UT and 0458-0506 UT. They are both located on open field lines. It is interesting to notice that the Saskatoon radar echoes are separated into two regions by the OCFLB, i.e. far-range echoes (>74°) on open field lines, and near-range echoes (<73°) on closed field lines, up to 0510 UT. This spatial separation may indicate that the flows on open field lines and those on closed field lines were associated with different physical process in two topologically distinct magnetospheric regions, and that the
linkage between them, e.g., distant tail reconnection, was not operative from 0428 up to 0510 UT at the MLT sector of Saskatoon radar. There was a hint of flow enhancements on the closed field lines at 71-73° MLAT, 0512-0516 UT, when the echoes on open and closed field lines were, for the first time, connected. However, this flow enhancement structure was somewhat “isolated” both in latitudinal coverage and the duration, so little information could be deduced from it.

![Figure 3.7](image)

**Figure 3.7** (a) Red-line optical emissions observed at Rankin Inlet from 0400 to 0600 UT, March 29, 1999; (b) The VLOS observed on Saskatoon radar beam 3 from 0400 to 0600 UT. The black dashed line indicates the polar cap boundary inferred from the poleward border of observed by Rankin Inlet MSP 630 nm emissions.
Figure 3.8 X-component (magnetic north) of magnetic fields observed at several CANOPUS stations during the interval 0400-0630 UT. The Pi2 pulsation at Gillam is shown by gray lines and the EP onset time is indicated by a vertical dotted line.

Figure 3.9 MSP observations at Gillam from 0300 to 0600 UT. The upper panel is the 630.0 nm and the bottom panel is the 557.7 nm emission.
The CANOPUS magnetometer data are presented in Figure 3.8, and the MSP observations at Gillam are plotted in Figure 3.9. The negative magnetic bay and Pi2 bursts first started at Gillam at ~0522 UT, which is denoted as the substorm EP onset time. The negative bay was seen at Rabbit Lake at ~0542 UT, and at Fort Smith at 0610 UT. Thus the evolution of SCW was westward, in agreement with the propagation of the WTS. Before the onset there is very little magnetic disturbance at any station. Figure 3.9 also shows that the 630.0 nm and 557.7 nm emissions both revealed an intense breakup at ~0522 UT, but before that breakup there was virtually no auroral activity. We conclude that the flow enhancements on open field lines at 0438-0450 UT and 0456-0504 UT were not accompanied by any auroral and magnetic activity.

There was another equatorward flow structure from 0526 to 0544 UT at 71°– 80° MLAT. This flow structure was found to traverse the OCFLB and has considerable portions on both the north and south sides of the OCFLB. Such an equatorward flow structure can readily be explained in terms of distant tail reconnection. Note that this flow structure occurred in conjunction with the substorm EP onset at ~0522 UT. However, because the majority of the flow structure had relatively small VLOS (<500 m/s), it seems not to fit our criteria for a NRFE. However, a careful inspection reveals...
that this structure existed from beams 2 to 5. Figure 3.10 shows the VLOS on beam 5 of Saskatoon radar. A well-defined strong flow enhancement (>500 m/s) interval was visible as early as 0518 UT. Because the enhanced flows appear earlier and have larger VLOS on the eastern beam, it is clear that the flows have a considerable westward component, which is the reason why the magnetic-north directed beam 3 did not observe a strong VLOS for this flow enhancement. Thus we will classify it as a potential NRFE event. We note that the flow enhancement structure starting at 0518 UT seen on beam 5 was dominantly on open field lines. There were some hints of enhanced flows >500 m/s close to and south of the OCFLB after 0524 UT. On the other hand, the equatorward flow structure, though not strong in magnitude, has considerable portions on both open and closed field lines, with both starting at 0526 UT (notice there was an observation gap on beam 3 at 0524 UT).

In conclusion, we have listed three approaches for NRFE identification: (a) from the merged convection data; (b) from the fitted convection data; (c) from the VLOS measurements. The three approaches are generally compatible, but each has its own advantages and deficiencies. In this event we identified three periods of flow enhancements. The first, from 0438 to 0450 UT, was characterized by strong southwestward flows. The second enhancement was during the interval 0456-0504 UT. The convection pattern initially showed strongly eastward flows west of -30° MLON and strongly equatorward flows east of -30° MLON. Both of the above flow enhancements were on open field lines, but neither of them were accompanied by auroral and magnetic activity. Finally, there was a third NRFE interval which showed flow enhancements on both open and closed field lines. The enhancement on open field lines began at 0518 UT while that on closed field lines began at 0524-0526 UT; the latter was likely to have been associated with the substorm EP onset (~0522 UT).

During this event, the GEOTAIL satellite was located on the duskside flank magnetosheath. Figure 3.11 gives the magnetic field observed by the GEOTAIL MGF instrument. The position of GEOTAIL at each UT hour is labelled on the top of the plot. There are some spikes in the observation due to the equipment errors. We make the approximation that the magnetic field observations at the position of GEOTAIL are effectively at the subsolar magnetopause. The IMF variations which were assumed to
cause the above-mentioned three flow enhancements are labelled by three gray bands, with time delays between the IMF and flow enhancements of about 43 and 40, and 46 minutes, respectively. The relationship between the NRFEs and the IMF variations, and the expected time delays, will be discussed in section 3.4.1 in this chapter.

![Figure 3.11 IMF observations from GEOTAIL. The GSM position of the satellite at the start of each UT hour is labeled at the top of the plot in units of Earth’s radii ($R_E$). Gray bands indicate the possible IMF fluctuations that caused the NRFEs discussed in the text.](image)

### 3.3.2 March 21, 1999 event

NRFEs were also found to occur during non-substorm periods. March 21, 1999 was the fourth quietest day in March, and the Kp index was only 1 from 6 to 9 UT on that day. The upper panel of Figure 3.12 gives the VLOS of Saskatoon radar beams 1 to 6 during the interval 0600-0900 UT. Since magnetic north is roughly located between beams 3 and 4, the VLOS values measured on beams 1-6 roughly indicate the equatorward component of ionospheric convection. The color scheme denotes the
latitudes where the echo VLOS values were measured. There were at least three intervals when NRFE structures were found during that period, namely 0630-0710 UT, 0725-0800 UT, and 0836-0850 UT. The lower panel of Figure 3.12 gives the X-component magnetic disturbances at Gillam, Rabbit Lake, Fort Smith, Fort Churchill and Eskimo Point. It is interesting to note that negative magnetic deviations of several tens of nT were observed at Gillam and Rabbit Lake for the first two flow enhancements, and also at Fort Smith for the second flow enhancement. For the third flow enhancement, however, there were some very small negative magnetic deviations at Fort Smith and Fort Churchill but almost no magnetic disturbance at either Gillam or Rabbit Lake. At the latitude of Eskimo Point, there was virtually no magnetic disturbance during the whole event interval.

![Figure 3.12](image)

**Figure 3.12** The upper panel gives the VLOS observation of beams 1-6. Color scheme denote for the MLAT where the VLOS is measured. The bottom panel gives the X-component (magnetic north) of the magnetic disturbances at several CANOPUS stations.
During the three flow enhancement intervals, the quality of the merged velocity map was mediocre, so we used the FIT convection map instead. Figure 3.13 gives the FIT convection map based on the map_potential procedure during the intervals: (a)
0630-0640 UT, (b) 0650-0650 UT, (c) 0730-0740 UT, (d) 0740-0750 UT, (e) 0830-0840 UT and (f) 0840-0850 UT. We note that, even for these 10-minute averaged maps, the number of data points is still not large. Nevertheless, in those regions containing radar echoes, there are some interesting ionospheric convection features.

The first two panels (a) and (b) correspond to the first NRFE interval. The flow enhancement (800-1000 m/s) was located at latitude <72° MLAT. The flow direction was dominantly equatorward. Panels (c) and (d) correspond to the second flow enhancement interval. High-speed flows are both seen at high latitudes at about 80° MLAT and at latitudes <75° MLAT. For the latter, the flows with velocity 600-800 m/s were first southwestward and then turned to more southward at ~70° MLAT. Finally, panels (e) and (f) correspond to the third flow enhancement interval. Strong southwestward flows of ~800 m/s were seen at 74°-82° MLAT, while there were only some weak flows at latitudes below 72° MLAT.

Figure 3.14 557.7 auroral emissions observed by the MSPs at Gillam (upper panel) and Fort Smith (bottom panel) from 0600 to 0900 UT.
Unfortunately the red-line emissions were contaminated by clouds during the event, so the poleward boundary of 630.0 nm emission boundary was not available for the Rankin Inlet MSP. Neither were there any DMSP passes near the radar observation region. Thus the OCFLB information could not be determined for this event. However, an investigation of Figures 3.12 and 3.13 shows that the first flow enhancement started at \( \sim 72^0 \) MLAT and extended equatorward to \( 68^0 \) MLAT, while the third flow enhancement started at well above \( 80^0 \) MLAT and extended equatorward to \( 74^0 \) MLAT. Considering the low geomagnetic activity level throughout the whole event interval, it is not unreasonable to assume that the first and the third NRFE structures, at least the main part of them, were on closed field lines and open field lines, respectively. For the second flow enhancement period, the NRFEs may have occurred on both open and closed field lines.

Figure 3.14 gives the 557.7 nm MSP observations at Gillam and Fort Smith during the interval 0600-0900 UT. The Gillam data in the upper panel reveal virtually no activity during the whole event sequence. On the other hand, the Fort Smith data in the lower panel show quite pronounced sporadic auroral intensification structures in the poleward part of the auroral oval. Those auroral intensifications were separated by about 10 minutes, and either were extended in the north-south direction or showed a slight trend toward decreasing latitude with time. Such slanted traces usually indicate fast equatorward-moving structures. Such signatures are likely indicative of the so-called N-S aurora or “auroral streamers” [Zesta et al., 2000; 2002; Nakamura et al., 2001a; 2001b]. Unlike the auroral brightenings associated with the substorm EP, which usually originate in the NGOPS that maps to the equatorward part of the auroral oval, the auroral streamers are found at much higher latitudes near the auroral poleward boundary. The high-latitude auroras and moderate magnetic disturbances are also the signatures of “convection bays”, as discussed by Sergeev et al. [1998b; 2001]. However, due to the one-dimensional nature of the photometer observations and the lack of all-sky camera data for this event interval, the two-dimensional structure of the high-latitude auroras observed by the Fort Smith MSP is not known. We cannot say unambiguously whether those high-latitude auroras are north-south aligned structures or east-west arcs propagating equatorward [Zesta et al., 2002].
It is interesting to note that, though somewhat sporadic, the most distinguishable periods for the auroral intensifications are from 0630 to 0658 UT and 0720 to 0800 UT, roughly corresponding to the time intervals of the first and second flow enhancements. In Figure 3.13 we also plot the Fort Smith MSP scanning line (in gray lines). It is clear that the high-latitude auroras observed by the Fort Smith MSP were west of the flow enhancement region, which is consistent with the results of a conjugate study on auroral streamers and flow bursts observed in the tail [Nakamura et al., 2001a; 2001b]. For the third period of flow enhancement, which is expected to be on open field lines, there was very little corresponding auroral activity on either the Gillam or the Fort Smith MSP.

**Figure 3.15** IMF observations from the IMP8 satellite. The GSM position of the satellite at the start of each UT hour is labeled at the top of the plot in unit of $R_E$. Two gray bands indicate the possible IMF events that caused the first two NRFEs discussed in the text.

In conclusion, in this event we identified three NRFE structures. The first and second flow enhancements were found to be related to negative magnetic deviations of several tens of nT but there was very little accompanying auroral intensification at
NGOPS latitude. They were likely to be associated with sporadic auroral structures occurring at the poleward portion of auroral oval. The third flow enhancement, which was probably on open field lines, was found not to be related to any significant magnetic and auroral disturbances.

The IMF parameters from IMP8 are plotted in Figure 3.15. From the two-satellite determination of the solar wind plasma phase fronts by ACE and IMP8 (see Appendix C.1), the solar wind propagation delay between the IMP8 and the subsolar magnetopause is estimated to be ~15 minutes. The IMF activations which were assumed to cause the first two NRFEs are labeled by the two gray bands, with time delays of 75 and 64 minutes, respectively. There is no obvious IMF event that might have caused the third NRFE.

### 3.3.3 December 26, 1998 event

![Figure 3.16 CANOPUS magnetometer data from 0330 to 0630 UT on December, 26, 1998. Black, red and blue lines denote the X, Y, and Z components of the magnetic field. The gray band indicates the time interval of interest.](image)

Black, red and blue lines denote the X, Y, and Z components of the magnetic field. The gray band indicates the time interval of interest.
We now focus on a period with concurrent NRFE and pseudosubstorm signatures. The CANOPUS magnetometer data during the interval 0330-0630 UT, December 26, 1998 are presented in Figure 3.16. Figure 3.17 shows the 630.0 nm, 557.7 nm and 486.1 nm emission data of the Gillam MSP from 0330 to 0600 UT.

There was considerable magnetic and auroral activity during this event. For example, there was a definite EP onset at 0524 UT. For this onset, the magnetic disturbances were most intense at Fort Smith and Fort Simpson, west of the “Manitoba line”. Negative magnetic deviations were also seen at Gillam and Island Lake but the associated auroral features were weak at the Gillam MSP. A second EP onset occurred at 0541 UT, when the red-line, green-line and Hβ emissions at the Gillam MSP all
brightened significantly and expanded poleward abruptly. In addition to these two well-defined onsets, a red-line auroral intensification structure was observed at about 65° MLAT by the Gillam MSP from 0426 to 0500 UT. A negative deviation of the magnetic field X component, which began at 0426 UT and reached a peak negative value of ~-200 nT at 0457 UT, was also observed at Gillam. Unlike the major onsets, the magnetic effects seem highly localized near Gillam during this period.

We shall focus on the auroral and magnetic activity from 0426 to 0500 UT in this event study. First we note that it is difficult to classify the activation. There were features similar to a substorm, such as auroral intensifications and a negative magnetic bay, but these were somewhat weak and localized. On the other hand, the equatorward boundary of the Hβ (486.1 nm) emission intensification can be used to identify the b2i ion isotropy boundary, and its poleward/equatorward motion can be used to infer the inclination of the magnetic field in the inner magnetosphere [Donovan et al., 2003]. During the period of interest, 0426-0500 UT, the b2i boundary migrated equatorward to ~63° MLAT and very little hint of dipolarization was observed, indicating that the current disruption/dipolarization did not occur at the b2i boundary. After 0449 UT there were some small poleward expansions of optical auroras, especially the green-line emissions. However, these expansions are smaller in magnitude than those for a typical substorm EP (see the differences between optical emissions during this period and those after 0541 UT in Figure 3.17). The above signatures are similar to those of a “pseudobreakup” during the substorm growth phase [Koskinen et al., 1993; Nakamura et al., 1994; Aiko et al., 1999]. However, this event showed a time scale similar to a classical substorm EP but longer than the duration of a typical pseudobreakup, namely <10 minutes. The 0426-0500 activation is not likely to be a “convection bay” either, because convection bays are characterized by magnetic activity from mid-latitudes to latitudes inside the polar cap, but with auroral activation near the poleward boundary, or even without any auroral breakup signature [Sergeev et al., 1998b; 2001]. In our event, auroral intensifications occurred at ~65° MLAT, with a very localized negative magnetic bay at Gillam. From the Z-component of the Gillam and Island Lake magnetograms, we infer that the WEJ was located slightly south of Gillam. All these observations strongly indicate that the auroral and magnetic activities in this event
began in the near-Earth region as in typical substorms, so the triggering mechanisms might be quite similar. In this paper we will refer to the event as a “pseudosubstorm”, which may contain several short-lived “pseudobreakups”. This nomenclature is in agreement with that in Ohtani et al. [1993b]. We support the view by Nakamura et al. [1994] and Rostoker [1998] that pseudobreakups and substorm onsets are associated with almost the same magnetospheric processes but differ in the magnitude of the disturbance, the spatial and temporal scales, and the global consequences. For our pseudosubstorm event, we suggest that the initial substorm-like activities, such as cross-tail current disruption and SCW formation, took place in the NGOPS but did not lead to significant tailward expansion to the mid-tail or to earthward progression to the innermost edge of the tail current sheet (b2i). However, the reason for the localization of the activity remains an open question.

Another question relates to the initial position and the extent of the SCW of this pseudosubstorm. The SCW formation usually begins in a restricted time sector and subsequently expands both westward and eastward [Belehaki et al., 1998]. The propagation speed and the maximum extension can be quite asymmetric for the westward and eastward expansions. The Rabbit Lake station west of the “Manitoba line” is approximately at the same latitude as Gillam, but the Rabbit Lake data exhibited an X-component bay of only ~90 nT during the whole pseudosubstorm interval, indicating that the western edge of the WEJ did not reach Rabbit Lake. There is a relative scarcity of magnetometer stations east of the “Manitoba line” at the NGOPS latitude. In the uppermost panel of Figure 3.16 we give the data from Poste-de-la-Baleine (PBQ) station of the NRCAN Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) array, which is similar in MLAT to Gillam but 27° east in MLON. At the PBQ station, a ~220 nT negative X-component bay started at ~0443UT, lagging the beginning of the negative bay observed at Gillam by 17 minutes. A ~1.6°/min eastward expansion of the SCW thus can be deduced, in accord with the 1-2°/min eastward SCW expansion speed estimated by Kokubun and McPherron [1981] and Belehaki et al. [1998].

We can use the geosynchronous orbit observations of GOES-8 to estimate the eastern limit of the SCW. Figure 3.18 gives the GOES-8 magnetic field measurements from 0300-0630 UT. GOES-8 was located at -75° geographic longitude, which is very
close to, and just east of, the PBQ station. The GOES-8 magnetic fields have been converted to the VDH local coordinate system (see Appendix A). The magnetic elevation angle $\theta_B$ is defined as:

$$\theta_B = \arctan\left(-\frac{B_H}{B_V}\right).$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

**Figure 3.18** GOES-8 magnetic field observations. The magnetic fields are transformed into VDH local coordinates. The first, second, and third panels show the $B_H$, $-B_V$, and $B_D$ components, respectively. The fourth panel gives the magnetic elevation angle defined by equation (3.1).

It is clear that magnetic field line stretching began at ~0314 UT, as shown by the decrease of $\theta_B$, indicating the start of the substorm growth phase. The magnetic dipolarization effect began at ~0524 UT, which was the first substorm EP onset time shown by the CANOPUS magnetometer data. During the time of interest, namely 0426-0500 UT, no dipolarization was observed at GOES-8, again indicating that the
pseudosubstorm was a localized activation. However, it is interesting that, during the interval 0431-0502 UT, there was a strong decrease of $B_V$ (shown in the plot as an increase of -$B_V$), while the $B_H$ component remained virtually constant. Such a $B_V$ decrease is very likely due to strong downward field-aligned currents (FACs) located west of the GOES-8 position. This downward FAC would mark the eastern edge of the SCW associated with the pseudosubstorm. We can conclude that, after 0431 UT, GOES-8 detected the effect of approaching downward FACs caused by an eastward expansion of the SCW. By 0443 UT the WEJ associated with the SCW had expanded eastward enough to be detected by the PBQ magnetometer. On the other hand, the eastern edge of SCW did not pass the satellite during the pseudosubstorm interval. If it had, a bipolar feature in the $B_V$ component and a magnetic dipolarization effect due to the reduction of cross-tail current would have been detected in the GOES-8 observations. The final eastern limit of the SCW for the pseudosubstorm was longitudinally somewhere between PBQ station and the footprint of GOES-8.

The most interesting feature of this pseudosubstorm event is that, during almost the same time interval, a NRFE event was observed by the Saskatoon SuperDARN radar. Figure 3.19a shows the Range-Time plot (RTP) of the VLOS of Saskatoon beam 4 from 0300 to 0600 UT. The direction of beam 4 is within 15° of magnetic north up to 80° MLAT. On beam 4 magnetic midnight occurs at about 0726 UT at 70° MLAT and at 0707 UT at 80° MLAT. The radar observations from 0300 to 0600 UT were confined to the premidnight sector. The dashed line in the plot represents the OCFLB estimated from the 630 nm MSP observations at Rankin Inlet given in Figure 3.19b. Such a 630 nm poleward boundary was identifiable after 0405 UT (~2130 MLT).

Figure 3.19a shows that a very well-defined NRFE structure (VLOS>500 m/s) existed during the pseudosubstorm interval (0426-0500 UT). The NRFE structure first appeared just south of the OCFLB and evolved slowly equatorward. In the vicinity of the OCFLB, the VLOS direction is dominantly toward the radar, indicating flows across the polar cap boundary. This is in accordance with De la Beaujardière [1994], who showed that high-speed equatorward flows in the ionosphere are usually seen first near the OCFLB, where they correspond to a localized increase in plasma flow across the separatrix and thus to a localized increase in the nightside reconnection. There were also
Figure 3.19 (a) The VLOS observations on Saskatoon radar beam 4 from 0300 to 0600 UT, December 26, 1998. The black dashed line denotes the estimated OCFLB from red-line emission observations at Rankin Inlet; (b) Red-line optical auroral emissions observed at Rankin Inlet from 0400 to 0600 UT.

...some other identifiable fast flow structures. For example, the first hint of flows with VLOS >500 m/s appeared at ~0336 UT and ~75° MLAT, but this flow structure was at ~1940 MLT and mapped to the duskside magnetosphere flank where the dynamic behavior is significantly different from that of the mid- and distant tail regions that are
the major focus of our NRFE study. There is also one “patchy” structure during 0358-0414 UT at 75–78° MLAT, which is better seen on beam 5 (not plotted) or later in Figure 3.25, and another well-defined structure during 0510-0524 UT at 74–80° MLAT. Those two NRFEs occur on open field lines, and were not associated with auroral activations. Unfortunately, after the substorm onset (~0524 UT in this event), the ionospheric F region echoes are mostly absent, probably due to strong absorption in E and D regions, or to unfavorable propagation conditions resulting from the enhanced E region electron densities. This lack of radar echoes prevented us from investigating the association between the optical auroral brightenings and the ionospheric convection signatures during the substorm EP.

The solar wind data from 0200-0600 UT on December, 26, 1998 are plotted in Figure 3.20. Before 0300 UT, IMF Bz was positive for more than 2 hours, with a sudden drop from 10 nT to 0 at 0210 UT and another drop from 8 nT at 0220 UT to 2 nT at 0235 UT. We infer that the magnetosphere was relatively quiet before 0300 UT. The IMF shifted southward at about 0300 UT at WIND. After that the IMF was relatively stable and Bz remained negative for more than 3 hours. During the time of interest there was a strong positive By component. The bottom panel gives the solar wind electric field, which was defined as [Nakamura et al., 1999]:

\[ E_{sw} = -V_z (B_x^2 + B_y^2)^{1/2} \sin^4(\theta/2) \quad , \]

where \[ \theta = \arctan\left(B_y/B_x\right) \] is the IMF clock angle. We notice three intervals of enhanced solar wind electric field, i.e., 0300-0325 (SWE1), 0340-0415 (SWE2), and 0430-0440 (SWE3). Interval SWE2 lasted ~35 minutes and showed the strongest electric field, up to 3.8 mV/m. The solar wind was also observed on the ACE satellite (not plotted) located at 224 RE upstream and ~36 RE off the Sun-Earth line in the GSM-Y direction. The solar wind observations on WIND agree quite well with those on ACE but with a lag of ~51 minutes. According to the two-satellite determination of the solar wind plasma phase front (see Appendix C.1), the propagation time from WIND to the bow shock (~12 RE) is estimated as ~2.5 minutes. The slowing of the solar wind through the magnetosheath adds ~3.5 minutes if a thickness of ~2 RE is assumed. The total solar
wind propagation delay thus is estimated to be about 6 minutes from the WIND satellite to the subsolar magnetopause.

Figure 3.20 Solar wind parameters observed from WIND. The first three panels give magnetic field components in GSM coordinate and the fourth panel shows the X component of the solar wind velocity. The bottom panel shows the solar wind electric field defined by equation (3.2). The GSM coordinate of the WIND is labeled at the bottom of the plot.

The last and weakest solar wind electric field enhancement (SWE3) occurred after 0430 UT and therefore could not have initiated the NRFE under investigation. Both SWE1 and SWE2 are possible candidates for initiating our event. Subtracting the ~6 minutes propagation delay from WIND to subsolar magnetopause, the lags between these two solar wind activations at the dayside magnetopause and the NRFE event would be 80 and 40 minutes, respectively, which are both plausible in terms of the observed delays between the NRFEs and the solar wind activations.
We will use the GEOTAIL observations, which are given in Figure 3.21, to decide whether SWE1 or SWE2 led to the NRFE. To identify the magnetospheric region in which GEOTAIL was located, we define the tail lobes as the region where ion-$\beta$< 0.1 [Nagai et al., 1998], the plasma sheet by ion-$\beta$ > 0.5, and the PSBL by 0.1<ion-$\beta$< 0.5. These definitions are basically similar to those of Angelopoulos et al. [1994], the difference being that our PSBL classification may in fact include some parts of the outer plasma sheet (OPS). In the seventh panel of Figure 3.21 we show the dawn-dusk component of the convective electric field defined by $E = -V \times B$. We found two large electric field perturbations at 0349-0400 and 0426-0442 UT. It is tempting to associate these two perturbations with the first two major solar wind electric field enhancements, SWE1 and SWE2, with time lags of 49 and 46 minutes, respectively. Nakamura et al. [1999] found that the mid-tail plasma sheet electric field responds to the solar wind electric field with a time delay of 45-80 minutes. When GEOTAIL is in the OPS/PSBL or the tail lobe, a shorter time delay is expected. The SWE3 burst might be associated with the small electric field perturbation seen on GEOTAIL at 0500-0505 UT. The last small electric field perturbation right after the first major EP onset (~0524 UT) was likely to be the induced electric field associated with the dipolarization of the magnetic field in the plasma sheet during the substorm EP.

It should be noticed that there was a substantial MLT difference (2.5-3 hours) between the NRFE region seen by the Saskatoon radar and the GEOTAIL position during the event interval. Exact correspondence between the GEOTAIL and SuperDARN observations is not generally expected. However, we notice that the second and strongest dawn-dusk convective electric field enhancement observed on GEOTAIL, which was likely triggered by SWE2, began at almost the same time (0426 UT) as the NRFE observed by SuperDARN. On the other hand, when GEOTAIL was making a sharp transition from plasma sheet to tail lobe, traversing the PSBL at 0427 UT, it observed a very fast and almost purely field-aligned flow. This is a well-known characteristic of the PSBL and is usually related to DTNL activations [Nakamura et al., 1999]. In our previous analysis we stated that the NRFE originated just south of the OCFLB and thus was likely associated with a DTNL activation. The DTNL activations shown by GEOTAIL observations and those implied by the NRFE might not be exactly
Figure 3.21 GEOTAIL observations of the magnetic field in GSM coordinates, flow velocity, the dawn-dusk component of convective electric field, and the ion-$\beta$ value during 0330-0600 UT on December 26, 1998. In the first panel the black and gray lines denote $B_x$ and total magnetic field strength $B_{\text{total}}$, respectively. In panels 4/5/6 the black and gray lines represent the GSM-$X/Y/Z$ components of the flow velocity and the convective component of flow velocity which is perpendicular to the local magnetic field, respectively. The GSM coordinate and the MLT of its footprint, which is calculated from the Tsyganenko-96 model [Tsyganenko and Stern, 1996] based on the averaged solar wind parameters observed on WIND, are labeled in the bottom of the plot. The estimated magnetospheric regions where GEOTAIL was located are plotted in the top of plot.
the same because the reconnection process in the equatorial tail is usually highly localized. Nevertheless, due to their nearly simultaneous occurrence, it is reasonable to attribute the two DTNL activations to the same solar wind enhancement, namely SWE2. Furthermore, it is also tempting to relate the other two NRFE intervals on open field lines, namely 0358-0414 UT, and 0510-0524 UT, with the solar wind electric field enhancements SWE1 and SWE3 seen on WIND, and with the dawn-dusk electric field perturbations seen on GEOTAIL ~10 minutes before the NRFEs were observed in the ionosphere by radar.
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**Figure 3.22** Four 2-minute scan maps of the Saskatoon HF radar VLOS observations during the intervals 0430-0432, 0434-0436, 0438-0440, and 0444-0446 UT.

Figure 3.22 gives four scan maps of the Saskatoon radar during the pseudosubstorm interval. The region of flow enhancement between 68.5° and 72° MLAT was longitudinally localized between beams 3 and 8 during the event and peaked mainly between beams 4 and 7. Interesting information arises from the negative VLOS
structure observed on the eastside beams. Figure 3.23 shows the range-time VLOS plot on beam 15, the easternmost Saskatoon radar beam. The angle between its direction and magnetic north is \(\sim 55^0\) at the longitude of Gillam. Thus beam 15 measures more of the magnetic zonal flow component than the magnetic meridional component. Eastward flow can produce a negative VLOS (away from the radar), while westward flow can produce a positive VLOS (towards the radar). In Figure 3.23 we notice that there is a well-defined negative VLOS structure from 0428 to 0456 UT, roughly corresponding to the NRFE interval. The negative VLOS structure occupies the latitudinal range \(66-70^0\) MLAT and reaches a peak negative magnitude of \(\sim 1000\) m/s. The negative VLOS structure on beam 15 is also close to Gillam in longitude (see the geometry shown in Figure 3.1).

![Figure 3.23](image)

**Figure 3.23** The VLOS observations on Saskatoon radar beam 15 from 0300 to 0600 UT on December 26, 1998.

To help in understanding this negative VLOS structure, we give in Figure 3.24 a 10-minute averaged electric potential pattern during 0440-0450 UT (mid-interval of the event) when the largest negative VLOS was found on beam 15. Figure 3.24 is based upon the potential map procedure of Ruohoniemi and Baker [1998] for IMF parameters \(Bz, By,\) and \(6<|B|<12\), which are the prevailing IMF conditions during the event time (see Figure 3.20). The solid lines are the negative potential contours, on which the convection streamlines are clockwise. The dashed lines indicate the positive potential
contours, on which the convection streamlines are counterclockwise. The gray bar shows the rough latitudinal extent of the auroral intensification observed by the Gillam MSP. During this event interval there was a lack of Kapuskasing radar data, so the fitted convection pattern was determined almost solely from the Saskatoon data and thus was influenced by the statistical convection model. Because the statistical model tends to smear out the localized flow structure, the fitted convection is not appropriate for studying the details of the flow enhancements in our event. However, the fitted convection pattern in Figure 3.24 does show an interesting feature. The equatorward flows between 36-42° MLON, where the peak flow enhancement was located as shown in Figure 3.22d, turned strongly eastward at ~68.5° MLAT, and reversed to westward at ~66° MLAT. A zonal flow shear region, with eastward flows on the poleward side and westward flow on the equatorward side, was easily identified. Such a zonal flow shear region in the midnight-premidnight sector is usually assumed to be a signature of the Harang discontinuity (HD). The HD geometry has a downward vorticity which implies an upward FAC [Sofko et al., 1995] and in turn is closely associated with the optical auroral intensification [Koskinen and Pulkkinen, 1995; Bristow et al., 2001].

Figure 3.24 The FIT electric potential map averaged over 0440-0450 UT. The gray bar at ~29° MLON denotes the latitudinal extension of auroral intensification observed by the Gillam MSP.
Although there were insufficient observations to reveal the azimuthal extension of the auroral intensification structure, the convection pattern is consistent with the suggestion by Yeoman et al. [2000a] and Bristow et al. [2001] that the ionospheric plasma tends to flow around an auroral intensification region as if the brightened auroras act as an obstacle to the flows. If the transition from negative to positive VLOS values observed on beam 15 is the result of zonally sheared flows, we can infer from Figure 3.23 that such conditions existed at 0332 UT and migrated equatorward until 0424 UT. The implication is that the HD was a consistent feature of the substorm growth phase, but was strongly intensified and expanded during the pseudosubstorm interval.

**Figure 3.25** The enhancement regions of flow velocity and of optical emissions. The red lines show the 630 nm emission contours. The black ‘+’ symbols denote the region where the VLOS averaged on beam 4 and 5 exceeds 500 m/s. The hatched areas are the regions where the 630 nm emission intensity is larger than 1 kR. The blue crosses denote the region of negative VLOS observed on beam 15 during 0426-0500 UT.

Figure 3.25 illustrates the flow enhancement region based upon the observations on beams 4 and 5, the negative VLOS structure observed on beam 15, and the auroral intensification region. The red lines are the contours of the 630 nm emission. We combined the MSP data from Rankin Inlet and Gillam by simply using the Gillam data.
below 70\(^0\) MLAT and Rankin Inlet data above 70\(^0\) MLAT. This minimized the errors arising from low-elevation MSP measurements. The black ‘+’ symbols indicate where the VLOS average of beams 4 and 5 is greater than 500 m/s. As mentioned above, the flow enhancement was mainly detected mainly on radar beams 4 to 7. Beams 4 and 5, within 10\(^0\) of magnetic north at 70\(^0\) MLAT and within 14\(^0\) of magnetic north at 75\(^0\) MLAT, showed the best overall observational data quality during the event. The average VLOS on beams 4 and 5 should represent the equatorward component of the flows to good accuracy. Care was taken to exclude E region echoes by using the Saskatoon radar elevation angle observations obtained from the interferometer mode. Again we noticed that the NRFEs at 0358-0414 and 0510-0524 UT, which were on the open field lines, have no accompanying auroral activations. We focus on the concurrent flow enhancement and the 630 nm auroral intensification (>1kR), which were both well-defined both spatially and temporally between 0426 and 0500 UT, as shown between two vertical dotted lines. The poleward border of the flow structure closely matched the 110 R contour, which is assumed to be a proxy for the OCFLB, from 0426 to 0440 UT. An equatorward progression of the flow structure down to ~68.9\(^0\) MLAT can be recognized. After 0440 UT, the structure propagated away from the OCFLB and down to 68.1\(^0\) MLAT. On the other hand, the 630 nm optical intensification region was located at 64.5-66.5\(^0\) MLAT, about 4-5\(^0\) south of the flow structure. This latitude interval should map to the NGOPS. The blue crosses denote the regions of negative VLOS observed on beam 15 during 0426-0500 UT. Although the upper latitudinal limit of the negative VLOS region reaches ~70\(^0\) MLAT, the majority of this structure is between the flow enhancement region and the auroral intensification region. Considering the convection pattern shown in Figure 3.24, the equatorward border of the negative VLOS structure may be used to indicate the zonal flow reversal (east-to-west) boundary. We see that such a boundary first moved equatorward to ~65\(^0\) MLAT from 0426 to 0446 UT, and then poleward to ~66.5\(^0\) MLAT at 0456 UT. These trends exactly match those of the poleward border of the auroral intensification region during the same interval. This coincidence provides strong evidence of the association between the zonal flow shear region (HD) and the auroral intensifications, which is consistent with
the previous finding that the substorm-associated auroral brightening arc is close to but often slightly equatorward of the HD [Koskinen and Pulkkinen, 1995].
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**Figure 3.26** The maximum VLOS (diamonds joined by solid line) and the maximum intensities of both 630 nm (asterisks joined by solid line) and 557.7 nm emissions (dots joined by solid line) during the event interval.

To study the correlation between the flow enhancement and the auroral intensification, we selected the maximum optical emission intensity and the maximum VLOS on beams 4 and 5 at each observation time during the event. “Singular” values that are more than 2.5 times higher than values from the neighboring range cells or optical bins are discarded. The maximum values of the emission intensity and VLOS should correspond to observable features of the auroral intensification and the flow enhancement respectively. The results are shown in Figure 3.26. The maximum intensity of the 630.0 nm and 557.7 nm emissions are plotted. During the time interval of the study, the red-line and green-line emissions show fairly good correlation (0.72). The cross-correlation analysis between the red-line emission (1-minute resolution) and the VLOS (2-minute resolution) gives a correlation coefficient of 0.77, with the flow enhancement lagging the auroral intensification by 0-2 minutes.
3.4 Discussion

We have studied three NRFE events and analyzed the different properties of flow enhancements on open and closed field lines. In the following we discuss both the magnetospheric mechanisms which lead to NRFEs on open and closed field lines, and also the spatial and temporal relationships between the NRFEs and the auroral intensifications.

3.4.1 Solar wind activation and magnetospheric dynamics associated with NRFE.

A nightside flow enhancement is usually related to upstream solar wind activation. Some previous studies [Lewis et al., 1992; Blanchard et al.; 1996; Watanabe et al., 1998] have shown that the time lags between the solar wind activation at the dayside magnetopause and the nightside flow enhancement were roughly 1 hour. After dayside magnetopause reconnection commences, solar wind plasma enters the magnetosphere and fills the tail lobes. Increased plasma fluxes are carried by the newly opened Earth’s magnetic field lines which drape over the polar caps; these plasma flows convect tailward and, at the same time, inward toward the neutral sheet. When mapped to the ionosphere, they are seen as enhanced equatorward flow structures on open field lines. In the case of strong IMF By conditions, the convection of lobe field lines may also have a marked westward component (for positive By) or eastward component (for negative By) [Nishida et al., 1998]. Nightside reconnection may occur either at the DTNL between oppositely-directed lobe field lines from the two hemispheres, or at a near-Earth neutral line (NENL), on highly stretched OPS field lines. Both reconnection processes can lead to flow enhancements on closed field lines.

The ionospheric convection change in response to the solar wind activation usually starts near the ionospheric projection of the cusp region and expands towards both the dawn and dusk sectors. The expansion indicates some propagation effects both in magnetosphere and ionosphere [Saunders et al., 1992]. However, significantly different timescales of the global ionospheric convection response to IMF variations have been found, which has led to intense debate about their causes (see a debate sequence which begins with Ridley et al. [1998], then is followed by a criticism of Lockwood and Cowley [1999], and terminates with the reply to that criticism by Ridley et al. [1999]).
Those timescales can be distinguished roughly into the “fast” (nearly simultaneously or within a couple of minutes) [Kikuchi et al. 1996; Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, 1998; Watanabe et al., 2000; Murr and Hughes, 2001], and the “slow” (a few tens of minutes) [Cowley and Lockwood, 1992; Khan and Cowley, 1999]. It was found that the entire polar cap ionospheric convection can show a near-simultaneous response to the solar wind activation, but at the onset of the response, the change of nightside flow velocity usually has only a rather small magnitude [M. Watanabe, private communication]. According to the above analysis of the magnetospheric dynamics of NRFEs, the time delay between the NRFE and the upstream solar wind activation should belong to the “slow” timescale. The delay required in the slow timescale scenario is roughly the time required for the ionospheric plasma to convect from the dayside to the nightside across the polar cap. If we assume a ~1 km/s antisunward convection velocity, the time delay for the ionospheric plasma to convect from 80° MLAT at noon to 75° MLAT at midnight is ~46 minutes. From our investigation of the NRFE events, we have found that the NRFEs usually lag the solar wind activations at the subsolar magnetopause by 30-60 minutes. The time delay is usually higher for NRFEs on closed field lines than those on open field lines. One important factor controlling the time delay is found to be the solar wind speed. For example, in the March 21, 1999 event, the first NRFE at 0630-0710 UT on closed field lines was found to lag the IMF Bz negative bay at 0515-0555 UT observed on IMP8 satellite by ~75 minutes. For the third event, the second flow NRFE (0426-0500 UT) lagged the second solar wind electric field enhancement (0340-0415 UT) observed at the WIND satellite by ~46 minutes. After subtracting the respective solar wind propagation delay from each satellite to the subsolar magnetopause, the remaining time delays are about 60 and 40 minutes, respectively. The solar wind speed in these two events was 300 and 480 km/s, respectively. Watanabe et al. [1998], on the basis of the assumption that the dayside eroded magnetic flux was conveyed from the dayside magnetopause to the distant tail at half the solar wind speed, were able to estimate the location of the DTNL, which was assumed to be the origin the nightside flow enhancement in their events. Despite its simplicity, the model is instructive in that the time lag between the nightside reconnection and dayside
reconnection was likely dependent on the upstream solar wind speed; higher solar wind speed corresponds to smaller time lag.

We propose that at the onset of the March 29, 1999 event, the first NRFE on open field lines, which is characterized by strong southwestward flows (see Figure 3.5a), was the response to the strong IMF By enhancement observed by GEOTAIL from 0355 to 0455 UT. During the same time interval the IMF Bz component decreased to about 0. It was reported by Nishida et al. [1998] that, in the case of strong IMF By conditions (|By| >> |Bz|), the convection of lobe field lines may have a considerable dawn-dusk component, westward under +By and eastward under –By, which is consistent with our radar observations. We also propose that the second flow enhancement was caused by the abrupt IMF southward excursion from 0417 to 0423 UT. The IMF Bz value dropped to -5 nT, while the IMF By became small and negative. The NRFE pattern was then dominantly equatorward (see Figure 3.5b). There was a strong southward IMF interval (Bz ~ -5 nT) at 0430-0500 UT, which might have caused the third equatorward flow structure both on open and closed field lines with the former occurring several minutes earlier than the latter.

In the March 21, 1999 event, the first NRFE (Figure 3.13a,b) is considered to be related to the negative IMF Bz bay at 0515-0555 UT observed by IMP8 satellite. We propose that the second NRFE (Figure 3.13c,d) is related to the IMF conditions during the period 0622-0704 UT, when there were two abrupt IMF southward excursions with an ~11 minute northward IMF period, and when the IMF By component was much stronger than Bz. Thus south-westward flows again dominated for latitude >72° MLAT in accordance with the model of Nishida et al. [1998]. The magnetometer observations, in particular at Gillam, showed that magnetic negative deviations during the second NRFE interval developed in two stages separated by a ~10 minute ‘recovery’ interval, which is very likely to be the consequence of the southward turning- northward turning- southward turning sequence of IMF variations. However, such a feature was not clearly shown in the convection observations. That is probably because the northward IMF turning was very abrupt and the interval was shorter than the inertial response time of ionospheric plasma convection from a ‘disturbed’ state. Hairston and Heelis [1995] have found that the ionospheric convection response to an IMF southward-to-northward
turning took much longer time than the response to an IMF northward-to-southward turning of IMF. We could not relate the third flow enhancement (Figure 3.13e,f) to any variations of the IMF. Apparently, that last NRFE was caused by some other mechanism, such as quasi-viscous interaction between the solar wind and the magnetosphere or some internal magnetospheric process.

In the December 26, 1998 event, we have used the GEOTAIL observations near the midnight tail to show that the ~0426 UT NRFE on the closed field lines was most likely to have been associated with the second enhanced solar wind electric field event (SWE2) seen at the WIND satellite. The poleward border of that flow enhancement structure was almost immediately equatorward of the OCFLB from 0426 to 0440 UT; this appears to favor a DTNL origin. After 0440 UT, the NRFE structure gradually departed from the OCFLB and moved equatorward down to 68.1° MLAT. The rate of this equatorward progression was ~0.15°/min, which is less than half of the flow velocity, so that such a progression cannot simply be due to the earthward migration of enhanced flows generated by the previous DTNL activity. One possible scenario is that, during the persistent solar wind enhancement (SWE2), the initial nightside reconnection occurred at a DTNL. As the outer/distant plasma sheet field lines became increasingly stretched, additional reconnection events might have occurred between those closed field lines. Each new activation would have been located closer to the Earth than the previous existing one, as described by the “near-Earth neutral line” scenario [Kennel, 1995]. In this scenario, the OCFLB location would have remained nearly steady but the flow enhancement structure would have gradually moved equatorward.

In conclusion, we have found from case studies that many NRFEs can be attributed to specific upstream solar wind variations, with some degree of confidence. However, due to the large uncertainties in the time lag between the upstream solar wind variations and the NRFEs, and also the uncertainties in the solar wind propagation time from the satellite where the solar wind was measured to the magnetopause (see Appendix C.1), all of the ambiguity in the determination of the cause of the NRFEs cannot be resolved, especially during rapidly changing IMF conditions. We could not provide strong and convincing correlations between the NRFE events and the solar wind variations in every case. Also, within the scope of our observations, we could not predict under what
circumstances a solar wind variation (e.g., a southward IMF turning) would or would not cause an NRFE event.

3.4.2 The spatial separation between NRFEs and auroral intensifications

Flow enhancements on open field lines are not found to have a significant relationship with auroral intensifications and magnetic disturbances. This should not be surprising, because the auroral particle precipitation and its associated current systems, FACs, Pedersen closure currents and auroral electrojets, are all believed to occur on closed field lines. The NRFEs on open field lines undoubtedly reflect some solar wind-magnetosphere interaction processes and thus may play a role in the coupling of energy between the solar wind and the closed magnetosphere, but they appear not to play any direct role in the inner magnetospheric dynamics which control the auroral activity.

Figure 3.27 A diagram showing the geometric association between the auroral streamers and the high-speed flow bursts. See the text for explanations.

The physics is more complicated for the NRFEs on closed field lines. We have seen two different types of auroral activations accompanying the flow enhancements. In the
March 21, 1999 event, we found that the first and second NRFEs may be associated with the sporadic high-latitude auroral structures observed by the Fort Smith MSP, but those intensifications were located west of the flow enhancement region. Also there were negative magnetic bays corresponding to the occurrence of those two NRFEs. The above-mentioned auroral and magnetic signatures are definitely not substorm-like phenomena because no auroral breakup at NGOPS latitude was observed. A possible explanation for the relationship between the flow enhancement, auroral streamers, and magnetic disturbances is given below, according to Nakamura et al. [2001b].

As shown in Figure 3.27, high-speed earthward flow bursts are usually associated with magnetic reconnection somewhere in the tail, either at a DTNL or a NENL. The reconnection process is generally spatially localized, so the resulting fast flow regions are azimuthally confined. On the west side of the fast flow region, a flow shear with positive curl (along the direction of magnetic field) is produced, while on the east side of the fast flow region, a shear with negative curl (opposite to the direction of magnetic field) is produced. These flow shears generate FACs flowing into the ionosphere on the east side of the fast flow region and flowing out from the ionosphere on the west side of the fast flow region [Sofko et al., 1995]. A wedge-like current system, which has a geometry similar to that of the SCW, is established. Unfortunately there are no radars in the vicinity of and east of Fort Smith. Therefore we cannot derive the FAC density on the basis of the convection vorticity. The upward FACs on the west side of the flow enhancement region are associated with intensified electron precipitation and optical auroral activities. Since the flow shear and the FACs are tied to the fast flow bursts lying well antisunward of the IPS, the resulting auroral structures are also located at higher latitudes than NGOPS, and presumably are more or less aligned with the fast flow direction. This geometry puts some restriction on our ability to associate our results with the high-latitude auroral structure observed by the meridian-scanning photometer. In the March, 21, 1999 event, for the flow enhancement from 0630 to 0700 UT (Figure 3.13a,b), the convective flows are dominantly equatorward and thus are approximately parallel to the meridian scan line of the Fort Smith photometer, on which the N-S aligned auroral streamers are clearly observed. During the second flow enhancement period 0725-0800 UT (Figure 3.13c,d), however, the fast flows had a
considerable westward component, and presumably so did the resulting auroral streamers. This would explain why auroral streamer structure during this interval is less well observed by the Fort Smith MSP than during the first flow enhancement period.

Figure 3.28 The variation of spectral width with latitude. The dots jointed by a solid line denote the average values during the event interval (0426-0500 UT), and the vertical lines indicate the standard deviation. The modified backscattered power (defined by equation 3.3) averaged over the event time is also plotted by the dots joined by a dashed line.

The third event is associated with a totally different set of auroral activity, namely activity that pertains to a pseudosubstorm. We have shown that, in this event, the NRFE and auroral intensification concurred during the interval 0426-0500 UT, but they were clearly latitudinally separated. An understanding of the equatorward cut-off of the NRFE structure can be inferred from the variation of Saskatoon radar Doppler spectral width versus latitude, as shown in Figure 3.28. The observed spectral widths are averaged over those radar range gates which remained at the same latitude during the event interval. The modified backscattered power, which is related to the observed power $P_{\text{obs}}$ by ($R$ is the range in km),

\[
P_{\text{mod}} = P_{\text{obs}} + 30 \log_{10} \left( \frac{R}{1000} \right) ,
\]

(3.3)
is also averaged over the event interval and plotted. Equation (3.3) accounts for the usual cubic range dependence of the backscattered power (the antenna beam is assumed to be filled with scatterers in the azimuthal direction, but not in the vertical direction).

It is clear from Figure 3.28 that the spectral width increases considerably at 68.1° MLAT, and reaches 200 m/s at about 68.9°. The Doppler spectral width observed by coherent radar is a measure of ionospheric plasma turbulence caused by the spatially structured energetic precipitation or by electric field variations within the radar range-beam cells during the integration period [Andre et al., 2000]. The radar spectral width has long been used to identify the dayside cusp region [Baker et al., 1995; Milan and Lester, 2001]. On the nightside, a sharp gradient between the low (<200 m/s) and high (>200 m/s) spectral widths is also frequently observed but has been given different interpretations. It was thought to be the BPS/CPS boundary by Lewis et al. [1997] and Dudeney et al., [1998], while it was attributed to the OCFLB by Lester et al. [2001]. The latter was criticized by Woodfield et al. [2002], who found that the regions of high spectral width are observed both on closed and open field lines. Newell et al. [1996] have shown that a major difference between the BPS and CPS is that the former is characterized by more structured electron precipitation. Andre et al. [2002] made statistical studies of winter HF radar spectra characteristics and found that the broad spectra can be associated with regions of intense and structured low energy electron precipitation in the night sector, which would imply a BPS source. This is in support of the view of Lewis et al. [1997] and Dudeney et al., [1998].

We suggest that the sharp increase of spectral width occurring at 68.5±0.4° MLAT, as shown in Figure 3.28, indicates a CPS to BPS transition. Together with the steep rise of spectral width, there is also a considerable increase of power. The backscattered power is much stronger in the BPS than in the CPS region, a result that is similar to the observation that signals with high spectral width in the dayside cusp also have relatively high backscattered power [Milan and Lester, 2001]. It is likely that, when there is structured electron precipitation in the ionosphere, conditions are more favorable for the generation of ionospheric irregularities in the F region [Kelly et al., 1982], with the result that there is stronger backscattered HF radar power.
We now use the observations to argue that the equatorward border (68.1-68.9°) of the NRFE structure shown in Figure 3.25 appears to mark an important transition region, namely that between the BPS and CPS. The ionospheric CPS maps to the inner plasma sheet (IPS) (typically <12 $R_E$ in a substorm growth phase), while the BPS maps to the OPS and the PSBL. Although high-speed earthward flows are common in the mid-tail, they are much less frequently observed in the near-earth tail inside 10 $R_E$ [Nagai et al., 1998]. On the other hand, ionospheric convection studies show that, when the equatorward flows approach the CPS, they tend to be diverted to eastward by the intensified auroral structures there [Yeoman et al., 2000a]. Such an equatorward-to-eastward turning is seen clearly in Figure 3.24 at ~68.5° MLAT, so it can be argued that the observed equatorward border of the flow enhancements is roughly consistent with the BPS/CPS boundary. The NRFE structure was located in the BPS, while the auroral intensification was inside the CPS. The observations show that, between those two regions, there is a transition region in which the fast equatorward flows were diverted to eastward in conjunction with the enhanced conductivity in this region of brightened auroras. The flows reversed to westward at ~66° MLAT forming a zonal flow shear region which is the characteristic of the HD. The auroral intensification structure is just slightly south of the HD, as inferred from Figure 3.25.

The above analysis also explains the longitudinal difference between the NRFE and the auroral intensifications. Although the azimuthal distribution of the auroral intensifications was not known, the strongest magnetic disturbances were not found at Rabbit Lake, which is closest in longitude to the observed NRFE (see Figure 3.1), but nearer to Gillam, some 10°-15° to the east. Based upon the convection geometry as in Figure 3.24, the HD is expected to form east of the equatorward flows from higher latitudes. Therefore, the most intense upward FACs and auroral intensifications are also likely to be located east of the NRFE structure, in agreement with the observations.

3.4.3 Temporal relationship between NRFEs and auroral intensifications

The statistics of the time differences between NRFEs and the accompanying auroral activations in Figure 3.4 show many events for which the NRFEs slightly lag the accompanying auroral intensifications. In particular, in the third event a temporal
correlation study revealed that the auroral intensification slightly preceded the flow enhancements by 0-2 minutes. However, as we already noted in the discussion of Figure 3.3, for the NRFEs on closed field lines, there is only a slight dominance of those accompanied by auroral activations over those without auroral activation. Thus the actual relation between the flow enhancements and the auroral intensifications is far from a definite one-to-one correspondence. Watanabe et al. [1998] suggested that the enhancement of the distant tail reconnection is indirectly coupled with the substorm onset by the rapid nonlinear stretching of the magnetic field; in this scenario, there would be only a weak link between the tail reconnection and the auroral substorm process. However, the fairly good temporal correlation between the NRFE and the auroral intensification as shown in Figure 3.26 still leads us to postulate that there is a more direct physical relationship between them. As shown in Figure 3.4, there is a fairly large spread in the time differences between the NRFEs and the associated auroral intensifications. Therefore the underlying physical mechanisms relating the NRFEs and the auroral activations must be flexible enough to allow for the NRFEs to either precede or follow the auroral activations.

There are two principal candidate models associating tail reconnection, and thus fast flows in the mid-tail, with the near-geosynchronous onset of substorms [Ohtani et al., 2002]. Below we give a brief introduction to these two models and comment upon their applicability to our events.

1. In the first model, the substorm occurs first at NGOPS as the result of the onset of a nearby instability and the disruption of cross-tail current. The initial current disruption would produce a tailward-propagating rarefaction wave which may set up favorable conditions for an X-line to form further tailward, leading to the reconnection activation which then generates the high-speed earthward flows [Lui, 1996; Erickson et al., 2000]. This mechanism was used to explain the observation that there is often a Stage-2 expansion of a substorm [Erickson et al., 2000]. Whether the tailward-propagating rarefaction wave is fast mode or slow mode has been a controversial issue [Ohtani, 1993c]. We will assume it to be a fast mode because a slow mode would severely increase the time delay between the pseudosubstorm onset and the reconnection. For a fast mode rarefaction wave such a delay depends on the
downstream distance where the reconnection is triggered, but may on average take a few minutes [Liou et al., 2002]. In our observations, it should be noted that the electric field enhancement associated with the flow bursts in the tail maps down to the ionosphere to drive the radar-observed NRFE with a delay corresponding to the Alfvén wave propagation time along the geomagnetic field lines. The Alfvén travel time from the equatorial mid-tail to the ionosphere is typically ranges between 3-8 minutes, depending upon the field line topology and the Alfvén velocity. The total time delay is the sum of the required time for the tailward-propagating rarefaction wave to induce a reconnection and the Alfvénic travel time for the enhanced magnetospheric electric field to be conveyed to the ionosphere. Therefore, for this model the auroral intensification should significantly precede the flow enhancement, contrary to many of our observations.

2. When the fast earthward flows generated by tail reconnection reach the IPS, they are decelerated (which is referred to as ‘flow braking’). Flow braking can induce an eastward inertia current [Shiokawa et al., 1997; 1998] or change the pressure distribution and magnetic configuration [Birn et al., 1999] in the near-Earth region, subsequently leading to cross-tail current disruption and SCW formation. However, this mechanism does not seem to be plausible in our case. The earthward flow is slowed down mainly between 10 and 18 $R_E$ [Birn et al., 1999]. Let us assume the flow velocity is 500 km/s at $X = -18 R_E$ and is uniformly decelerated to 0 at $X = -10 R_E$. The required time for this flow braking would be 3.4 minutes. Birn et al. [1999] numerically simulated the process and found that the maximum effect of cross-tail current reduction occurs about 4 minutes after the rapid increase in flow speed induced by a NENL reconnection at $X = -23 R_E$. However, in the third event the observation indicates that the initiation of the fast flows might be at a much greater distance down the tail. During the first 14 minutes of the NRFE interval they were likely to originate at a DTNL. If the fast flows started at $X = -60 R_E$ and then traveled at an average speed of 600 km/s, they would require 7.4 minutes to reach $X = -18 R_E$, so the total time delay to $X = -10 R_E$ would be ~11 minutes. Some additional time (1-2 minutes) is required for the ‘flow braking’ to induce the current disruption, SCW formation, and finally lead to the auroral activation in the ionosphere. Even when we subtract the Alfvén travel time
delay required for the flow enhancement to reach the ionosphere, the flow enhancements should still significantly precede the auroral intensifications. This is also in conflict with our observations.

Since both of these existing models lead to significant timing problems with respect to our observations, we suggest a new mechanism. When magnetotail reconnection occurs, it is expected that there will be subsequent earthward flow. That flow would be seen as the ionospheric NRFE after a relatively long Alfvén travel time delay because of the substantial length of the OPS field lines. On the other hand, the particle outflow from the X-line compresses the plasma on its earthward side and launches a fast mode wave which subsequently propagates sunward into the IPS [Yumoto et al., 1989; Kepko and Kivelson, 1999; Kepko et al., 2001]. This fast mode wave in the IPS can then assist in the activation of substorm-related processes. For example, Kepko et al. [2001] suggested that when the fast compressional wave penetrates to the IPS, it perturbs the field lines and produces Pi2 bursts on the ground. Sergeev et al. [1998a] proposed that fast wave modes in the IPS could lead to dawn-dusk electric field ($E_y$) pulses and correlated impulsive particle injections deep inside the inner magnetosphere. Those $E_y$ pulses drive inward convection within the IPS which can significantly increase the growth rate of NGOPS instabilities such as the DAB mode [Pu et al., 1999]. As simulated by Pu et al. [1999], the growth time for the DAB instability can be as small as ~10 seconds when there is a convection velocity of ~80 km/s inside the IPS. The NGOPS instabilities in turn can cause cross-tail current disruption and lead to SCW formation, finally resulting in the auroral breakup in the ionosphere. The fast mode wave propagation time from the reconnection site into the IPS, plus the time required for the fast wave to induce NGOPS instabilities and lead to auroral activations, is roughly comparable to the Alfvén travel time delay between the distant tail reconnection and the resulting observations of NRFEs in the ionosphere. Consider the rough numerical estimate that follows. The Alfvén velocity in the distant plasma sheet and PSBL is much larger than that in the near-Earth region due to the combination of highly stretched magnetic field lines and low densities. Let us assume that the average Alfvén velocity is 1400 km/s for the OPS/PSBL, and that the magnetic field line is inclined at an elevation angle of $15^0$ above the magnetic equatorial plane beyond 10 $R_E$. 
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On this basis we can calculate that the Alfvén travel time is ~3.8 minutes from X = -60 $R_E$ to X = -10 $R_E$. Within 10 $R_E$ the field line is quasi-dipolar so that the Alfvén travel time is roughly the same magnitude as the time delay (~1 min) between the ground-observed optical auroral intensification and the NGOPS instabilities. We further assume that fast magnetosonic waves also are generated at the same origin (X = -60 $R_E$) and travel earthward in the equatorial plane, perpendicular to the magnetic field. Their velocity $V_F$ is given by

$$V_F^2 = V_A^2 + V_S^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

where $V_A$ and $V_S$ denote the Alfvén speed and the sound speed, respectively. The adiabatic sound speed in the plasma is related to Alfvén speed by

$$V_S^2 = \frac{\gamma \beta}{2} V_A^2,$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

where $\gamma$ is the adiabaticity index and $\beta$ is the plasma $\beta$ value. We use an average $\beta$ value of 0.5 for the OPS/PSBL, and take $\gamma = 5/3$. The travel time for the fast mode wave to reach the IPS at X = -10 $R_E$ would then be 3 minutes, approximately 0.8 minutes shorter than the Alfvén travel time along the stretched magnetic field lines. It should be noted that, in this scenario, the time delay does not depend significantly on the actual site of the tail reconnection. For example, if we consider a NENL at X = -25 $R_E$, $V_A$ and $V_F$ would be somewhat smaller, but the time delay is still estimated to be ~0.5 minutes, with the fast mode waves reaching the IPS first.

In our model, the flow bursts in the tail would occur first but would take a longer time to impact upon the ionospheric convection and be revealed as NRFEs; the NGOPS instabilities would occur later but then a much shorter time delay would occur for the resulting Alfvén waves to induce the optical auroral intensification. As a result, these two time delay routes would lead to the nearly simultaneous occurrence, or even a slight precedence, of the auroral intensifications with respect to the flow enhancements, as seen in Figure 3.26. We have indicated in Figure 3.4 that a majority of the NRFE
events occurred within +2 to -4 minutes of the accompanying auroral activations. Our new model accommodates this range of time delays/advances. On the other hand, those events for which the NRFE significantly lags or significantly precedes the auroral activity, as shown in Figure 3.4, could be explained on the basis of the above-mentioned model 1 and model 2 scenarios, respectively.

Figure 3.29 Schematic diagram of the new model explaining the almost simultaneous observation of ionospheric flow enhancements and auroral intensifications.

The schematic diagram illustrating our model is given in Figure 3.29. The model can also be used to interpret the observation of Nakamura et al. [2001a] that auroral activations related to small poleward expansions/pseudobreakups usually slightly precede the flow bursts seen by GEOTAIL in the tail. Our model shows that this is
expected, because for those events, the assumed reconnection site was located a long distance antisunward of GEOTAIL. Since the fast mode wave travels much faster than the flow itself, our model shows that it is quite possible that the onset of the near-geosynchronous instability and thus of the auroral intensification can occur a few minutes before the fast flows reach the location of GEOTAIL.

As a final remark, we should point out that the two existing models and our new model may all be viable mechanisms relating the reconnection and fast flows in the mid-tail with substorms/pseudosubstorms. Model 1 belongs to a NEI substorm scenario, while Model 2 belongs to a MTI scenario (see Chapter 1.4). Our model is actually a synthesis of the NEI and MTI scenarios. Any one of the three models may be the dominant scenario for an individual substorm development, but none of the models will guarantee a one-to-one correspondence between the flow enhancement and the auroral intensification. For example, both the ‘flow braking’ model (referred above as model 2) and our new model embody earthward energy transport from the mid- or distant-tail into the inner magnetosphere, either carried by fast flows or fast mode waves. However, the amount of energy transported may be not sufficient to induce an auroral activation in the ionosphere or the substorm-associated processes at NGOPS such as DAB instabilities, the cross-tail current disruption, and the SCW formation. Such processes may be prevented because of the status of the inner magnetosphere and/or the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling system. Therefore, we strongly agree with the view suggested by Ohtani et al. [2002] that, because the substorm-associated process at NGOPS and the fast flows at mid-tail occur at quite different radial distance ranges, it is reasonable to regard them as two distinct processes. Our new model shows that they can appear to be physically related because the energy from the tail reconnection site leads subsequently to, on the one hand, earthward flows and their signature as NRFEs and, on the other hand, fast waves to the NGOPS, current disruption, SCW formation and auroral activations. These two quite separate scenarios take about the same time, leading to the near-simultaneous onset of the NRFE and auroral intensification observed in the ionosphere. However, the latter scenario – the NGOPS current disruption and subsequent auroral activation – may not occur at all, in which case there would be an NRFE with no auroral activation. Clearly, the state of the magnetosphere must be such
that the latter can occur in response to the fast waves if auroral activity is to result. The three models above allow for the broad range of possibilities that are observed, and in that sense, our new model fills a gap that the other two models did not explain, namely the near-simultaneous occurrence of the NRFEs and the auroral activations.

3.5 Conclusion

The main purpose of this study is to elucidate the relationship between NRFEs and auroral activations. The NRFEs are classified in two categories, namely those on open field lines and those on closed field lines. The NRFEs on open field lines usually are associated with very little accompanying auroral and magnetic activity. The NRFEs on closed field lines tend to appear during moderate geomagnetic disturbance level and may be associated with two types of auroral activations. The first is high-latitude auroras, such as auroral streamers, located or initiated near the poleward boundary of the auroral oval. In the study of the March 21, 1999, event, we found that the auroral intensifications were located on the west side of the NRFE region, but no auroral activation was found on the east side of the NRFE region or at the NGOPS latitudes. The other is the auroral intensification inside the main auroral oval, which is generally associated with the substorm/pseudosubstorm process. We have concentrated on a December 26, 1998 event in which the growth phase culminated in a pseudosubstorm. An NRFE structure was observed by HF radar from just equatorward of the OCFLB determined from the poleward edge of 630 nm emissions down to 68.5±0.4° magnetic latitude, which is roughly estimated to be the BPS/CPS boundary (based upon the Doppler spectral width transition observed by the radar during the event time). The ionospheric optical auroral intensifications were located at 64.5-66.5° MLAT, inside the CPS. Both the radar beam 15 observations and the fitted convection pattern show that the equatorward flows were diverted eastward and, at lower latitudes, reversed their direction to westward. The result was a zonally sheared flow region characteristic of the Harang discontinuity, and the shear flow region was closely associated with FACs and auroral intensifications. A detailed temporal correlation study between the NRFEs and the auroral intensifications showed that they were well correlated and that the flow enhancements were nearly simultaneous with, or slightly lagged, the auroral
intensifications. Such a temporal relationship could not easily be explained by the existing models that associated the tail reconnection process and the near-geosynchronous onset of substorms. A new model was proposed as follows. A fast mode wave is generated at the tail reconnection site and propagates earthward. When the wave penetrates into the IPS, it assists in the activation of NGOPS instabilities and the onset of the pseudosubstorm. On the other hand, the electric fields associated with the reconnection first lead to earthward flows, and the signature of these is conveyed from the equatorial tail to the ionosphere with a time delay equal to the Alfvénic travel time along the rather long OPS field lines. The result is the NRFE signature in the ionosphere. Although there are two distinct sets of processes that lead to the auroral activation and the NRFE, the time delays between the reconnection and the appearance of the auroral intensifications and NRFEs is about the same, so they would appear in the ionosphere almost simultaneously. Though the applicability of our model to the case of major substorms requires further investigation, the model does provide new insight into the links between reconnection, high-speed flows in the mid-tail, and the near-geosynchronous onset of substorms and pseudosubstorms.
Chapter 4

Convection and auroral dynamics of a small substorm during dominantly IMF B_y+ B_z+ conditions

In this study we present multi-instrument measurements of a small substorm event on October 9, 2000. The substorm was small in magnitude and fairly localized in the postmidnight sector, but showed very well-defined optical auroral, magnetic and radar signatures as observed by the CANOPUS magnetometer array, the MSP at Gillam and Fort Smith, the NASI at Rankin Inlet, and the SuperDARN radar network, respectively. There were initially two weak auroral and magnetic activations starting at 0732 UT and 0743 UT which were pseudobreakups, while the EP onset occurred at 0752 UT. The optical, magnetic and HF radar signatures of the event are interpreted as three successive DAB instabilities. Starting at 0802 UT there was a second auroral brightening with the expected characteristics of a ‘Stage-2 expansion’ [Erickson et al., 2000]. In examining the solar wind parameters observed by the GEOTAIL, the polar cap magnetic activity index, and the global ionospheric convection measurements from eight SuperDARN radars in the northern hemisphere, we find that the first two pseudobreakups, the EP onset and the Stage-2 expansion are related to loading-unloading, directly driven, and internal magnetotail processes, respectively.

4.1 Review of some previous studies

The energies of substorms usually originate from the solar wind. The physical processes involved in dissipating the energy have been divided into “loading-unloading” and “directly driven” [Baker et al., 1997]. The ‘loading-unloading’ process
is widely accepted to be the classical scenario of a substorm, in which the growth phase is a prolonged period (> 30 minutes) of energy storage in the magnetotail, and the EP marks the abrupt release of that stored energy into the nightside auroral ionosphere. The “directly driven” process is manifested by cross-correlation studies that the auroral electrojet indices AE/AL correlate well with the solar wind energy input, with the strongest correlation after a short time lag of ~20 minutes [Bargatze et al., 1985]. Sometimes a substorm EP onset [Liang et al., 2004b] or pseudobreakup [Koskinen et al., 1993] was found to respond to the solar wind energy input after a time lag ≤20 minutes and thus in a “directly driven” fashion. The “loading-unloading” and “directly driven” processes have different time scales, but both may play important roles in substorm dynamics. Their relative importance may vary in different substorm phases and also differ from case to case [Rostoker, 1987].

Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram showing two pairs of electric potential cells, representing the effects of enhanced plasma convection and of the substorm EP. The ‘+’ and ‘−’ symbols denote positive and negative potentials, for which the FACs are downward and upward, respectively. The large convection cells centered on the dawn and dusk flank sides are the usual solar wind-driven cells. The small near-midnight convection cell is related to the “unloading” process during the substorm EP (from Kamide et al., 1994).
The substorm current patterns at high-latitudes also contain two components, the first related to the 2-cell global convection pattern which is usually directly driven by the solar wind, and the second related to the WEJ, which is associated with the release of previously stored energy in the tail [Kamide and Kokubun, 1996]. The latter is usually accompanied by the emergence and enhancement of a small near-midnight counterclockwise convection vortex in addition to the pre-existing 2-cell pattern during the substorm EP [Kamide et al., 1994]. A schematic diagram of their model is shown in Figure 4.1. The current pattern associated with the new pair of convection cells is thus more of a meridional current system (MCS) than the azimuthally-aligned system usually associated with SCW geometry. The existence of the MCS signature during substorms was experimentally observed by Lopez et al. [1990] and Nagai [1987]. Kamide [1996] first suggested that the east-west ionospheric closure of the substorm current was overemphasized by most substorm researchers. Lui and Kamide [2003] provide further evidence for the dominance of a MCS in substorms. Akasofu [2003] re-examined three well-established substorm onset phenomena, namely, the sudden brightening of an auroral arc, the sudden growth of the WEJ, and dipolarization. He concluded that the actual substorm current system is predominantly of MCS form.

One other very important work closely related to the study in this chapter is Erickson et al. [2000], who provide clear evidence associating the substorm EP onset with DAB instabilities at the NGOPS, based upon CRRES satellite observations. Erickson et al. [2000] also noted that the substorm expansion often occurs in two stages, and that the second stage of expansion (called “Stage-2” EP) occurs ~10 minutes after the initial EP onset. They proposed that this Stage-2 EP is likely to result from the earthward flow enhancements that are expected from the mid-tail reconnection activated by a tailward-moving rarefaction wave generated in the Stage-1 EP.

4.2 Multi-instrument observations

Figure 4.2 shows the location of the magnetometer and riometer sites (black dots), the circular FoV of the Rankin Inlet NASI for the 630 nm oxygen red line (assuming a 215 km emission height), the thick lines along the meridian scan lines of the MSPs at Gillam, Rankin Inlet, and Fort Smith, and the centerlines of the 16 SuperDARN beams
of the Saskatoon and Kapuskasing radars. The magnetic latitudes defined by AACGM coordinates [Baker and Wing, 1989] are shown on the background geographic map.

**Figure 4.2** Map of the FoVs of the SuperDARN radars at Saskatoon and Kapuskasing, and of the NORSTAR imager at Rankin Inlet (for red-line emission at 215 km height and 80° nadir). CANOPUS magnetometers are shown in black dots. The scan lines of Gillam, Fort Smith, and Rankin Inlet MSPs are also shown in gray lines.

**A. Solar wind data from GEOTAIL**

Solar wind parameters were available from GEOTAIL for this event. The data are plotted in Figure 4.3. The satellite positions are labelled on top of each plot in GSM coordinates in $R_E$. First of all, it should be noted that October 9, 2000 was a rather quiet day, dominated by northward IMF. The GEOTAIL satellite measured a positive IMF $B_z$ component during almost the entire UT time interval 0045 to 0800 UT, with only three excursions to negative $B_z$ values, during the intervals 0345 - 0415 UT, 0447 - 0513 UT and 0645 - 0655 UT. The ion number density and solar wind speed at GEOTAIL were rather steady at about 10 cm$^{-3}$ and 320 km/s, respectively. There was also an unusual and structured IMF “square-wave” in the GSM X-Y plane, which was the other likely initiator of the magnetospheric activity. The data for GEOTAIL in Figure 4.3 show that the "square-wave" burst occurred from about 0727 to 0735 UT, with $B_x$ going from an
initial value of about -4.7 nT to about -2.3 nT during the square wave, then falling almost instantaneously back to -4.6 nT at 0735 UT. On the other hand, By rises in about a minute from an initial value of about +1 nT to about +4.8 nT, and then falls to +1 nT at 0735 UT, only to rise dramatically to about +3.2 nT a minute later at 0736 UT, after which it remains relatively constant. The duration of the square wave is ~7 minutes in these two components, but the Bz component is small during this time. We also checked the IMF data from the ACE satellite (not plotted) to validate the seemingly dramatic “square-wave” variation seen on GEOTAIL, and found that ACE showed a very similar Bx-By structure, which differed only slightly in shape from the GEOTAIL event. It is well known that, in By-dominated cases where |By|>|Bz|, even for northward IMF, there can be strong solar wind-magnetosphere coupling [Nishida et al., 1998]. The “square-wave” change, in which Bx became less negative while By increased, caused a +By-dominated solar wind, which would have facilitated the conditions for “component merging” in the dawn flank magnetopause south of the ecliptic plane.

Figure 4.3 From top to bottom panel are the IMF in GSM coordinate, solar wind velocity, and ion number density from GEOTAIL observation, respectively, from 0500 to 0800 UT, October 9, 2000.
In conclusion, we have examined the solar wind observations from GEOTAIL, and found that there are two candidates possibly responsible for the small substorm event on October 9, 2000, namely, the southward IMF excursion seen at 0645-0655 UT, and the subsequent Bx-By structure seen as a "square-wave" at 0727-0735 UT.

**B. CANOPUS magnetometer, riometer and photometer observations**

In terms of magnetic activity, October 9 was in fact the fourth quietest day (Q4) of the month. The Kp index values during the first three 3-h UT intervals were 1-, 0+ and 0+. We will concentrate on the localized activity over the Canadian territories during the 3-h interval from 0600-0900 UT. Figure 4.4 shows the magnetometer records from some CANOPUS stations and the Yellowknife (YKC) observatory of the NRCAN/GSC magnetometer array. Their geographical and geomagnetic locations can be found in Chapter 2.2. The bottom trace of Figure 4.4 shows the Pi2 pulsations at Pinawa, on an expanded 1 nT/div scale. All other magnetometer traces have a scale of 20 nT/div. Figure 4.4 shows that in the interval 0600 UT to 0732 UT leading up to the first Pi2 event at 0732 UT, there is very little activity at any of the magnetometer sites, as would be expected under such predominantly Bz+ IMF conditions. After 0732 UT there are three obvious Pi2 bursts, which are emphasized by three vertical gray bands. The magnetic bay indicates that the substorm onset began at 0752 UT at both Fort Churchill, where the Bx deflection reached -100 nT, and at Eskimo Point, where Bx decreased to about -50 nT. Very little deflection occurred at Rankin Inlet, so it can be inferred that the electrojet expansion was confined to magnetic latitudes below 72.9°. There was an initial period of increasingly negative Bx deflection at Fort Churchill during the first two Pi2 bursts, showing the pattern similar to a substorm growth phase.

The top panel of Figure 4.4 shows Gillam MSP data that have been processed so as to choose only the value of the brightest pixel in the MSP scan, for the oxygen red (630.0 nm) and green (557.7 nm) lines, where the colors used for the curves match the red and green colors of the emission lines. Arbitrary intensity units are used for each individual line, and the curves are plotted together in Figure 4.4 only so that their time variations can be compared. It is very clear that each of the three Pi2 bursts was closely
associated with the activation of optical auroras, and that the third Pi2 burst was accompanied by the strongest auroral brightening.

![Magnetometer records for 9 western Canadian stations from 0600 to 0900 UT. Black, red and blue lines denote the X, Y, and Z components of the magnetic field. The bottom trace shows the Pi2 bursts observed at Pinawa, with scale 1 nT/div. All other magnetometer records are 20 nT/div. The top panel shows the maximum intensities on the Gillam MSP line for the red-line (630.0 nm) and green-line (557.7 nm) emissions, each with its own arbitrary intensity scale.](image)

**Figure 4.4** Magnetometer records for 9 western Canadian stations from 0600 to 0900 UT. Black, red and blue lines denote the X, Y, and Z components of the magnetic field. The bottom trace shows the Pi2 bursts observed at Pinawa, with scale 1 nT/div. All other magnetometer records are 20 nT/div. The top panel shows the maximum intensities on the Gillam MSP line for the red-line (630.0 nm) and green-line (557.7 nm) emissions, each with its own arbitrary intensity scale.

It is instructive to examine the Pi2 burst behavior as a function of latitude and time. The Pi2 oscillations result from passing the Bx component through a bandpass filter for periods from 40 to 150 s. The results are shown in Figure 4.5, for which the ordinate tick marks are 3 nT apart. The first two Pi2 bursts were observed only at the stations equatorward of Fort Churchill (69.0° MLAT), in keeping with the results of Olsen and
Rostoker [1975] that the Pi2 activity is monitored on the ground only up to the poleward border of the auroral electrojet. Only after 0752 UT did the poleward edge of the emission zone go beyond Eskimo Point (71.2° MLAT). We show below that the NASI 630 nm images agree quite well with the magnetic Pi2 observations with respect to the location of the auroral electrojet. On the other hand, there are some differences between start times of the Pi2 bursts at different stations. In particular, we see that the second Pi2 burst appeared at Fort Smith first at ~0740 UT and then later at Rabbit Lake and the ‘Manitoba line’ stations, which strongly implies a west to east propagation delay.

![Figure 4.5 Pi2 oscillations of the Bx component as seen on the CANOPUS magnetometers from 0700 to 0830 UT, for a common scale of 3 nT/div.](image

Figure 4.6 shows the MLAT versus time plot of the 630.0 nm emissions observed by the CANOPUS MSPs at Gillam (top panel) and Fort Smith (bottom panel). Both plots show that the optical emissions intensified from about 0735 UT on the MSP lines. At ~0740 UT, a strong auroral intensification was detected by the Fort Smith MSP. The
Figure 4.6 MSP 630 nm emission data from 0600 to 0900 UT observed at (a) Gillam and (b) Fort Smith.

Figure 4.7 Schematic diagram showing the latitudinal offset of an auroral brightening structure observed by MSP instrument due to the propagation effect. See the text for explanations.
intensification structure was slightly slanted, showing an increase of latitude with time, which would imply a poleward motion of the auroral structure. However, the Gillam MSP observations showed no strong intensification at that time but only a relatively weak enhancement starting at 0743 UT. At ~0754 UT, both the Gillam and Fort Smith MSP plots showed strong auroral brightenings which extended well beyond 71° MLAT. It should be noted that, when the strong auroral breakup occurred, the intensification structure was seen best by the Fort Smith MSP at latitudes above 69° MLAT, which seems to contradict the classical scenario that the substorm-associated auroral brightening usually begins at the equatorward-most arc in the auroral oval [Akasofu, 1964]. The Gillam MSP observations also showed that the intensification region extended poleward from ~68° MLAT, again at latitudes somewhat higher than the equatorward border of the auroral oval. However, we will argue that such a discrepancy is a local effect due to the one-dimensional nature of the MSP measurements. As we will show later from the two-dimensional NASI observations, significant auroral brightening was found at the southwestern edge (~67.5° MLAT) of the NASI FoV.

At the very beginning of an EP onset, the initial activation is usually localized in azimuthal extent, especially for a small substorm such as this October 9 event. Let us consider the geometry shown in Figure 4.7. The initial auroral brightening occurred in the equatorward part of the auroral oval at a longitudinal position somewhere between Gillam and Fort Smith. Subsequently the brightening propagated both westward and eastward as well as poleward. Therefore the auroral brightening observed on the MSP scan line would be located at latitudes greater than the initiation site latitude.

In conclusion, there were three Pi2 burst intervals during the event sequence. The first two Pi2 bursts were associated with relatively weak and/or localized magnetic and auroral activities, and thus be classified as two pseudobreakups. The third Pi2 burst and the accompanying magnetic and auroral activation differed from the previous two not only in the disturbance magnitude but also in the subsequent spatial extent. The magnetometer record at Fort Churchill showed the classical growth-expansive phase signature, with the strongest magnetic bay (~100 nT) starting at 0752 UT in conjunction with the third Pi2 burst. The coverage of third auroral activation expanded significantly poleward to >71° MLAT and also was broad in longitudinal extent, such
that it was almost simultaneously observed by the MSPs at Fort Smith and Gillam. Thus the third magnetic and auroral activation can be defined as a substorm EP (hereafter it is also called a “Stage e-1” EP so as to distinguish it from the subsequent “Stage e-2” EP discussed below), rather than as a third pseudobreakup.

Figure 4.8 shows the riometer observations at several CANOPUS stations. At 0732 UT, when the first Pi2 and auroral intensification began, there was a very steep rise in the 30 MHz cosmic radio wave absorption. About 2 minutes later a rise in absorption was also seen at Fort Smith. If we assume that the absorption enhancement are caused by high-energy (>40 keV) electron precipitation, it is clear that the intense precipitation region moved westward. Unfortunately the riometer data at Gillam were not available so we cannot study the eastward propagation effect further east. The riometer data at Fort Churchill did not show any rise of absorption corresponding to the first pseudobreakup because the first auroral activation never reached that latitude. A second rise of absorption was first seen at Fort Smith at ~0739 UT, and subsequently seen at Rabbit Lake at ~0742 UT, and also at Fort Churchill (albeit a very small rise) at ~0744 UT, clearly showing an eastward propagation effect. This is also consistent with the
magnetic observations which showed that the second Pi2 burst appeared at Fort Smith ~3 minutes before it was recorded by the “Manitoba line” stations. Starting at ~0754 UT, another large increase of the absorption, which accompanied the substorm EP, was seen almost simultaneously at Fort Churchill and Fort Smith. No noticeable propagation effect could be determined at that time. The timing can be interpreted according to Figure 4.7 (note that Fort Churchill is almost at the same longitude as Gillam). If the initiation were located somewhere longitudinally about midway between Gillam and Fort Smith, the required time for the eastward propagation and the westward propagation would be roughly the same. Thus, the riometer observations are consistent with the magnetic and optical auroral observations in that the riometers confirms the existence of three successive activations, namely, two pseudobreakups and a substorm EP. Furthermore, the riometer observations provide important information about the origin and the subsequent propagation of the three activations.

There is another very important feature in Figure 4.4, namely the Eskimo Point magnetometer observations showing a second X-component magnetic bay which began at ~0802 UT. This second magnetic bay was even stronger than the ~0752 UT bay which corresponded to the Stage-1 substorm EP onset. Also another Pi2 burst was seen at Eskimo Point in Figure 4.5 during the second magnetic bay interval. Figure 4.6 shows that a second strong auroral brightening (hereafter referred as the Stage-2 auroral brightening) was seen at about 0804 UT in the Gillam MSP observations after the first brightening at ~0754 UT. However, the Stage-2 auroral brightening was located above ~70° MLAT and was not seen at Fort Smith MSP. Rostoker [1968] found that during a substorm the magnetic bay disturbances often occurred in a two-stage fashion. Erickson et al. [2000] also found that the initial substorm expansion immediately after the onset is usually short-lived (is followed by a “Stage-2 expansion”. The second auroral brightening, which occurred at 0802 UT, is consistent with such a feature.

C. The NASI 630 nm and SuperDARN convection observations

Now we will focus on the most important parts of the observations in this event, the two-dimensional maps of auroral emission and ionospheric convection. The NASI data shown up to this point were not absolutely calibrated; the actual emission intensity
values in Rayleighs were not available. The data used in this paper are the raw data numbers after the flat-field calibration, which resolved the zenith angle dependence of the emission intensity. The flat-field calibration is usually only accurate at zenith angles less than 75°. Beyond that, the calibration tends to overamplify the emission intensity. However, to have a full view of the auroral region, especially because for this event the initiation was close to Rabbit Lake, and hence was at about 80° zenith angle for the red-line emission seen by the NASI at Rankin Inlet, we were forced to compromise and use an upper limit of 80° zenith angle. One should keep in mind that the absolute emission intensities near the edge of the FoV are likely to be somewhat amplified. The assumed emission height was determined from a best-fit parallax technique based on the NASI and Gillam MSP observations (see Chapter 2.5.3).

Figure 4.9 gives the combined NASI 630 nm image and the SuperDARN convection velocities obtained from the Saskatoon and Kapuskasing radar data from 0730 to 0738 UT. The NASI 630 nm images are acquired once every 20 seconds, so the figure is an average of up to 6 such images. The convection velocity maps are based on the global potential mapping procedure of Ruohoniemi and Baker [1998]. It should be noted that the SuperDARN convection velocities and the red-line emissions are both ionospheric F region features, so combining them on one plot provides a reasonable picture of F region ionospheric activity.

Figure 4.9 shows that, for 0730-0732 UT, there was diffuse weak aurora in the eastern half of the FoV, extending longitudinally from 0230 to 0300 MLT, but there was almost no activity near midnight. There are several possible causes of that diffuse weak aurora. The first is that it could have been due to excitation of oxygen by secondary electrons which had energies of about 5-10 eV and which resulted from proton precipitation. However, it is more likely that the diffuse aurora was caused by electron precipitation associated with electrons that had curvature-gradient drifted in the magnetotail from the midnight sector toward the morning sector, where there is evidence of a partial ring current. This region remained relatively unchanged in the eastward portion of the FoV during the more dynamic auroral activities which originated from the southwestern portion of the NASI FoV. It was in the latter region that the original patch subsequently brightened and spread slowly eastward.
Figure 4.9 Maps showing the NASI 630.0 nm emissions and the SuperDARN convection velocities (arrows) obtained from the FIT procedure (Ruohoniemi and Baker [1998]) for the period 0730-0738 UT. The radar data are for standard 2-minute scan, and the NASI data is averaged over that same 2-minute interval. The chi-squared value and the number of actual data points are labeled in the upper right corner of each frame.

Clearly, by 0732-0734 UT, a midnight auroral patch appeared at about 67-68° MLAT and 36-40° MLON. The patch was just east of Rabbit Lake (-42.48° MLON). This intensification occurred in conjunction with both the first Pi2 burst and also the first cosmic radio absorption enhancement starting at 0732 UT at Rabbit Lake; thus we identify this site to be the origin of the first auroral activation. Stoker et al. [1996; 1997] found that the cosmic radio waves of decameter wavelength appeared to be absorbed more strongly in regions adjacent to discrete auroral arcs than inside the arc regions themselves. In this regard, we notice that there is a void in the radar echoes within and
nearby the intensified patch. That void was most likely due to the increasing absorption. The subsequent image at 0734-0736 UT shows that the auroras of interest in the southwest part of FoV had considerably brightened and completely dominated the diffuse weak aurora in the eastern half of the FoV. It is interesting to notice that the auroral evolution was led by a series of discrete patches. While the initial patch brightened and broadened, another distinct patch appeared at ~ -35°, east of the initial patch. By 0736-0738 UT those two patches almost merged together, while a third “detached” patch appeared again at ~ -32° MLON.

In terms of the ionospheric convection, one very noticeable feature is that, accompanying the start of auroral activation at 0732 UT, a well-defined counterclockwise convection flow vortex centered at ~1 MLT and ~72° MLAT emerged, northeast of the growing auroral patch. The appearance of such a small near-midnight counterclockwise cell after substorm onset has been previously reported by Lu et al. [1998] and Kamide et al. [1994], who postulated that such cells are signatures of the magnetotail energy release process. Furthermore, the intensified auroral patch was caused by enhanced electron precipitation and thus should be associated with upward FAC, while the counterclockwise convection vortex implied downward FAC. Therefore, it can be concluded that for the first pseudobreakup starting at 0732 UT, the current pattern was more of a MCS, in which the ionospheric Pedersen current flowed equatorward. This is in contrast to the traditional zonal SCW concept, in which the ionospheric closure current is westward. The existence and physical importance of a MCS during a substorm evolution were first noticed by Kamide and Kokubun [1996], and further addressed by Lui and Kamide [2003] and Akasofu [2003]. In particular, Akasofu [2003] proposed a new model synthesizing the MCS and eastward plasma flow with three well-established substorm-associated phenomena, namely, the sudden auroral brightening, sudden growth of the WEJ, and cross-tail current disruption/dipolarization. Though there is unfortunately a void in the radar coverage inside the intensified aurora regions in Figure 4.9, we could infer from the overall convection pattern that the flow had a marked eastward component there. In Akasofu’s model, eastward flow corresponds to a southward electric field and thus a southward Pedersen current, which is the required closure current sense for the north-south FAC system. The WEJ is the
enhanced westward Hall current which produced the observed magnetic negative bay. The convection pattern and optical observations of the first pseudobreakup are thus consistent with Akasofu’s model [2003].

**Figure 4.10** Maps similar to Figure 4.9, but for the period 0740-0748 UT.

Figure 4.10 shows the image from 0740 to 0748 UT, which is the interval of the second auroral intensification and the associated Pi2 bursts. At 0740-0742 UT, the overall emission intensity was lower than in the previous frame at 0736-0738 UT, but a new set of discrete patches had emerged in the longitudinal sector from local midnight to ~0100 MLT. Those patches were found to align approximately perpendicular to the flow direction, and thus roughly parallel to the electric field. Those discrete patches intensified considerably by 0742-0744 UT. During the next two frames, those patches not only significantly brightened but also broadened and tended to merge. On the west
side of NASI image, the poleward border of the bright aurora region had slightly expanded to ~70° MLAT. In terms of convection, the counterclockwise convection vortex persisted and kept moving eastward but its “focus” was still located at higher latitudes than the intensified auroras. The associated current system thus had become more northeast-southwest aligned. One can conclude that a gradual transition from the initial MCS towards a more zonal SCW was taking place. Within the regions of intensified aurora, the convection flow was generally southeast with a strong eastward component. Figure 4.10d shows that, by 0746-0748 UT, the counterclockwise convection vortex was somewhat deformed on its eastern edge. The reason for such a deformation will be explained later in the analysis of the global northern-hemisphere convection observations.

Figure 4.11 Maps similar to Figure 4.9, but for the period 0752-0800 UT.
Figure 4.11 shows four images from 0752 to 0800 UT, which correspond to the substorm EP interval. The auroral luminosity started to increase and expanded poleward following the onset at 0752 UT. At 0754-0756 UT, significant auroral brightening and poleward expansion to \(\sim 71.5^\circ\) MLAT were clearly seen. Embedded in the diffusive bright auroras are two clear discrete patches which are separated by \(\sim 9^\circ\) in MLON. Again we notice these two patches were aligned nearly perpendicular to the flow direction. By 0756-0758 UT, both of these discrete patches had significantly broadened to bridge the gap between the two patches, but some fine structures seen as “split arcs” developed. By 0758-0800 UT, one of the patches to the west had faded but the other continued to grow. An undulation in the auroral poleward border at \(\sim 72^\circ\) MLAT can also be identified. In addition to the drastic auroral brightening and poleward expansion, an overall eastward evolution of auroral brightening up to 1.8 MLT is also clear from the plot sequence. In terms of convection, we see that the downward-FAC counterclockwise vortex had enlarged in spatial scale and had moved eastward, while at the same time its focus had dropped to lower latitudes at 0752 UT (EP onset time), such that the bright auroral region was located more or less directly west of the convection cell. At that stage, the current pattern is entirely consistent with the common SCW alignment. Another very important feature is that the flow direction across the bright auroral region had switched from the original strongly eastward flow at the onset time to a more southward flow at the later time of the Stage-1 EP.

Figure 4.12 shows four images from 0800 to 0808 UT. There was some decay of the auroral emissions from the Stage-1 EP at 0800-0802 UT. Starting at 0802 UT a second (Stage-2) auroral brightening occurred, consistent with that inferred from the Gillam MSP observations. At 0804-0806 UT, an intensified patch was seen at \(\sim 33^\circ\) MLON and \(\sim 70^\circ\) MLAT, and the eastward evolution of enhanced auroral luminosity had reached \(\sim 2.7\) MLT, which is the eastern limit of activity for the whole event. At 0806-0808 UT, though the intensified patch was still visible it obviously had faded. The activity gradually declined afterwards.

The most distinguishing convection feature shown in Figure 4.12 before and during the Stage-2 auroral brightening is that the flow through the bright region of aurora had become dominantly southward. The southward flow extends well poleward of the bright
The morphology and underlying mechanism of this Stage-2 auroral brightening was found to be significantly different from the previous three auroral intensifications, and will be discussed in detail later in section 4.3.3 of this chapter.

Figure 4.12 Maps similar to Figure 4.9, but for the period 0800-0808 UT.

The high temporal resolution (20 second) of the NASI observations enables a detailed study to be made of the evolution of auroral emission structures during the whole event sequence. The NASI image pixel locations of the band of maximum intensity were plotted as a function of time. The resulting plot, Figure 4.13, shows the latitude band of maximum intensity versus time, the longitude band of maximum intensity versus time, the maximum intensity versus time and the Gillam Pi2 structure versus time, from top to bottom, respectively. The intensity bands correspond to intensities within 5% of the maximum intensity. To reduce the error caused by the flat-
field calibration for large zenith angle observations, we will use the radially-integrated emission intensity to investigate the azimuthal auroral structure. That is, we integrate the raw data number (after the flat-field calibration) between zenith angles 58° and 78°, which fully covers the bright aurora region, and within every 1°-wide NASI azimuthal channel (the NASI azimuth is 0 for geographical north and increases in the clockwise sense). The results are shown in Figure 4.14 to Figure 4.16. From Figure 4.13 to Figure 4.16 we can obtain detailed information about the evolution of auroral activities.

**Figure 4.13** The top two panels show the time plots of the latitude and longitude of the NORSTAR image pixels where the 630.0 nm intensity is within 5% band about the maximum. The third panel shows the maximum intensity versus time in unit of raw data number, and the bottom panel shows the Pi2 pulsations in unit of nT at Gillam versus time.
Figure 4.14 (a) The radially-integrated 630 nm emission intensity versus azimuth angle observed by NSAII during the first pseudobreakup interval. The observation time in UT is labeled on the left of each curve. Numbered gray bands indicate several intensified patches. (b) The approximate geomagnetic position of the discrete patches (dark boxes). The gray circle indicates the FoV of the NASI at Rankin Inlet.
Figure 4.15 Same as Figure 4.14, but for the second pseudobreakup interval.
Figure 4.16 Same as Figure 4.14, but for the substorm EP interval.
As noted earlier, there was diffuse weak aurora present in the eastern part of the FoV before 0732 UT. This is seen in Figure 4.13 as the region of diffuse intensity north of 68.5° MLAT and east of -15° MLON just before 0732 UT. However, the growth of the first Pi2-associated patch of aurora began at about 0732 UT, and the region of maximum intensity underwent a dramatic shift to the southwest part of the NASI at about -40° MLON, as shown in Figure 4.13. This first pseudobreakup was rather stable in latitude (67-68° MLAT) after its initiation and showed no significant poleward propagation. Figure 4.14a gives the radially-integrated emission intensity versus the NASI azimuth angle during the first Pi2 burst and auroral intensification interval. In Figure 4.14a, the first patch was located at ~225° azimuth at 0732:01 UT. By 0733:21 UT, the patch had expanded both westward and eastward, while a small `bump’ appeared at ~217° azimuth. This small `bump’ grew in magnitude and also broadened to evolve into another intensified patch seen clearly from at 0734:21 UT to 0735:41 UT, while another small `bump’ at ~207° azimuth in turn appeared at 0735:01 and developed into a third intensified patch seen clearly from 0735:41 UT to 0737:21 UT. The third patch showed a tendency toward decreasing azimuth with time, which implied an eastward motion of the patch. In Figure 4.14b we show the approximate geomagnetic positions of the above three successive discrete patches, based on Figure 4.14a. The expansion of the originally azimuthally separated patches 1 and 2 gradually bridged the gap between them. By 0736:41 UT those two patches had basically merged and formed an overall enhancement of luminosity over a broad region, though much fine structure still existed. At the same time a new patch on the east, though initially weak and diffuse, began to develop at ~190° azimuth. Afterwards, several wave-like patches were discernible but all clearly showed eastward motion.

The second epoch of auroral intensification started at ~0740 UT, as seen from the second rise of maximum emission intensity shown in the third panel of Figure 4.13. At the same time, a new high intensity structure emerged at about -45° MLON and 67-68° MLAT, near the southwestern edge of the NASI FoV. During the second auroral activation interval the intensification structure moved poleward to 69.5° MLAT until 0745 UT, but then retreated equatorward to ~67.5° MLAT. In Figure 4.15a, some structures still existed as remnants of the first pseudobreakup activity. However, a new
patch at \(\sim 250^0\) azimuth led a new series of discrete intensified patches and thus a second epoch of auroral activity. Another patch at \(\sim 237^0\) azimuth started to form at 0740:21 UT and showed a slight eastward motion afterwards. The third patch at \(\sim 225^0\) azimuth appeared at 0742:21 UT. The approximate geomagnetic position of the three discrete patches was plotted in Figure 4.15b. It should be noted that, because the first midnight patch appeared at near the southwest edge of the NASI FoV, there is a strong possibility that the actual initiation site was even further west and/or south of the FoV of NASI.

We notice that the patch 3 was “quenched” at 0742:21 UT, and reappeared at 0742:42 UT, whereas patch 2 disappeared at that time. Afterward patch 3 showed a clear eastward motion, and original patch 1 significantly intensified and broadened at 0744:21 UT and 0745:21 UT. An overall enhancement of auroral luminosity over a broad region was seen.

The interval of special interest is from 0752 to 0800 UT, during which the auroral emission enhancement was much stronger than the previous two activations. Notice in Figure 4.13 that, at the start of this activation, the brightening pixels within the NSAI FoV were initially found at as far equatorward as \(\sim 67.5^0\) MLAT and as far east as \(-50^0\) MLON. It should be noted that, since the brightening was seen to the very southwestern edge of the NASI FoV, the actual origin of the activation might have been even further south and/or west. After its initiation the bright regions moved significantly poleward to \(>71^0\) MLAT and eastward to \(\sim -30^0\) MLON. A north-east propagation of the auroral brightening is thus easily identified. After 0758 UT the activation decayed, and the regions of maximum intensity retreated in latitude to 68.5-69\(^0\) MLAT but remained relatively stable in longitude.

Figure 4.16a shows that the very first hint of the appearance of the westernmost patch was at \(\sim 260^0\) at 0752:21 UT. At 0753:02 UT that initial patch grew and another patch at \(\sim 230^0\) azimuth appeared. Those two patches strongly intensified and broadened up to 0754:21 UT, and showed a slight eastward trend in their motion. As in the two previous activations, the two separated patches merged. The gap between them became filled by an auroral luminosity enhancement until there was virtually no gap by 0755:01 UT. However, a considerable amount of fine structure in the intensity remained. A new weaker patch at \(\sim 200^0\) azimuth appeared at 0756:02 UT. After 0756:41 UT, the \(\sim 230^0\)
patch intensity increased significantly, and there was an obvious eastward motion for all patches. The approximate geomagnetic position of the three discrete patches is plotted in Figure 4.16b.

In summary, the NASI observations with 20-second resolution behaved such that, during each auroral activation interval, several discrete intensified auroral patches could be identified. These patches have exactly the same signature as the AAFs reported by Elphinstone et al. [1995]. The patches appeared in a sequence such that each new patch formed a little to the east of the previous one. In agreement with Elphinstone et al. [1995], the patches behaved exactly as did the AAFs in that they tended to propagate eastward in the postmidnight sector. After their initial appearance, the patches usually intensified and also expanded. The gaps between the patches were gradually filled by diffusive auroral luminosity enhancement, although discrete auroral structures still persisted and usually showed an obvious eastward motion after the diffusive auroral luminosity enhancement.

Figures 4.14b to 4.16b reveal another interesting feature, namely that the azimuthal separation between the patches tended to increase during the event sequence. For example, at the start of the first pseudobreakup interval, the first 2 patches were separated by only 2-3° MLON, while during the second pseudobreakup, the separation between adjacent patches was 4-5° MLON. By the time of the Stage-1 substorm EP, the separation had increased to 8-9° MLON.

In addition to Saskatoon, there was also good scatter from the other six northern SuperDARN radars (Kodiak, Prince George, Goose Bay, Stokkseyri, Thykkvibaer and Hankasalmi), with 2-minute resolution, during the whole event sequence. The general northern hemisphere convection pattern from about 20 MLT through midnight, dawn and noon to about 15 MLT was quite well defined. The cross-polar cap potential drop could be determined from the global SuperDARN observations [Shepherd et al., 2001; 2003]. Figure 4.17 shows six frames of combined NASI 630 nm image and global SuperDARN convection velocities during the following intervals: (a) 0718-0720 UT, (b) 0728-0830 UT, (c) 0732-0734 UT, (d) 0748-0750 UT, (e) 0754-0756 UT, and (f) 0804-0806 UT. The cross-polar cap (PC) potential shown in the upper-left corner of
each frame was estimated from the difference between the peak positive and negative potentials. Note that in these six frames the NASI images are shown in gray scale.

Figure 4.17a shows that, at 0716-0718 UT when the cross-PC potential reached a maximum (48 kV), strong flows (~1 km/s) were seen on the dayside at ≥80° MLAT, implying enhanced reconnection at the dayside magnetopause. We see a contracted morning counter-clockwise cell on the dawnside flank, as expected from the 2-cell convection pattern under IMF By+ conditions, but near midnight both the convection and the optical emissions were very weak. In the interval 0728-0730 UT, the cross-PC potential decreased to a minimum value (30 kV). The dayside convection diminished but the near-midnight flows at high-latitude (≥75° MLAT, presumed to be on open field lines because of the lack of 630 nm emissions), were somewhat intensified.

The first pseudobreakup began at 0732 UT, which also marked the start of the optical and magnetic activities for the whole event. As we have mentioned before (see Figure 4.9b), an initial auroral patch appeared at ~0.4 MLT and 67-68° MLAT, accompanied by a well-defined counterclockwise convection flow vortex centered at ~1 MLT, 72° MLAT. The flows at lower latitude (0° MLAT) had become noticeably stronger, indicating an increase of convection in the near-Earth plasma sheet. The near-midnight counterclockwise convection vortex kept moving eastward after its emergence, as we have shown in the series of plots in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. By 0746-0748 UT this eastward-moving convection vortex had “collided” with the original morning cell on the flank side and became somewhat deformed on its eastern edge (a hint of another counterclockwise cell on the eastern edge of the map can be seen in Figure 4.10d). By 0748-0750 UT, the initial auroral patch had intensified and expanded both westward and eastward. The nightside flows continued to grow and a single large postmidnight convection cell with a “focus” around 2.3 MLT, 71° MLAT became well-established. At 0754-0756 UT, just after the Stage-1 EP onset and the poleward expansion to ~71.5° MLAT, the cross-PC potential also reached a peak value (50 kV) and strong flows were seen again on the dayside, while the nightside convection cell was relatively unchanged in position from that in the previous frame but was strongly intensified. At 0804-0806 UT, during the Stage-2 EP, the cross-PC potential reached its maximum value (54 kV) for the whole event.
Figure 4.17 Six frames of the global SuperDARN convection (with electrical potential contours overlaid) and NASI 630.0 nm emissions. Dotted circles from outside towards the center represent 60°, 70° and 80° MLAT respectively. The colorscale for the convection velocity, the cross-PC potential and IMF parameters, and the grayscale for the NASI emission intensity, are shown at the upper-left, upper-right, and lower-right corners of each frame, respectively.
However, the dayside convection at this time was rather weak and the enhanced flows were mostly on the nightside. The premidnight convection was always very weak during the whole event, implying that the most dynamic substorm-associated processes were restricted to the postmidnight sector.

![Figure 4.18](image.png)

**Figure 4.18** The upper panel gives the merging solar wind electric field (dotted line) and the PC index (solid line) from 0600 to 0830 UT. Arrows show the peak-to-peak correspondences between two data sets. The bottom panel gives the cross-polar cap potential (solid line with dots representing the mid-time of each scan) derived from SuperDARN convection measurements and the NASI maximum optical intensity (dotted line) from 0700 to 0830 UT. The start times for the first pseudobreakup, the Stage-1 EP and the Stage-2 EP are marked with dash lines.

To help understand the high-latitude ionospheric response to the solar wind, we use the northern polar cap (PCN) magnetic activity index, which is obtained from the near-pole magnetometer stations at Thule in Greenland (85.4° MLAT) [Troshichev et al., 1988]. There was a high correlation between the PC magnetic index and the “merging solar wind electric field” [Kan and Lee, 1979], given by
\[ E_{\text{sw}} = -V_x \cdot \sqrt{B_y^2 + B_z^2 \sin^2 (\theta/2)}, \]  

(4.1)

where \( V_x, B_y \) and \( B_z \) are the solar wind velocity, GSM Y and Z components of the IMF, respectively, and \( \theta = \arctan \left( \frac{B_y}{B_z} \right) \). The merging solar wind electric field and the PCN index are plotted in the upper panel of Figure 4.18. The cross-correlation between them peaks at a lag of 21-23 minutes, as indicated by the arrows between ‘matching peaks’. The propagation time of the solar wind from GEOTAIL to the subsolar magnetopause may take \( \sim 9 \) minutes, and a further lag of 12-14 minutes between the solar wind interaction with the magnetopause and the subsequent ionospheric response is not unreasonable (e.g., Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, [1998]). In the bottom panel of Figure 4.18 is plotted the SuperDARN-derived cross-PC potential from 0700-0830 UT. The NASI raw data numbers of the brightest pixels within the FoV at each exposure time are also plotted for reference. From the comparison between Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.3, one can readily infer that the cross-PC potential peak at 0708-0722 UT was the consequence of the 0645–0655 UT IMF southward excursion, while the other peak at 0750-0800 UT was associated with the IMF Bx-By structure at 0727-0735 UT.

During the 0802-0806 UT intervals there was a second strong enhancement of cross-PC potential but no counterpart was seen in the PCN index. Also, no major peak which might contribute to this enhancement could be found in the solar wind electric field data. As shown in Figure 4.18 the cross-PC potential also shows a remarkably good correlation with the optical auroral emission intensity, with the former slightly preceding the latter. For the Stage-1 EP, the enhancement of cross-PC potential led the nightside auroral emission by 2-4 minutes, similar to the day-to-nightside convection transition time in response to solar wind variations [Ruohoniemi and Greenwald, 1998], while for the Stage-2 EP, the lead time was less than 2 minutes.

**D. Observations at geosynchronous orbit**

Two geosynchronous satellite observations were available during the event. Unfortunately, they were not at positions that map to the radar and optical observations areas. GOES-10 (~135° geographic longitude) is to the west of our ground-observation area, and GOES-8 (~75° geographic longitude) to the east. However, they still provided
Figure 4.19 Magnetic fields observed at geosynchronous orbit by GOES-8 (black line) and GOES-10 (gray line). The left tick marks are for GOES-8, and the right tick marks are for GOES-10. The final panel gives the MLT at the footprint of GOES-8 and GOES-10.

very important information about the magnetic fields at geosynchronous orbit. Figure 4.19 gives the magnetic fields measured by two satellites and their MLT sectors from 0700-0900 UT. During the event GOES-10 is at 23±0.25 MLT and GOES-8 at 3±0.25 MLT. The GOES magnetic fields are converted to the VDH coordinate system (see Appendix A.1). The magnetic elevation angle $\theta_B$ which is defined by the equation,
\[ \theta_B = \arctan\left(-\frac{B_H}{B_V}\right), \]  

(4.2)

is used to identify the dipolarization. On GOES-8 the \( \theta_B \) value increases from 49.6\(^0\) to 52\(^0\) during the interval 0730-0815 UT. This change is much smaller than that seen in a typical substorm dipolarization event (~10\(^0\) change within 10 minutes was reported by Liou et al. [2002]) but it nevertheless indicated a slight magnetic dipolarization at geosynchronous orbit. Considering that the substorm event studied in this chapter is a very minor and localized one and that, as shown by the NASI data, the auroral brightening never reached 03 MLT during the whole event, the small magnitude of the dipolarization observed on GOES-8 is reasonable. We also see that the dipolarization progressed in a multi-step way. The start times of each stepwise increase (shown in dotted lines) were found to be in accord with the start times of the three Pi2s and associated auroral activities. On the other hand, on GOES-10 the overall trend of \( \theta_B \) was decreasing, so no magnetic dipolarization effect was seen.

On the basis of the geosynchronous measurements and the convection, optical, magnetometer and riometer observations, some final remarks on the initiation and the spatial extent of the three auroral intensifications may be made. The site of the first activation at 0732 UT was unambiguously determined from the NASI observation, i.e., at ~39\(^0\) MLON, as seen from Figure 4.9b. At the same time, there was an abrupt rise in the 30 MHz cosmic radio wave absorption at Rabbit Lake, which is near (just west of) the initiation site. However, the original sites for the second and third auroral intensifications are not as clear. The NASI observations show that, for those two activations, the initial intensification occurred at the western edge of the FoV at midnight, indicating that the origin of that activation likely was located west of the NASI FoV, in the premidnight sector. For the second auroral activation, the MSP observations at Fort Smith showed a much stronger emission enhancement than that at Gillam. The riometer data also showed that the increase in absorption first occurred at Fort Smith at ~0739 UT, and was subsequently seen at Rabbit Lake at ~0742 UT, and then at Fort Churchill at ~0745 UT, clearly indicating an eastward propagation effect. It is likely that the initiation site for the second activation may have been located close to Fort Smith. The same problem also exists for the third activation, i.e., the substorm EP.
As we have sketched in Figure 4.7, the actual initiation site was probably about midway between Fort Smith and Gillam and outside the NASI FoV. We know of no other observation sets that could have been used to determine the exact initiation sites for the second and the third activations. However, important clues can be found from the magnetic records at Fort Smith, which showed some positive excursions of the X and Y components corresponding to the second pseudobreakup and the substorm EP onset. Such positive excursions are usually the signature of a westward traveling surge (WTS) passing over the station. Therefore we may conclude that the initiation sites of the second and third activations were east of Fort Smith. The geosynchronous GOES data clearly shows that the western limit of all three activations never reached ~23 MLT because no dipolarization effect was ever seen at GOES-10, but for each activation there was a small but clearly identifiable dipolarization effect seen on GOES-8 at ~3 MLT. Furthermore, the ionospheric convection in the postmidnight sector observed by the Saskatoon-Kapuskasing SuperDARN radar pair underwent dramatic changes during the whole event, but the premidnight convection observed by the Prince George-Kodiak radar pair was always small in magnitude and showed only slight changes in the pattern.

Considering all the facts above, the whole event is fundamentally different with those “traditional” substorms which have an initiation site in the premidnight sector and normally show a well-defined westward propagation effect. In our event, the initial activation occurred at ~0.4 MLT. The initiation sites of the second and third activations might have been located longitudinally a few tens of minutes prior to midnight, but they underwent quite asymmetric longitudinal expansions subsequently. The eastward expansion was prevalent and was detected by NASI, the CANOPUS magnetometers and the MSPs in the postmidnight sector. Despite the lack of optical observations in the premidnight sector, the other evidence still shows that the small substorm on October 9, 2000 is a postmidnight event.

Another interesting issue is that, although no dipolarization effect was seen on GOES-10, there were some small wave-like perturbations of magnetic fields with period of ~5 minutes from 0732 to 0805 UT, which indicates the existence of ULF Pc5 waves at geosynchronous orbit in the premidnight sector during the event interval. Large-scale Pc5 pulsations inside the magnetosphere are generally thought to be driven
by mechanisms such as the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI) at the magnetopause, solar wind pressure pulses or intermittent reconnection processes such as flux transfer events (FTEs). However, in the October 9 event those external mechanisms are somewhat unlikely. As we indicated in the GEOTAIL solar wind data analysis (see Figure 4.3), the ion number density and the velocity of the solar wind were very stable. The duration of the IMF Bz southward excursion was only 10 minutes and the Bx-By structure lasted only 7 minutes, and the timing is either too early or too late for these to be responsible for the observed Pc5 pulsations. Magnetic perturbations of similar periods were also frequently observed at the CRESS satellite during substorms [Erickson et al., 2000] and were interpreted as a field line resonance (FLR) signature arising from the passage of the WTS over the satellite. In our event, the WTS did not pass GOES-10 because, if it had, magnetic dipolarization would have been seen on GOES-10. However, we have indicated that the WTS was detected by the magnetometer at Fort Smith, which is only ~0.6 MLT east of GOES-10. We suggest that when the head of the WTS was approaching GOES-10, a FLR was excited and led to the magnetic field Pc5 perturbations seen on GOES-10. Another possibility is that the ULF Pc5 waves were driven by drifting energetic particle fluxes via the drift and drift-bounce resonances [Southwood and Kivelson, 1982; Yeoman and Wright, 2001]. The source of the westward-drifting energized protons is likely to have been the substorm in the midnight sector. Energetic ions which were accelerated at the inner edge of the plasma sheet would have drifted westward and could have produced the Pc5 pulsations on the GOES-10 via the drift resonance interactions.

4.3 Discussion

A small substorm event has been described in detail, using optical, magnetic and radar observations. Most of the dynamic auroral and convection signatures occurred in the postmidnight sector. The associated convection pattern was quite different from that of substorms that begin in the dusk sector (e.g., Bristow et al. [2001]). In this section, we will discuss this event from three aspects, the energy budget of the substorm and the energy dissipation processes, the interpretation of the auroral observations in terms of DAB instabilities, and the Stage-2 EP.
4.3.1 “Loading-unloading” versus “directly driven” processes

First we will concentrate on the convection pattern changes and solar wind control of the substorm activity. The global convection pattern during a substorm usually contains two components: one is directly driven by the solar wind energy input and controls the overall large-scale convection reconfiguration, while the other is caused by the release of stored energy and contributes to the smaller-scale changes in the convection, usually limited to the nightside [Kamide et al., 1994]. As we have described above, the GEOTAIL observations revealed a prolonged dominant Bz+ and steady By+ IMF prior to the substorm onset, except for a southward excursion at 0645-0655 UT, and a “square-wave” IMF Bx-By structure at 0727-0735 UT. The IMF southward excursion led to enhanced coupling between the solar wind and magnetosphere, as indicated by the strong increases of the PCN index and cross-PC potential after 0706 UT. When the solar wind-magnetosphere coupling diminished, as shown by the significant drops in both the PCN index and cross-PC potential from 0718 UT to 0730 UT, there were some increases of nightside polar cap convection shown in Figure 4.17b which hint at energy buildup in the tail lobe, but the low plasma sheet convection and lack of auroral activity indicated that no significant energy had penetrated the near-Earth plasma sheet and been diverted into the auroral ionosphere at that stage. The reduction of the solar wind activation and dayside convection could have been favorable for the substorm EP onset triggering as suggested in the “convection reduction substorm model” [Lyons et al., 2003].

After the first pseudobreakup at 0732 UT, the nightside flows were enhanced. A small counterclockwise convection vortex appeared with a center around 72° MLAT and ~1 MLT, while the previous 2-cell pattern persisted in the dawn and dusk sectors. The increase of nightside convection and the appearance of the small near-midnight counterclockwise cell after a substorm EP onset have been previously reported by Lu et al. [1998] and Kamide et al. [1994], who postulated that they were signatures of the magnetotail energy release process. Kamide and Kokubun [1996] proposed that, during the substorm EP, such a near-midnight cell is added to the pre-existing 2-cell global convection pattern, representing an “unloading” versus a “directly driven” component of the auroral electrojet. These signatures were clearly shown by the SuperDARN
measurements in Figure 4.17c. However, this “unloading” process, which began at 0732 UT, did not evolve into a full-scale EP but instead led to two successive pseudobreakups, likely due to an insufficiency of stored energy in the tail and/or unfavorable ionospheric conditions [Koskinen et al., 1993].

As mentioned earlier, after the emergence of the near-midnight convection vortex, it progressed eastward. Surprisingly, by 0748 UT it had merged with the morning cell on the flank to form a large single postmidnight cell centered at ~2.3 MLT, as shown in Figure 4.17d. The distinction between the two components of the auroral electrojet then became vague. This combined convection cell had also expanded to lower latitude, implying that energy could readily penetrate into the near-Earth plasma sheet, and its “focus” was located more or less directly east of the intensified auroras. Thus an azimuthal SCW-like current system appears to have already begun to form by 0748-0750 UT, just before the effect of the IMF Bx-By structure began to impact the ionosphere and cause sharp rises of the cross-PC potential and PCN index after 0750 UT. This current system tended to divert the cross-tail current, paving the way for the expensive phase current disruption process in the near-Earth plasma sheet. Furthermore, the first two auroral activations had resulted in a considerable increase of the nightside ionospheric conductance. The third magnetospheric disturbance would thus have been greatly aided by the new energy input from the enhanced solar wind activation because the magnetotail/ionosphere system had been preconditioned so that the incoming energy could be readily coupled to and dissipated in the nightside auroral ionosphere. Therefore this preconditioned state led the system to respond to the following IMF Bx-By “square-wave” structure in “directly driven” fashion, causing the substorm EP onset at 0752 UT. Comparing Figure 4.17e to Figure 4.17d, we see that the postmidnight convection cell did not change much in shape but strongly intensified in magnitude, indicating there was no extra “unloading” component contributing to this particular substorm EP onset. After 0754 UT, Figure 4.11 shows that there was a change from southeast convection to more southward convection within the bright aurora region. The southward convection maps to the equatorial tail as an earthward flow. Though enhanced earthward flow is not necessary in the near-Earth initiation model for a substorm, it was found that following the local onset and establishment of the SCW,
such enhanced earthward flows may play an important role in maintaining the SCW, as described by global MHD simulations [e.g., Birn et al., 1999], which would help the onset to develop into a full-scale substorm EP in our event.

Evidence for “directly driven” substorm EP onsets has been uncommon. Koskinen et al. [1993] reported a pseudobreakup which lagged an IMF southward turning at the subsolar magnetopause by ~20 min. In our event, the delay between the EP onset and the IMF Bx-By structure at the magnetopause was only ~16 min. This is almost the least time required for the near-Earth tail to respond to the upstream solar wind variations [Bargatze et al., 1985]. We suggest that such a short time delay would not have been possible without the preconditioning of the magnetosphere/ionosphere system. This preconditioning would have facilitated SCW formation, as in our event.

### 4.3.2 Auroral intensification and DAB instability

In this section we will try to interpret the observed Pi2s and auroral intensifications in terms of successive “drift” waves in the near-geosynchronous-orbit plasma sheet (NGOPS) and the DAB instability. The DAB instability has long been considered to be one of the principal candidates for triggering the near-geosynchronous onset of substorms. In particular, the CRRES satellite observations [Maynard et al., 1996; Erickson et al., 2000] provided decisive evidence relating the DAB instability at NGOPS to the substorm EP onset. A brief introduction to the mechanism of DAB instability can be found in Chapter 1.4 (see Figure 1.9).

The evolution of azimuthally-spaced intensified patches during each Pi2 burst and auroral activation, as shown in Figures 4.14 to 4.16, provides evidence for the existence of such a drift wave instability in the NGOPS. In terms of the DAB theory, charge separation in the high-pressure region of the wave structure leads to an eastward polarization electric field, while in the low-pressure region, a westward electric field is produced. With the development of the instability and thus the alternating polarization electric fields, the drift wave may couple to the Alfven ballooning mode. Within a specific half-cycle of the drift wave which contains net eastward electric field (thus \( \mathbf{J} \cdot \mathbf{E} < 0 \), so this region is acting like a “generator”), the plasma kinetic energy is converted into the electromagnetic energy which flows toward ionosphere via Alfven
waves. Such a specific half-cycle of the drift wave is called a “trigger wave” \cite{Erickson et al., 2000}.

We believe that the azimuthally-spaced structures observed by NASI were the ionospheric manifestation of such “trigger waves” and the energy deposition processes in the NGOPS. The energy is dissipated in the ionosphere mainly by Joule heating in the horizontal Pedersen currents. As we have mentioned above, the intensified patches were almost aligned with the electric field direction and thus with the Pedersen currents. When energy is released from the plasma during the eastward electric field excursion faster than the background convection energizes it, the cross-tail drift current is disrupted, and depolarization begins. The current disruption/dipolarization rapidly expands azimuthually, spanning several wavelengths in azimuth as compared to the initial “trigger wave” \cite{Lopez and Lui, 1990; Erickson et al., 2000}. The particle injection process associated with the dipolarization leads to enhanced precipitation at the inner edge of the plasma sheet within the longitudinal extent of the dipolarization region, which explains the overall expansion and diffusive enhancement of the auroral luminosity after several intensifications of an initially narrow patch. While the dipolarization proceeded, the ballooning waves and thus the discrete patches continued to grow and obviously propagated eastward. This is because that the drift wave is expected to exist near the boundary between the dipole-like field and tail-like field regions. Therefore, as a result of the progressive dipolarization, the waves move in the same sense as the dipolarization expansion, which was eastward in the postmidnight sector. During the substorm EP, the dipolarization and the drift wave also moved tailward, leading to the significant poleward expansion of the auroral brightening.

The initial pressure perturbation and thus the origin of the drift wave were in the midnight sector, as shown in Figure 4.20a. Then the perturbation expanded both eastward and westward but would have suffered increasing damping with longitudinal distance \cite{Roux et al., 1991; Vetoulis and Chen, 1994}. As the instability grew in the midnight sector, it reached the “trigger wave” threshold (Figure 4.20b), leading to the coupling of energy into the ionosphere, and the formation of the initial auroral patch in the midnight sector. Away from the midnight sector, the drift waves might have also grown into “trigger waves”, but not until some time later (Figure 4.20c,d). According to
this scenario, the discrete auroral patches are expected to appear successively in the midnight sector and expand toward both the evening and morning sectors, until at some azimuthal extent the growing instability is canceled by damping. Such behavior is consistent with the Elphinstone et al. [1995] observations of the azimuthal evolution of AAFs. However, it should be noticed that in our NASI observations, only the postmidnight portion and the eastward expansion effect were observed.

**Figure 4.20** A schematic diagram explaining the successive appearance of discrete auroral patches, which correspond as a series of “trigger waves” at the NGOPS.

An important point is that the “trigger wave” releases power toward the ionosphere during its eastward electric excursion, via incident Alfven waves. The Alfven waves incident upon the ionosphere are partially reflected because of an impedance mismatch between the ionosphere and magnetosphere, effectively causing a secondary Alfven wave to be launched from the ionosphere due to the disturbance of the ionospheric conductivities and electric fields. Such reflected secondary Alfven waves carry return power from the ionosphere to the magnetosphere. These bouncing Alfven waves establish the high-latitude Pi2 magnetic pulsations (40-150s) [Olson, 1999]. On the other hand, the electric field within the drift waves keeps oscillating at periods of 60-90
seconds [Erickson et al., 2000]. Such electric field oscillations may not be completely in phase with the bouncing Alfven waves (in phase means that there is only an incident wave into the ionosphere during a half cycle of the eastward electric field excursion and only a reflected Alfven wave from the ionosphere during the westward electric field excursion). In the actual situation, interference between the incident and the reflected Alfven waves may occur [Maynard et al., 1996]. Such interference may modify the waveform of the initial ‘trigger wave’ and thus cause fine structure in the auroral patch. Maynard et al. [1996] reported that, in one of their events, they found that a substorm expansion was in progress when wave power returning from the ionosphere was observed at the CRRES satellite. However, the reflected Alfven waves were out of phase with the magnetospheric electric field oscillation, with the result that the substorm electrojet turned off momentarily until the wave power and the electric field oscillations retuned to the in-phase condition. Figure 4.15 shows that, during the second auroral activation interval, patch 3 (~225°) temporarily faded at 0742:01 UT but was reactivated at 0742:42 UT, while at the same time the original patch 2 totally disappeared. We believe such sequences are similar to the observations of Maynard et al. [1996] and have the same physical explanation, that is, unfavorable (destructive) interference between the returning Alfven waves and the ‘trigger waves’, leading to quenching of the latter waves.

An interesting feature shown in Figures 4.14 to 4.16 is that the discrete intensified patches are separated by greater and greater azimuthal distances as the event sequence proceeds. If we assume that the azimuthal distance between two adjacent discrete patches roughly equals the wavelength of the drift wave, then the wavelength seemed to become larger, as did the distances between each succeeding activation interval. The possible reason for such an increase is as follows. Since in our event the substorm development evolved in a multi-step fashion and there were successive dipolarizations of the NGOPS magnetic field after 0732 UT, which can be deduced from the GOES-8 observations in Figure 4.19, the particles became more and more energized at the NGOPS. Simple linear theory for drift waves predicates a wavelength between \( v_{di} T / 2 \) and \( v_{di} T \), where \( v_{di} \) is the gradient-drift speed of ions and \( T \) is the wave period. If we assume the wave period was constant, the rise of the ion energy and thus the rise of
gradient-drift ion speed would cause the wavelength of the drift wave to increase, which would be seen in the ionosphere as an increasing azimuthal distance between the discrete intensified patches.

Due to the negative and positive charges in the dipole structure of the drift waves, the FACs associated with the DAB mode should be filamentary. Hoffman et al. [1994] found that, during the substorm EP, while there is sufficient net upward FAC for electrojet closure, the FACs are indeed very filamentary. Either sign of FAC can be encountered locally. Evidence showing these filamentary FAC structures and the increasing wavelength of the drift wave can be found from the delay time between the red-line (630 nm) and Hβ blue-line (486.1 nm) peaks measured by the Gillam MSP in our event. Bin 7 of 630.0 nm and bin 6 of the 486.1 nm emission are chosen because they approximately measure the same latitude (~1° poleward of the Gillam station). We shall associate the red-line and Hβ blue-line emission with upward and downward FAC filaments, respectively, in the dipole structure of the drift waves. The red-line arises from the electron precipitation and is generally associated with upward FACs, and the blue-line from the proton emissions and downward FACs. Figure 4.21 shows, in the top panel, the intensity versus time of the two emission lines. The bottom panel is obtained by matching the five peaks in the red-line with the increasingly retarded peaks in the Hβ blue-line. The fourth peak of each line is broad, and in particular it is difficult to assign a precise time to the 486.1 nm line, so the center of the flat-topped peak was chosen. It is clear that the red- and blue-line peaks occurred alternatively, with the red-line peaks preceding. Such a signature is consistent with the scenario of the passage of a series of eastward-propagating “trigger waves” over a fixed observation position on the ground. It is also interesting to note that there is almost a linear increase with time in the delay of the blue-line peaks with respect to the red-line peaks (the dotted line at 45° slope would be the line along which the peaks would occur if they were simultaneous), which implies that the negative and positive charges within the drift wave were becoming separated by greater and greater distances. The possible reason for such an increase is exactly the same one we used to explain the increasing azimuthal separation of the discrete intensified patches observed during each auroral activation, that is, the successive dipolarizations of the NGOPS magnetic field led to the particles becoming
more and more energized in the NGOPS. This may have two consequences: first, the negative and positive charges within the drift wave would be separated by increasingly greater distances; second, the eastward propagation of drift wave would be retarded by the enhanced westward ion gradient-drift speed. These two effects combine to cause the progressively greater time delay over the ground observation point between the passage of the upward FAC leg and the downward FAC leg within a ‘trigger wave’, or equivalently, an increasing delay between the red-line emissions and the $\text{H}_\beta$ emissions.

**Figure 4.21** Top panel shows a plot of the Gillam MSP observations of red-line emissions (bin 7) and $\text{H}\alpha$ emissions (bin 6) versus time, while the bottom panel shows the time delays between the red-line and $\text{H}\alpha$ emission maxima.
Hints of the existence of the ‘trigger waves’ can also be found in the radar observations. By its definition the trigger wave should contain an eastward polarization electric field which may overwhelm the background westward electric field in the plasma sheet. The eastward electric field should also map to the ionosphere and lead to convective plasma flows. However, the oscillating polarization electric field $\delta E$ associated with the drift waves was found to have a typical oscillation period of 60-90 seconds and was spatially confined, according to the CRRES observations [Maynard et al., 1996; Erickson et al., 2000]. This electric field would produce very little effect on the fitted convection maps (such as in Figures 4.9 to Figure 4.12), which are averaged both in time and space in a 2-minute scan by the FIT procedure (see the description in Chapter 2.1). Therefore the convection map should show mainly the ambient electric field. However, the VLOS observations from individual beams may be useful for achieving more time resolution, because the time interval between adjacent beams is 7 seconds. The SuperDARN VLOS values for the Saskatoon radar were plotted in Figure
4.22 for beams 1 through 6. Magnetic north is about midway between beams 3 and 4, so the 6 beam directions are no more than ~10° from magnetic north (recall that the beams are ~3.24° apart) at latitudes <70° MLAT. Care was taken to exclude E region echoes by using the Saskatoon radar elevation angle observations obtained from the interferometer mode. The Rabbit Lake magnetometer is selected for the plot of Pi2 bursts because it is located near the center of the chosen radar beams. Different symbols are used for data from each of the beams. In effect, the Doppler VLOS so measured is roughly the magnetic north-south component of the convection velocity. A positive VLOS value indicates that the flow is towards the radar and thus associated with westward electric field, while a negative VLOS value indicates that the flow is away from the radar and thus associated with an eastward electric field. For this analysis, the data were deliberately limited to the range cells at the lower latitudes roughly where the Pi2 pulsations occurred. There were not many radar echoes in this region and there is some spread in the data, but a clear trend can be seen. While the overall VLOS was dominantly positive, implying a westward electric field, some negative VLOS appeared within the development of each Pi2 burst. In order to better illustrate this trend, the median value of all the Doppler velocities for each two-minute scan was determined, and these median values were joined by a dashed line. The plot shows that, the median VLOS values exhibit three clear minima which exactly correspond to the three maxima of the Pi2 wave trains. There is an obvious tendency toward eastward electric fields at the time of each Pi2 pulsations. Since the Pi2s were the manifestation of the bouncing Alfvén waves, we can conclude that such bouncing Alfvén waves and the related energy transfer between the magnetosphere and the ionosphere are closely associated with an eastward turning of the magnetospheric electric field. This result is totally consistent with the CRRES observations that eastward electric field excursions inside the “trigger waves” lead to substorm expansions [Erickson et al., 2000].

4.3.3 Stage-2 EP

As mentioned previously, about 10 minutes after the onset of auroral breakup at 0752 UT, there was a second-stage auroral brightening. As one may notice from the third panel of Figure 4.13, there was a second rise of emission intensity staring at 0802
UT, although this second maximum did not quite reach the values of the main maximum. It should be noted that this second optical auroral brightening occurred at the same time as the second magnetometer negative X bay and Pi2 burst at Eskimo Point. The 10-minute delay between the first and second intense auroral brightenings, as well as the magnetic bays and Pi2s at Eskimo Point, are strongly suggestive of two expansive phases of the substorm.

The Stage-2 EP, however, is significantly different from the previous three intensifications. As seen in Figure 4.13, the maximum auroral activation of the Stage-2 EP remains located at -33° MLON, which is roughly the same longitude where the Stage-1 auroral brightening maximized and finally settled. This stable location is in contrast to the near-midnight origin and eastward evolution shown in the previous three intensifications. The other interesting feature is that, for the convection enhancement associated with the Stage-2 EP, no corresponding intensification could be found in either the PCN index or the solar wind. The convection enhancement was restricted to the nightside as shown in Figure 4.17f, and occurred almost simultaneously with the Stage-2 auroral brightening as shown in Figure 4.18. Thus the Stage-2 EP is very likely to have been associated with an internal magnetotail process only. On the other hand, Figure 4.12 shows that just before and during the Stage-2 auroral brightening, the flow pattern through the bright patch is nearly equatorward. The equatorward flow extends well poleward of the bright patch. All these features are very consistent with the Stage-2 EP mechanism suggested by Erickson et al. [2000]. Their suggestion is that, after the Stage-1 EP, the cross-tail current disruption in the near-Earth plasma sheet produces a tailward-traveling rarefaction wave. The rarefaction wave may induce a collapse of the stretched field lines in the mid-tail plasma sheet, and reconnection is the natural consequence of that collapse. That reconnection would generate the earthward flow bursts that showed up as the observed extended band of equatorward ionospheric flow enhancement, and resulted in the second stage of substorm expansion (see Chapter 3).

As the successor to the Stage-1 EP, the second activation resumed roughly at the latitudes that the previous expansion had already reached. Thus the magnetic effect of the Stage-2 EP was clearly seen at Eskimo Point (71.2° MLAT) but was not clear at lower latitude stations. Also, since both the tailward-propagating rarefaction wave and
the enhanced earthward flows propagate mainly radially, it is also reasonable that the Stage-2 auroral brightening would occur at nearly the same azimuthal region where the Stage-1 brightening maximized.

### 4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, the two-dimensional ionospheric structure of an October 9, 2000 substorm has been studied using optical images and radar maps, and associated magnetometer, riometer and MSP data. Although this substorm was not a strong one, with the IMF being dominantly northward, the sequence of events was clearly defined and quite comprehensive in terms of the processes involved. We advocate that there is a definite advantage to the study of a weaker substorm, namely that the signatures from the observations are clear and clean, unlike some of the very complex optical and flow patterns that occur during the more energetic substorms.

The two-dimensional auroral and convection dynamics that emerges in this event can be summarized as follows.

(a) A sequence of three magnetic perturbations, Pi2 bursts and accompanying optical intensifications was found during the event. The first two activations were characteristic of pseudobreakups, while the last and strongest activation corresponded to a substorm EP. All three activations originated close to midnight, but evolved progressively eastward. Most of the dynamic auroral and convection signatures were observed in the postmidnight sector.

(b) We found the enhancement of nightside convection and the appearance of a near-midnight counterclockwise convection vortex after first pseudobreakup as the signature of the tail “unloading” process [Kamide and Kokubun, 1996], but also indicated that the evolution of nightside convection and the previous auroral activations might have so preconditioned the magnetosphere/ionosphere as to result in a “directly driven” substorm EP.

(c) We showed that the auroral activations could be related directly to the development of drift waves and DAB instabilities in the NGOPS. The azimuthally-spaced auroral patches observed by the NASI during each of the auroral activation were the manifestation of the drift wave structures in the NGOPS. The SuperDARN line-of-
sight velocity (VLOS) measurements revealed the development of eastward electric fields within each Pi2 burst interval, which is consistent with the CRRES observations that the growing eastward electric field inside a “trigger wave” leads to a substorm EP [Erickson et al., 2000].

(d) There is a second-stage magnetic bay and optical auroral brightening observed about 10 minutes after the substorm EP onset. This second-stage auroral brightening, as well as the accompanying convection enhancement characterized by dominantly southward flows across the bright aurora region, is consistent with the Stage-2 EP process suggested by Erickson et al. [2000].
Chapter 5

Comparison between ionospheric convection vortices and the associated equivalent currents

In this chapter we present a study comparing ionospheric convection patterns and the associated equivalent current patterns. The ionospheric equivalent current is derived by the spherical cap harmonic analysis (SCHA) method [Haines, 1985], using as input the magnetic data from the CANOPUS, MACCS, and NRCAN/GSC magnetometer stations. The equivalent current is the effective Hall current, which is directed in the opposite direction to the “effective” $E \times B$ convection. The equivalent convection (EQC) pattern can be derived and then compared with the SuperDARN convection (SDC) map obtained from the HF radar measurements. In particular, we have selected for this comparison an important particular type of convection structure, namely a convection vortex. There are two main reasons for studying these vortices. First of all, such vortex structures, either counterclockwise or clockwise, are directly related with the FAC and thus the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling process. Secondly, such a vortex structure can occur in a spatially localized observation region which is within the FoV of a SuperDARN radar pair and for which there is good data from both radars, allowing for a detailed comparison of the magnetometer and radar results. Four SDC vortex events are studied in this chapter. The first is a clockwise convection vortex in the dusk sector; the second and third events are clockwise vortexes in the dawn sector; the fourth is a near-noon event containing both clockwise and counterclockwise vortexes. Some possible mechanisms causing differences between the EQC and SDC patterns are
discussed. In particular, we have found that the disagreement between the EQC and SDC patterns can be substantial for a counterclockwise convection vortex, and that there is a consistent pattern for the discrepancy. We suggest that such a discrepancy may result from the relationship between the downward FAC and the ionospheric Pedersen conductance.

5.1 Review of some previous studies

High-latitude ionospheric plasma convection and electric fields can be monitored directly by a coherent or incoherent radar, while the ionospheric equivalent current pattern can be derived from ground-based magnetometer observations by either simply rotating the magnetic field perturbations 90° clockwise, or by a more complicated upward continuation procedure such as SCHA algorithm [Haines, 1985; 1988]. During and after the International Magnetospheric Study (IMS, 1976-1979), several methods were developed to obtain the ionospheric electrodynamic parameters over the entire high-latitude region through the utilization of ground-based magnetic field observations (comprehensive reviews can be found in Glassmeier [1987] and Untiedt and Baumjohann [1993]). Those methods can be roughly distinguished into two categories.

The first approach, such as the Kamide-Richmond-Matsushita (KRM) algorithm [Kamide et al., 1981] and its improved version, the Assimilative Mapping of Ionospheric Electrodynamics (AMIE) technique [Richmond and Kamide, 1988; Richmond, 1992], applies a statistical model of ionospheric conductance to estimate the true three-dimensional ionospheric current system and the convection pattern from the equivalent current. The AMIE technique is advantageous because it uses other measurements, e.g., satellite observations of the energy fluxes of precipitating particles, and/or auroral image data, to calibrate the conductance model. The AMIE technique has been successfully applied to the study of the large-scale steady ionospheric convection pattern [Ridley et al., 1998] as well as to substorm-related dynamic processes [Kamide et al., 1994; Lu et al., 1998]. However, because the supplementary data sets are sometimes sparse and their use can be somewhat indirect (for example, the empirical formulas in Robinson et al. [1987] are required to relate the conductance to the
precipitating energy flux), uncertainties in the specification of the ionospheric conductances may persist and affect the accuracy of the solutions.

The second approach combines the two-dimensional electric field measurements from radars and the equivalent currents from magnetometers to derive both the true ionospheric current system and the conductance distribution [Baumjohann et al., 1981; Untiedt and Baumjohann, 1993; Amm, 1998]. As we will prove in section 5.4, even though one can measure both the two-dimensional equivalent currents and the electric fields, it nevertheless is still impossible to solve the true ionospheric current system unambiguously. Some other assumptions are required. For example, in the Untiedt algorithm [Untiedt and Baumjohann, 1993] and the method of characteristics [Amm, 1998], the ratio between the Hall and Pedersen conductances \( \alpha = \Sigma_h / \Sigma_p \) is assumed to be known over the region of interest. A second example applies in the “trial and error” approach, in which a parameterized model for the Hall and Pedersen conductances is used [Baumjohann et al., 1981].

Another direction of research, which is also the objective of the study in this chapter, is to compare the radar-measured convection and the magnetometer-derived EQC pattern, and to explore the possible reasons for the discrepancies between them. Huang et al. [2000] showed that the agreement between the SDC and the EQC pattern is fairly good between 1200-1500 MLT but becomes worse near 1800 MLT, when large conductivity gradients due to the day-night differences in photoionization rates are expected. One work of particular relevance to the study in this chapter was done by Lyatsky et al. [1999], who studied several clockwise SDC vortex events and their associated EQC patterns in the dayside winter ionosphere. Some general agreement between the SDC and EQC patterns was found. At the very least, the vortex structures are usually maintained in the equivalent current pattern. However, the EQC vortices were found to be shifted equatorward compared to the convection vortices. Such a shift was explained in terms of the effect of secondary interhemispheric FACs near the “terminator” that separates regions of sunlit, highly conducting ionosphere from dark, poorly conducting ionosphere [Benkevitch and Lyatsky, 2000a; Benkevitch et al., 2000b]. No counterclockwise convection vortex event was presented in Lyatsky et al. [1999].
5.2 Magnetic data processing procedures

To derive the equivalent current pattern from the ground-based magnetic observations, several data preprocessing procedures must be applied. These include: (a) the separation of current sources that contribute to the observed magnetic field; (b) the interpolation/extrapolation of data; (c) the upward continuation which relates the ground magnetic deviation to the currents at ionospheric height. Each of the above three procedures is discussed below.

5.2.1 Separation of the current sources

The magnetic fields observed on the ground result from many different sources, both internal and external to the earth, with the latter including ionospheric and magnetospheric sources. Roughly, the major contributions to the overall magnetic field are from: (1) the main geomagnetic field $B_m$, which has a long-term variation; (2) fields $B_e$ generated by the ionospheric currents, the main system required for our derivation of the equivalent current; (3) fields $B_{\text{ring}}$ generated by the ring currents; (4) the fields $B_{\text{pul}}$ arising from magnetic pulsations and other short-period disturbances; (5) the fields $B_i$ generated by the induced currents in the Earth’s crust and the upper mantle in response to external sources. The total field can thus be written as the following sum:

$$ B(r,t) = B_m + B_{eq} + B_{\text{ring}} + B_{\text{pul}} + B_i. \quad (5.1) $$

The main field (baseline) removal is vital for the study of the magnetic perturbations caused by auroral ionospheric currents. Usually the baseline is determined as the mean value of a selected extremely quiet nighttime interval which occurred close to the observation time. Magnetic pulsations usually have periods less than several minutes and hence can be removed numerically by a low pass filter or an averaging process. The ring current fields generally vary slowly and their symmetrical part can be modelled by the single zonal spherical harmonics $P^0_1 (\cos \theta)$ [Banks, 1981]. Assuming the induced field is ~28% of the total disturbance, the horizontal and vertical magnetic field components, in magnetic dipole coordinates associated with the ring currents, are estimated as [Walker et al., 1997]
\begin{align*}
X(\theta) &= Dst \cdot \sin \theta \\
Z(\theta) &= -0.15 \cdot Dst \cdot \cos \theta
\end{align*} (5.2)

where $\theta$ is the eccentric dipole colatitude of the observation point, and $Dst$ is the magnetic index describing the ring current field on the Earth’s magnetic equator.

In equation (5.1) the $Sq$ (solar quiet mean) current system, which is driven by thermospheric winds, does not appear explicitly. Its effect, however, actually does appear in both the magnetometer measurements and in the radar measurements of the electric field. The $Sq$ current system is usually smaller and more slow-varying than the auroral and polar cap current systems. Since the $Sq$ current flows at exactly the same heights where the auroral and polar cap currents flow, the $Sq$ system simply becomes a part of the equivalent current system. On the other hand, the electric fields generated by the motion of thermospheric neutral wind at ionospheric $E$ region heights (the so-called ‘atmospheric motor effect’) will also map to the $F$ region and combine with the electric fields of magnetospheric origin. Therefore, the $Sq$ effect is effectively included in the convection measurements of SuperDARN. Hence, for the purpose of comparing the equivalent convection and the true plasma convection, the contribution of the $Sq$ current system is implicitly contained in both measurements.

The ionospheric (external) current will also produce induced current inside the Earth. The separation of such induced (internal) current is not easy. The SCHA method, which will be introduced in the following section, can be used to implement such a separation of external and internal sources, as well as the interpolation/extrapolation and upward continuation for the ground-based magnetic observations.

**5.2.2 SCHA method**

The magnetometer distribution is often sparse and confined to several particular regions, so that proper interpolation/extrapolation procedures are required at intermediate locations. On the other hand, the relationship between the equivalent currents at ionospheric $E$ region heights and the magnetic deviations on the ground must be found (the so-called ‘upward continuation’), which is not simple in a spherical geometry. A method for dealing with these difficulties is provided by the spherical cap harmonics
analysis (SCHA) technique [Haines, 1985; 1988]. We now give a brief introduction to the method in this section.

The magnetic field between the Earth’s surface and the ionosphere is essentially curl-free and can be represented by a scalar potential function. In SCHA the magnetic potential $V$ is modelled as follows:

$$
V(r, \theta, \phi) = R_e \sum_{k=1}^{K_e} \sum_{m=0}^{m_e} \left( \frac{r}{R_e} \right)^{n_k(m)} P_{n_k(m)}^m \left( \cos \theta \right) \left[ g_k^{m,e} \cos(m \phi) + h_k^{m,e} \sin(m \phi) \right] 
+ R_e \sum_{k=1}^{K_i} \sum_{m=0}^{m_i} \left( \frac{R_e}{r} \right)^{n_k(m)+1} P_{n_k(m)}^m \left( \cos \theta \right) \left[ g_k^{m,i} \cos(m \phi) + h_k^{m,i} \sin(m \phi) \right],
$$

(5.3)

where $K_{e,i}$, $M_{e,i}$ are the maximum external/internal order and degree of the SCHA method, respectively, and where $m_e=\min(k, M_e)$ and $m_i=\min(k, M_i)$ permit different order and degree for the anisotropic modeling (usually $K_{e,i} > M_{e,i}$ since the auroral current systems are known to extend zonally several times more than latitudinally). Note that the superscripts/subscripts $e$ and $i$ are added solely to distinguish between the external and internal sources. The noticeable feature of the SCHA is that its basis function is the associated Legendre function of nonintegral degree $n_k(m)$, instead of the integer degree used in ordinary spherical harmonic analysis (SHA). The definition of the associated Legendre functions which may have a nonintegral degree $n$ is given by Hobson [1931] and Haines [1985],

$$
P_n^m(\cos \theta) = K_n^m \cdot \sin^m \theta \cdot F_1(m-n, m+n+1; m+1; \frac{1-\cos \theta}{2}),
$$

(5.4)

where $F_1(a, b; c; z)$ is the Gauss hypergeometric function and $K_n^m$ is the normalization factor. When equation (5.4) was first proposed by Hobson [1931], the Neuman-normalization was used. However, in geophysics the Schmidt-normalization is usually applied, so that:
\[
K_n^m = \begin{cases} 
1 & m = 0 \\
\frac{\sqrt{2}}{2^n \Gamma(m+1) \Gamma(n-m+1)} \left[ \Gamma(n+m+1) \right]^{1/2} & m \neq 0
\end{cases},
\]

where \( \Gamma(x) \) is the Gamma function. The degrees \( n_k(m) \) in equation (5.3) are determined by the boundary conditions,

\[
P_{n_k(m)}^m(\cos \theta) = 0 \quad \text{for } k-m \text{ odd}
\]

\[
\frac{dP_{n_k(m)}^m(\cos \theta)}{d\theta} = 0 \quad \text{for } k-m \text{ even},
\]

where \( \theta_0 \) is the colatitude half-angle, which defines the boundary of the spherical cap. Note that the SCHA analysis can be performed on any localized data set by rotation of the pole and selection of the colatitude half-angle. Table 3.1 gives the \( n_k(m) \) calculated from equation (5.6) for different sets of \( k \) and \( m \). The coefficients in equation (5.3) are determined by fitting \( \mathbf{B} = -\nabla V \) to the observed magnetic field components \( X, Y \) and \( Z \), where:

\[
X(r, \theta, \phi) = \sum_{k=1}^{K_x} \sum_{m=0}^{m_k} \left( \frac{r}{R_x} \right)^{n_k(m)-1} \frac{dP_{n_k(m)}^m(\cos \theta)}{d\theta} \cdot \left[ g_k^m \cos(m \phi + h_k^m \sin(m \phi)) + \right.
\]

\[
\left. \sum_{k=1}^{K_x} \sum_{m=0}^{m_k} \left( \frac{R_x}{r} \right)^{n_k(m)+2} \frac{dP_{n_k(m)}^m(\cos \theta)}{d\theta} \cdot \left[ g_k^m \cos(m \phi + h_k^m \sin(m \phi)) \right] \right],
\]

\[
Y(r, \theta, \phi) = \sum_{k=1}^{K_y} \sum_{m=0}^{m_k} \left( \frac{r}{R_y} \right)^{n_k(m)-1} \frac{mP_{n_k(m)}^m(\cos \theta)}{\sin \theta} \cdot \left[ g_k^m \sin(m \phi - h_k^m \cos(m \phi)) + \right.
\]

\[
\left. \sum_{k=1}^{K_y} \sum_{m=0}^{m_k} \left( \frac{R_y}{r} \right)^{n_k(m)+2} \frac{mP_{n_k(m)}^m(\cos \theta)}{\sin \theta} \cdot \left[ g_k^m \sin(m \phi - h_k^m \cos(m \phi)) \right] \right],
\]

\[
Z(r, \theta, \phi) = \sum_{k=1}^{K_z} \sum_{m=0}^{m_k} \left( \frac{r}{R_z} \right)^{n_k(m)-1} n_k(m) P_{n_k(m)}^m(\cos \theta) \cdot \left[ g_k^m \cos(m \phi + h_k^m \sin(m \phi)) - \right.
\]

\[
\left. \sum_{k=1}^{K_z} \sum_{m=0}^{m_k} \left( \frac{R_z}{r} \right)^{n_k(m)+2} \left[ n_k(m) + 1 \right] P_{n_k(m)}^m(\cos \theta) \left[ g_k^m \cos(m \phi + h_k^m \sin(m \phi)) \right] \right].
\]
The best spatial wavelength resolution for SCHA is determined by the highest degree \( n_k(m) \), because \( \lambda \sim 2\pi R_e/n_k(m) \). For example, to investigate a structure with scale size \( \sim 6^0 \) in latitude, the highest degree \( n_k(m) \) of the spherical harmonics should be at least \( \sim 60 \). In accordance with Table 5.1, the maximum order and degree of the SCHA procedure can be chosen as \( K_e=10 \) and \( M_e=7 \). One important fact to note is that \( n_k(m) \) is always much larger than \( k \), which results in higher spatial resolution for small-scale structures than the resolution of the ordinary SHA technique with the same number of coefficients. Another advantage is that no other unsampled data outside the spherical cap is needed so it is good enough to select the half-angle \( \theta_0 \) to be 1-2\(^0\) larger than demanded by the data point coverage or the desired region of interest.

We can also obtain the ionospheric equivalent current potential \( \psi_{eq} \) (see the definition in Appendix B.3) and the equivalent current vectors from equation (5.3) [Haines and Torta, 1994],

\[
\psi_{eq}(\theta, \phi) = -\frac{R_e}{\mu_0} \sum_{k=1}^{K_e} \sum_{m=0}^{m_e} 2n_k(m) + 1 \left( \frac{R_l}{R_e} \right)^{n_k(m)} P_{n_k(m)}^m (\cos \theta) \bar{g}_{k}^{m,e} \cos(m \phi + h_k^{m,e} \sin(m \phi)),
\]

\[
J_{eq}^x(\theta, \phi) = \frac{1}{\mu_0} \sum_{k=1}^{K_e} \sum_{m=0}^{m_e} 2n_k(m) + 1 \left( \frac{R_l}{R_e} \right)^{n_k(m)-1} \frac{mP_{n_k(m)}^m (\cos \theta)}{\sin \theta} \bar{h}_{k}^{m,e} \cos(m \phi - \bar{g}_{k}^{m,e} \sin(m \phi)),
\]
where \( R_I = R_E + 110 \text{ km} \) is the assumed height at which the current shell is located and the Hall conductivity typically peaks. In case of large \( n_e(m) \), neglecting the contribution of induced current sources, we have the simple form,

\[
J_{eq}^r(\theta, \phi) = \frac{1}{\mu_0} \sum_{k=0}^{K_z} \sum_{m=0}^{n_e} 2n_e(m) + 1 \left( \frac{R_I}{R_r} \right)^{n_e(m)-1} \int_0^{\pi} \left( \frac{R_I}{R_r} \right)^{n_e(m)-1} \theta \, d\theta \left[ g^m_e \cos(m \phi) + h^m_e \sin(m \phi) \right],
\]

(5.11)

where \( B_\perp \) is the horizontal component of the ground magnetic deviations associated with the equivalent current. Some simplified approaches just use the 90° clockwise rotation of the horizontal magnetic vector as the equivalent current, i. e., they skip the upward continuation procedure. However, we see from equation (5.11) that those approaches will introduce considerable error, for smaller \( n_e(m) \), which corresponds to a long wavelength structure. On the other hand, although the contribution of induced current sources is generally less than one-quarter of the total magnetic deviation, it is still not quite negligible.

Though SCHA requires substantially fewer coefficients to obtain a satisfactory spatial resolution than SHA, we still often encounter the conflict between a sparse magnetometer distribution and the high spatial resolution that is desired. According to Equations (5.7)-(5.9), we know that the number of coefficients needed is

\[
N_{\text{coeff}} = (M_e + 1)(M_e + 2) - K_e - 2 + 2 \cdot (K_e - M_e)(M_e + 1) +
(M_i + 1)(M_i + 2) - K_i - 1 + 2 \cdot (K_i - M_i)(M_i + 1),
\]

(5.13)

whereas the actual number of available observations \( N_{\text{obs}} \) is just triple the number of stations. The difficulty can be solved partly by optimizing the degree and the order of the models for the external and for the internal sources. For example, the induced current sources generally flow in the crust and upper mantle and are probably not as
structured as the external currents, so they may be modelled with somewhat lower degree and order. On the other hand, the standard SCHA routines generally use a stepwise multiple regression analysis which has the facility for both entering and removing variables at each step according to given different $F$-levels of statistical significance [Haines, 1988]. The regression can be done by the numerical order of the variables or by the order of the variables that contribute most to the regression. In the following analysis the latter method is used. We stop the regression when $N_{\text{cof}}$ is less than half of $N_{\text{obs}}$ so that we have enough degrees of freedom for the subsequent least-squares fitting. We have found that such an algorithm provides a good compromise between the spatial resolution and the reliability of the modelling (which is related to the number of observations), and that the modelling solution does not seem to be very sensitive to the selection of model order $K_{e,i}$ and $M_{e,i}$.

![Stackplot of CANOPUS magnetometer data](image)

**Figure 5.1** Stackplot of CANOPUS magnetometer data from 2100 to 2200 UT on January 4, 2000. Black, red and blue lines denote the $X$, $Y$, and $Z$ components of the magnetic field. The gray band indicates the time interval of interest.
5.3 Four case studies

5.3.1 Event on January 4, 2000

Figure 5.2 Geographical map showing all the available magnetometer observations during the interval 2136-2144 UT, January 4, 2000. The magnetic deviation observed at each station is averaged during the event interval and rotated by 90° counterclockwise. The gray dot and the dotted circle indicate the center point and the colatitude half-angle of the SCHA procedure. AACGM latitudes 60°, 70°, and 80° are shown in gray lines.

The first event we analyze occurred during the interval 2136-2144 UT, January, 04, 2000. Figure 5.1 gives the raw magnetometer data from several CANOPUS stations during the interval 2100-2200 UT. Figure 5.2 shows all the available magnetometers used in the analysis of the event (see section 2.2 and Tables 2.2 to 2.4 in Chapter 2). The magnetic deviation from each station is averaged during the event interval. The horizontal component of the magnetic field deviation is rotated by 90° counterclockwise to represent the convection vector. First, notice that this is only a weak geomagnetic disturbance interval, since the magnetic deviations at all stations are less than 100 nT. The data coverage is from stations approximately extending from 50° N to 75° N in latitude and from 65° W to 115° W in longitude in geographic coordinates. Therefore we choose the midpoint for the SCHA to be located at 62.5° N latitude, 94° W longitude.
(shown in Figure 5.2 as a gray dot), and we choose the colatitude half-angle $\theta_0$ to be $14^0$ (shown in Figure 5.2 as a dotted circle).

![Figure 5.3](image)

**Figure 5.3** Equivalent convection (EQC, shown in red) and SuperDARN-observed convection (SDC, shown in black). The blue squares indicate the position of magnetometers. The gray line indicates the ‘terminator’. An equivalent Hall conductance of 1.8 S was used.

The equivalent convection derived from the above magnetometer observations and the SCHA method is shown in Figure 5.3 by the red arrows, while the SuperDARN-observed convection (SDC) obtained from Saskatoon-Kapuskasing radar pair measurements and the map_potential procedure [Ruohoniemi and Baker, 1998] is shown by the black arrows. This event is an afternoon event, and the 15 MLT meridional line is given in Figure 5.3. The blue squares indicate the sites of the magnetometer observations. The gray line in the map indicates the ‘terminator’, which is defined as the line where the solar zenith angle is $90^0$ and thus separates the ‘dark’ (northeastern side) and the ‘sunlit’ (southwestern side) regions. The EQC shown in Figure 5.3 is defined as

$$V_{eq} = \frac{J_{eq}}{\sum_B}, \quad (5.14)$$
where \( \mathbf{J}_{eq} \) the equivalent current vector derived from equation (5.11), and \( B \) is the local vertical magnetic field strength. The so called an ‘equivalent Hall conductance’ \( \tilde{\Sigma}_H \) is a constant scale factor. Equation (5.14) is based upon the fact that, in the case of homogeneous conductance, the equivalent current is just the Hall current which is proportional, but in the opposite direction, to the convection velocity. For Figure 5.3 \( \tilde{\Sigma}_H \) was taken to be 1.8 S which is a reasonable value for the ‘dark’ ionosphere.

![Figure 5.4](image.jpg)

**Figure 5.4** Equivalent current potential contours (red lines, separated by 3.6 kA/m) and the SuperDARN-observed electric potential contours (black lines, separated by 2 kV). The SDC and the EQC vectors are along the two contour streamlines in a clockwise rotation sense. The gray bar shows the region where upward FACs should be expected.

Figure 5.3 shows that an overall reasonable agreement between the EQC and SDC is achieved. In particular, both EQC and SDC show the existence of well-defined clockwise vortices. There are some large discrepancies on the western edge of the map, but they are likely due to a modelling extrapolation error because of the lack of magnetometer observations there. However, on investigating in detail the location of the EQC and SDC vortices, we found that the position of the EQC vortex is shifted considerably southwestward of the SDC vortex. The relative shift of the EQC vortex relative to the SDC vortex can be seen more clearly in Figure 5.4, which gives the
contours of electric potential (black lines) and the contours of the equivalent current potential (red lines, see equation 5.10). The convection velocity and the equivalent current vectors are along the two contour streamlines, respectively. It is seen that the focus of the SDC vortex was located at $77^0$ MLAT and $-40^0$ MLON, while the focus of the SDC vortex was at $75.5^0$ MLAT, $-37^0$ MLON. Compared to the SDC vortex, the EQC vortex is shifted considerably toward the "terminator".

On the other hand, in the northeastern portion of the EQC, the contours of the equivalent current potential are nearly tangential to the contours of electric potential but are much more dense, indicating a large ratio between the EQC magnitude and SDC magnitude. A Hall conductance of $\sim 6$ S was expected there.

### 5.3.2 Event on November 28, 1999

![Figure 5.5 Stackplot of CANOPUS magnetometer data from 1230 to 1330 UT on November 28, 1999. Black, red and blue lines denote the X, Y, and Z components of the magnetic field. The gray band indicates the time interval of interest.](image-url)
Figure 5.6 Geographical map showing all the available magnetometer observations during the interval 1248-1256 UT, November 28, 1999.

Figure 5.7 EQC and SDC map for 1248-1256 UT, November 28, 1999. All symbols and denotations are similar to Figure 5.2, except that an equivalent Hall conductance of 2.5 S was used here.
Next we will describe an event for the period 1248-1256 UT on November 28, 1999. Figure 5.5 gives the raw magnetometer data from several CANOPUS stations during the interval 1230-1330 UT. Figure 5.6, which is similar to Figure 5.2, shows all the available magnetometer observations, while Figure 5.7 gives the EQC and SDC maps during this event interval. This is also a weak geomagnetic disturbance interval. During this time interval the entire region of interest was in darkness, and an equivalent Hall conductance of 2.5 S is used in Figure 5.7. The SuperDARN observations show a well-defined counterclockwise convection vortex centered at 76.5° MLAT, -28° MLON.

In the equatorward and eastern part of the vortex, there is some agreement between the SDC and EQC directions. However, obvious discrepancies between the EQC and SDC maps are found in the poleward part of the SDC vortex. In particular, where the SDC turns westward at ~78° MLAT and then southwestward, the EQC directions deviate significantly northward with respect to the SDC directions. A vortex structure is not clearly seen in the EQC pattern.

![Figure 5.8 SuperDARN merged velocities for 1248-1256 UT, November 28, 1999.](image)

To further illustrate that such a discrepancy between the SDC and EQC patterns was not due to the errors which might be introduced by the SuperDARN FIT technique
(see Chapter 2.1), we present the SuperDARN velocity map during the interval of interest based on the merge technique in Figure 5.8. Though the merged convection map contained much fewer data points than the fitted convection map, the agreement between them at the locations of the available merged data points is obvious. A counterclockwise vortex structure can be inferred in both cases. In particular, where the most preeminent discrepancies between the SDC and EQC patterns are found in Figure 5.7, namely at ~78° MLAT and ~-20° MLON, the merged convection velocities are dominantly westward, which is consistent with the fitted convection velocities but significantly different from the dominantly northward EQC direction shown in Figure 5.7. Therefore we conclude that the above-mentioned discrepancy does not arise because of convection velocity errors caused by the SuperDARN FIT technique.

5.3.3 Event on February 11, 1999

Next we will describe an event for the period 1408 to 1416 UT on February 11, 1999. Figure 5.9 gives the raw magnetometer data from several CANOPUS stations during the interval 1345-1445 UT. Figure 5.10 gives all the available magnetometer observations of the magnetic deviations during the event interval (1408-1416 UT). This is a moderate geomagnetic disturbance interval. The magnetic deviations at all stations are mostly between 100-250 nT. Figure 5.11 gives the EQC and SDC map for this time interval, which are of the same form as those in Figure 5.3, with the exception that an equivalent Hall conductance of 9 S is used here. The ‘terminator’, which is shown in Figure 5.11 as a gray line, separates the dark region to the west from the sunlit region to the east. Though some agreements between the EQC and SDC patterns could be found in the southeastern corner of the map, the overall discrepancies are substantial. In particular, the SDC pattern contained a clear counterclockwise vortex centered at 70.5° MLAT and -17° MLON, but such a vortex is not seen in the EQC pattern. In particular, the EQC pattern is roughly perpendicular, or even in the opposite direction to the SDC in the poleward part of the SDC vortex, between 70° to 76° MLAT and -40° to -8° MLON, where the SDC direction was westward and/or southward while the EQC direction was dominantly eastward and/or northward. It should be noticed that such a discrepancy was definitely not caused by SCHA model error because in the region of
Figure 5.9 Stackplot of CANOPUS magnetometer data from 1345 to 1445 UT on February 11, 1999. Black, red and blue lines denote the X, Y, and Z components of the magnetic field. The gray band indicates the time interval of interest.

Figure 5.10 Geographical map showing all the available magnetometer observations during the interval 1408-1416 UT, February 11, 1999.
discrepancy there are a number of magnetometer observations (shown as blue squares in Figure 5.11) that were collocated with the positions of radar observations. Near the western edge of the map there is another hint of a counterclockwise SDC vortex, though the contours are incomplete on its western edge. Again, we notice some large discrepancies between the EQC and SDC patterns in the poleward part of that vortex, where the SDC turned westward but the EQC was mostly northward. This discrepancy thus has the same trend as that for the vortex centered at ~17° MLON. However, since there was lack of actual magnetometer observations on the western edge of the SDC map, we cannot exclude the possibility of a modelling error there.

5.3.4 Event on April 6, 2000

In the above events, we described the comparisons between the EQC and SDC patterns for a clockwise vortex in the dusk sector (Event 1) and for counterclockwise vortices in the dawn sector (Events 2 and 3). In the April 6 event, the observations were made near noon. Figure 5.12 gives the raw magnetometer data from several CANOPUS
Figure 5.12 Stackplot of CANOPUS magnetometer data from 1730 to 1830 UT on April 6, 2000. Black, red and blue lines denote the X, Y, and Z components of the magnetic field. The gray band indicates the time interval of interest.

Figure 5.13 Geographical map showing all the available magnetometer observations for the period 1800-1808 UT, April 6, 2000.
stations during the interval 1730-1830 UT. Figure 5.13 shows all the available magnetometer observations of the magnetic deviations during 1800 to 1810 UT on April 6, 2000, which was a strongly geomagnetically disturbed period. The magnetic deviations at all stations are several hundreds nT. Figure 5.14 gives the calculated EQC and SDC maps. Since this was an equinox near-noon event the entire region of interest shown in the map was sunlit. An equivalent Hall conductance of 12 S is used on Figure 5.14. Despite the rather localized observations, a clear hint of both cells of the usual two-cell pattern, namely a counterclockwise cell in the pre-noon sector and a clockwise cell in the afternoon sector, can be identified in Figure 5.14. For the available part of the afternoon clockwise cell, a reasonable agreement in direction, between the EQC and SDC patterns was found. However, for the available part of the pre-noon counterclockwise cell, there were obviously large discrepancies. On the poleward part of the SDC pre-noon vortex, the flow direction turned westward while the EQC direction was mostly northeastward. The vortex structure was significantly deformed in the pre-noon EQC pattern. Such a trend is quite similar to that we have shown above for both the November 28, 1999 event and the February 11, 1999 event.

![EQC and SDC map for the event of 1800-1808 UT, April 6, 2000. All symbols and denotations are similar to Figure 5.3 except that an equivalent Hall conductance of 12 S was used here.](image)

**Figure 5.14** EQC and SDC map for the event of 1800-1808 UT, April 6, 2000. All symbols and denotations are similar to Figure 5.3 except that an equivalent Hall conductance of 12 S was used here.
5.4 Discussion

The basic equations relating the equivalent currents, FACs, conductances, and electric fields are the following (see Appendix B.3),

\[
\mathbf{j}_H = -\Sigma_P \nabla \cdot \mathbf{E} - (\nabla \Sigma_P + \nabla \Sigma_H \times \hat{\mathbf{b}}) \cdot \mathbf{E}, \quad (5.15)
\]

\[
\nabla \cdot (\hat{\mathbf{b}} \times \mathbf{J}_{eq}) = -\Sigma \nabla \cdot \mathbf{E} + (\nabla \Sigma_P \times \hat{\mathbf{b}} - \nabla \Sigma_H) \cdot \mathbf{E}, \quad (5.16)
\]

where \( \mathbf{J}_{eq}, \mathbf{E}, \) and \( \mathbf{v} \) are the ionospheric equivalent current, electric field and convection velocity, respectively, and \( \mathbf{j}_H \) is the FAC. The symbols \( \Sigma_P \) and \( \Sigma_H \) are the height-integrated Pedersen and Hall conductivities, or conductances, respectively, and the unit vector \( \hat{\mathbf{b}} \) is along the magnetic field. It is important to note that, even if we knew the distribution of both the equivalent current and the electric field, it would still be impossible to solve the true ionospheric current system unambiguously because we have only two equations but three unknown variables, \( \Sigma_P, \Sigma_H \) and \( \mathbf{j}_H \).

If the conductance is homogeneous, the equivalent current is just the Hall current; this is known as the Fukushima’s theorem \([Fukushima, 1976]\). In this case, the EQC is proportional to the plasma convection, the proportionality constant being determined by the Hall conductance. Obviously such homogeneity is never realized in the ionosphere. Conceptually, a major difference between the EQC and the plasma convection is caused by the inhomogeneity in the conductance. The total ionospheric conductance can be represented by \([Blomberg and Markland, 1988]\),

\[
\Sigma = \sqrt{\Sigma_0^2 + \Sigma_{abg}^2 + \Sigma_{EUV}^2 + \Sigma_H^2}, \quad (5.17)
\]

where \( \Sigma_0 \) is a background term having a constant low value representing the contribution from cosmic radiation and galactic extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation; \( \Sigma_{abg} \) represents an average auroral oval background conductance, which usually maximizes at the latitude of the diffuse auroral oval (\( \sim 70^0 \) MLAT on the dayside) and decreases towards both higher and lower latitudes; \( \Sigma_{EUV} \) describes the photoionization conductance that caused by the solar EUV radiation, which is strongly dependent on the
solar radio flux at 2.8 GHz (λ=10.7 cm) and the solar zenith angle; finally, Σ// represents the contribution associated with the field-aligned currents (FACs), e. g., electron precipitation from the magnetosphere (upward FAC). Note that every term in equation (5.17) has two values, one for the Hall conductance and one for the Pedersen conductance. The root-sum-square relationship is applied in equation (5.17) instead of a direct summation because the photoionization and particle-ionization processes that give rise to the conductivity take place almost within the same altitude range (E region), and the ionization rate is proportional to \( n_e^2 \) when recombination is the main loss process. As discussed by Wallis and Budzinski [1981], the quadratic sum of the ionization rates gives a far more accurate estimate of the total conductance, which is proportional to \( n_e \), than a mere direct summation would give.

First we will show the effect of the photoionization conductance inhomogeneity. In the January, 4, 2000 event, the SDC and EQC patterns show reasonable agreement; in particular, the clockwise structures are well-defined in both SDC and EQC, except that the EQC vortex was found to be shifted toward the terminator compared to the SDC vortex. The result is quite consistent with the study of Lyatsky et al. [1999] on SDC clockwise vortex events in the dayside winter ionosphere. Such a shift was explained in terms of the effect of a secondary interhemispheric FAC system arising at the boundary where a sharp change in the ionosphere conductance occurs, for example, near the ‘terminator’ [Benkevitch and Lyatsky, 2000a; Benkevitch et al., 2000b]. However, we notice that in Benkevitch and Lyatsky’s [2000a] model, the Hall and Pedersen conductance profiles were assumed to be uniform in the dark region but abruptly switched to Hardy et al. [1987] conductance model in the sunlit region, which contains a discontinuity at the ‘terminator’. If we assume a more physically realistically smooth transition of Hall and Pedersen conductances from dark to sunlit region across the terminator, the conductance gradient in the dark region will provide another alternate mechanism that would also cause the shift of the EQC vortex relative to the convection vortex. This will be illustrated as follows.

Equation (5.16) can be rewritten in another form which gives the curl of the equivalent current,
where \( \mathbf{v} = \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{h}/B \) is the convection velocity. Let us assume a clockwise convection cell \((\nabla \cdot \mathbf{E} < 0)\) in the X-Y plane, as shown in the left panel of Figure 5.15. The Hall and Pedersen conductances both have gradients toward the \( \sim Y \) direction. The convection cell is divided into four quadrants where the electric fields \( \mathbf{E} \) and convection velocity \( \mathbf{v} \) make different angles with the gradients of Hall and Pedersen conductance. Consider the three terms on the right side of equation (5.18). In the first quadrant, the second and third terms containing the Hall and Pedersen conductance gradients, respectively, both have the opposite sign to the first term \( \Sigma_H \nabla \cdot \mathbf{E} \), and thus act to reduce the curl of the equivalent current, while in the third quadrant, the two conductance gradients both act to enhance the curl of the equivalent current. In the second and the fourth quadrants, the Hall and Pedersen conductance gradient terms have different signs and will tend to cancel each other. Therefore the location of maximum curl, which is usually the location of the “focus” of the convection cell or of the equivalent current, is shifted southwestward, to the third quadrant. Because the Hall conductance is usually higher than the Pedersen conductance, the southward shift will be more pronounced than the westward shift. If the conductance gradient is associated with the day-night difference of photoionization near the “terminator”, the EQC cell on the dark region should shift toward the high-conductance sunlit region and also shift slightly left along the direction of the “terminator”, which is exactly what we have seen in Figures 5.3 and 5.4.

Note that Lyatsky et al.’s mechanism [1999] (which involves a secondary interhemispheric FAC system) and the mechanism presented above both require a large day-night photoionization conductance gradient. Both mechanisms are viable near the “terminator”. However, it is not the purpose of this study to distinguish their relative importance in causing the shift of EQC vortex relative to SDC vortex in a specific event. On the other hand, there is also another conductance gradient related to the \( \Sigma_{abg} \) term in equation (5.17), pointing equatorward toward the location of the diffuse auroral oval.
According to the above analysis, this conductance gradient might also produce a southwest shift of the vortex.

![Figure 5.15 A schematic diagram showing the effects of the conductance gradient terms in the right side of equation (5.18) on a clockwise convection cell (left panel) and a counterclockwise convection cell (right panel).](image)

Another important source of conductance inhomogeneity comes from the effect of a localized FAC structure. In particular, the association of the conductance with the upward FAC carried by the downward field-aligned electron flux is an obvious one. The effect of an upward FAC-conductance coupling process can be easily identified in the January 4, 2000, event. Figure 5.4 shows that this SDC vortex is embedded in an azimuthally-spread clockwise convection cell. Such a cell extended to east of 20° MLON, where another localized clockwise vortex was observed by the Goose Bay-Stokkseyri SuperDARN radar pair. It is reasonable to assume that, embedded in the large convection cell, there was an azimuthally extended upward FAC region (shown in Figure 5.4 as a gray band). Inside the upward FAC region, the ionospheric conductance was significantly enhanced. Electric fields tend to decrease in an enhanced conductance region [Yeoman et al., 2000a; Parkinson, 2004]. Figure 5.3 shows that in the northeast portion of the SDC vortex, the convection became rather small, and the equivalent current was similar in direction to the SDC but was much larger in magnitude. A Hall conductance of 6 S was found there, which is several times larger than the usual level of...
A conductance inhomogeneity which is not related to a FAC should cause a similar effect on both a clockwise convection vortex and a counterclockwise vortex. As one can see from the right panel of Figure 5.15, a similar analysis for a counterclockwise cell undergoing a conductance gradient will lead to the conclusion that the curl of the EQC will also increase in the third quadrant but decrease in the first quadrant, so the EQC cell will move towards the high conductance region. Also, in Benkevitch and Lyatsky’s [2000a] model calculation, the EQC vortex associated with a counterclockwise convection vortex will move in the same sense as that for a clockwise vortex, though no counterclockwise vortex event was presented in Lyatsky et al. [1999]. However, on investigation of our event database for SDC vortices and their associated EQC patterns, we frequently found that the agreement between the EQC and SDC patterns is reasonably good for a clockwise convection vortex. In this case, the EQC usually shows a clearly identifiable vortex structure, except for some shift and distortion relative to the SDC vortex structure due to the above-mentioned mechanisms. However, for a counterclockwise convection vortex, the agreement between the EQC and SDC usually is poor; at many times a vortex structure may not even be identified in the EQC pattern. Such an asymmetry between the clockwise and counterclockwise vortex cases can be seen in the April, 6 event. Though the full extent of the two vortices was not fully observed, in the portions that were obtained from the measurements, it is clear that the agreement between the EQC and SDC patterns is much worse for the pre-noon clockwise vortex than for the afternoon clockwise vortex. Reviewing the November 28, 1999, February 11, 1999, and April 6, 2000, events, a consistent pattern for the discrepancy between the EQC and SDC patterns, for acounterclockwise SDC vortex, was found, and is summarized in Figure 5.16. Though the EQC pattern also showed a positive curl, the vortex structure is significantly deformed. The agreement between the EQC and SDC becomes particularly poor, since where the SDC velocity direction turns westward and equatorward, the EQC is usually more northerndirected.

In all three counterclockwise SDC vortex events the positions of the vortex are quite different with respect to the “terminator”. In the November 28, 1999 event, the
SDC vortex is totally immersed in the dark region, while in the February 11, 1999 event, the “terminator” cuts across the SDC vortex. Especially in the April 6, 2000 event, the region of interest is near noon thus the photoionization should be rather smooth there. Since the pattern discrepancy shown in Figure 5.1 persisted in every event, we believe that the photoionization conductance gradient is not the main reason for the discrepancy. Instead, we suggest that the discrepancy is most likely associated with the downward FAC-conductance coupling process.

![Diagram of discrepancy between EQC and SDC](image)

**Figure 5.16** A general pattern of the discrepancy between the EQC and SDC for a counterclockwise SDC vortex.

It is well known that an upward FAC is dominantly carried by the field-aligned precipitating electron flux [Lyons et al., 1979]. The energy spectrum of the downgoing electrons can be split into two characteristic parts. One is the high energy (>>1kev) precipitation, responsible for the aurora and ionization production at ionospheric $E$ region heights. The other is the lower energy component (<1kev), which produces ionization at higher altitudes. As we have discussed in Chapter 1.2, the ionospheric Hall conductivity usually peaks at ~100 km but decreases quickly with increasing altitude; the major contribution to the Hall conductance comes from altitudes <120 km [Aksnes et al., 2004]. The Pedersen conductivity peaks at a slightly greater height (~130 km) and the maximum is smaller than that of the Hall conductivity, but the Pedersen conductivity decreases more slowly than the Hall conductivity with increasing altitude. Therefore, the high energy electron precipitation contributes considerably to both the Hall and Pedersen conductances, while the soft precipitation contributes primarily to the
Pedersen conductance only. The energy spectrum of precipitating electrons is usually complex. Nevertheless, an enhancement of the upward FAC is usually accompanied by a simultaneous enhancement of the ionization, leading to a positive correlation between the FAC and ionospheric conductance, and the resulting Hall conductance is usually several times larger than the Pedersen conductance at auroral latitudes [Aksnes et al., 2004]. For downward FAC, the correlation between the FAC and the conductance is less obvious. A downward FAC usually consists of upflowing suprathermal electrons which tend to deplete rather than enhance the ionospheric ionization; this depletion leads to the formation of the so-called “auroral ionospheric cavities” (AIC) [Doe et al. 1993; 1995; Aikio et al. 2002]. Doe et al. [1993] showed that, in a typical AIC, more than 40% of the F region plasma density could be depleted on a time scale as short as 4 minutes. A numerical model for the temporal development of an AIC by Doe et al. [1995] showed that the plasma depletion rate due to the effect of a downward FAC is negligibly small in the lower ionospheric E region (<120 km altitude), but quickly rises to a maximum at the top of the E region (~140 km), and retains throughout all the F region (see Figure 9 in their paper). Thus one should expect that the coupling of downward FAC and the ionospheric conductance would primarily affect the Pedersen conductance but would have only a small effect on the Hall conductance. This is probably the reason that the effect of a downward FAC has usually been neglected in FAC-conductance coupling models [Blomberg and Markland, 1988; Zhu et al., 1997].

We now can make the argument that reduction of Pedersen conductance caused by downward FACs probably accounts for the large discrepancy between the EQC and SDC patterns, for a counterclockwise vortex. Again we rewrite equation (5.16) in another form,

\[ \nabla \cdot (\mathbf{J}_{eq} \times \hat{b} - \Sigma_H \mathbf{E}) = \nabla \Sigma_P \cdot (\mathbf{E} \times \hat{b}) \quad . \quad (5.19) \]

It is interesting to note in equation (5.19) the roles of the Hall conductance \( \Sigma_H \) and the Pedersen conductance \( \Sigma_P \). The Hall conductance \( \Sigma_H \) behaves more as a multiplier; a strong local enhancement of \( \Sigma_H \), which could arise because of an upward FAC, may lead to a large magnitude change in the ratio between the equivalent current and the
convection velocity, but would not cause a significant difference in their directions. This has been demonstrated for the January 04, 2000, event (Figure 5.3 and 5.4) in the northeastern portion of the map. On the other hand, the Pedersen conductance gradient can produce a significant deviation between the directions of the equivalent current and the convection velocity.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 5.17** A schematic diagram showing the effect of a reduction of Pedersen conductance with a cavity structure shown in a gray band. At the equatorward edge of the cavity there is a downward FAC region shown in a hatched box. The associated convection pattern is shown in solid lines with arrows. The Pedersen conductance gradients (shown in white heavy arrows) lead to a southward deviation of equivalent current with respect to the Hall current, or a northward deviation of EQC (shown in dark heavy arrow) with respect to the plasma convection.

Let us consider the effect of the reduction of Pedersen conductance associated with a downward FAC and an AIC structure. A numerical model for the temporal development of an AIC [Doe et al., 1995] revealed that the plasma depletion cavity appeared to form initially at the location of the downward FAC. However, after the cavity has grown for ~20 seconds, the downward FAC region migrates to the equatorward edge of the cavity (see Figure 8 in their paper). The geometry is shown in Figure 5.17. A downward FAC located at the south edge of a cavity structure can produce a counterclockwise convection cell. Inside the cavity the plasma density and thus the Pedersen conductance are considerably reduced. We further assume the Hall conductance is not affected for the reasons we discussed above. Therefore equation (5.19) takes the form of a Poisson equation. As we see from Figure 5.17, at the west edge of the cavity, the right side term of equation (5.19) would have a positive sign,
while at the east edge of the cavity the term is negative. The geometry is similar to a 
“capacitor” in which an eastward “electric field” is developed within the cavity. Such an 
eastward “electric field” corresponds to a southward deviation of the equivalent current 
with respect to the Hall current, or a northward deviation of equivalent convection with 
respect to the plasma convection, in the upper part of the convection vortex, which is 
consistent with the discrepancy pattern shown in Figure 5.16.

Another possible charge carrier of the downward FAC is precipitating protons from 
the magnetosphere. The proton precipitation may contribute to the ionization and thus 
increase the ionospheric conductance. However, the contribution of proton precipitation 
is usually only ~15% of the total auroral particle energy [Galand et al., 2001], except in 
certain special regions, such as the equatorward edge of the auroral oval in the evening 
sector [Hardy et al., 1989].

Finally, we note that counterclockwise vortices and clockwise vortices are 
dominantly found in the dawn sector and dusk sector, respectively, in accordance with 
the usual 2-cell global convection pattern. The asymmetry between the EQC and SDC 
patterns for counterclockwise vortices and clockwise vortices would naturally lead to a 
dawn-dusk asymmetry as well, which is supported by a global statistical study of the 
development of direction between the magnetic disturbances and the SuperDARN-observed 
convection velocity in all time sectors [L. Benkevitch, unpublished result]. The 
agreement is much worse in the dawn sector than in the dusk sector. Such a dawn-dusk 
asymmetry may raise some questions about the validity of inversion techniques which 
use the magnetic observations to estimate the global ionospheric convection patterns, 
particularly in the dawn sector.

5.5 Summary

The equivalent convection pattern derived from CANOPUS, NRCAN/GSC and 
MACCS magnetometers by the SCHA procedure [Haines, 1985] has been compared 
with the ionospheric convection pattern observed by SuperDARN HF radars. We have 
found that a large day-night photoionospheric conductance gradient near the 
‘terminator” may cause a shift of the focus of the EQC vortex relative to the SDC 
vortex. Within the region of upward FACs, the ratio between the EQC magnitude and
the SDC magnitude significantly increases due to the conductance enhancement associated with the upward FAC. The agreement between the EQC and SDC patterns is usually worse for a counterclockwise convection vortex than for a clockwise cell, but a consistent pattern of discrepancy for counterclockwise convection vortices has been found. We suggest that such a discrepancy is caused by the coupling between the downward FAC and the Pedersen conductance. A conceptual model to explain the deviation of EQC pattern with respect to a counterclockwise SDC vortex is proposed. The study in this chapter is ongoing. For the future extension of this study, a quantitative model of the relationship between the downward FAC and the ionospheric conductance must be developed.
Chapter 6

Conclusions

This thesis is devoted to a multi-instrument study of convection, auroral emissions, and currents in the high-latitude ionosphere. The major instruments involved are the SuperDARN HF radars, CANOPUS ground-based magnetometers and MSPs, the NASI, and particle and magnetic detectors on some satellites. In this Chapter we will summarize the main results of the thesis and recommend some future projects to extend the work.

From an investigation of observations from the Saskatoon-Kapuskasing SuperDARN radar pair, a data set of NRFE events has been compiled. The NRFEs are distinguished into two classes, those on open field lines and those on closed field lines. The NRFEs on open field lines usually have very little accompanying auroral and magnetic activity. The NRFE on closed field lines may be associated with two types of auroral activities. The first is high-latitude auroras, such as auroral streamers, located or initiated near the poleward boundary of the auroral oval. The other is auroral intensifications inside the main auroral oval, which are generally associated with the substorm/pseudosubstorm process. However, there is not a well-defined one-to-one correspondence between NRFEs and auroral intensifications. A detailed analysis was made of an NRFE during a pseudosubstorm event on December 26, 1998. The HF radar observations showed that the high-latitude part of the NRFE structure was located just equatorward of the OCFLB determined from the poleward edge of 630 nm emissions. The structure extended downward in magnetic latitude to 68.5±0.4°, which is roughly estimated to be the boundary between the BPS and the CPS, based upon Doppler spectral width transition observed by the radar during the event time. The ionospheric optical auroral intensifications were located at 64.5-66.5° MLAT, inside the CPS. A
zonal flow shear region characteristic of the Harang discontinuity was inferred from the radar observations. The Harang discontinuity was closely associated with upward FACs and auroral intensifications. Both the statistical investigation and event study showed that the NRFE may occur nearly simultaneously with the auroral intensification. This temporal relationship cannot easily be explained by the existing models that associate the tail reconnection process and the near-geosynchronous onset of substorms. We suggest a new model which fills a gap that two existing models could not explain, namely the near-simultaneous occurrence of the NRFEs and the auroral activations, as follows. A fast mode wave is generated at the tail reconnection site and propagates earthward. When the wave penetrates into the IPS, it assists in the activation of NGOPS instabilities and the onset of the pseudosubstorm. On the other hand, the electric fields associated with the reconnection first lead to earthward flows, and the signature of these is conveyed from the equatorial tail to the ionosphere with a time delay equal to the Alfvén wave travel time along the rather long OPS field lines. The result of these Alfvén waves is the NRFE signature in the ionosphere. Although these are two different sets of processes, one leading to the auroral activation and one to the NRFE, the time delay between the reconnection and the subsequent appearance both of the auroral intensifications and of the NRFEs is about the same, so the radar (NRFE) and optical auroral signatures would appear in the ionosphere almost simultaneously.

The two-dimensional ionospheric structure of a small substorm event on October 9, 2000 was studied using optical and radar images, and associated magnetometer and meridian scanning photometer data. Solar wind observations on GEOTAIL revealed a prolonged dominant Bz+ and steady By+ IMF prior to the substorm onset, except for a southward excursion at 0645-0655 UT, and a “square-wave” IMF Bx-By structure at 0727-0735 UT. A sequence of three Pi2 bursts and associated optical intensifications was found. The last and strongest Pi2 burst was associated with an substorm EP onset, characterized by a 100 nT magnetic bay at Fort Churchill and an auroral breakup in which the 630 nm emissions moved poleward about 2.5 degrees. All three activations originated close to midnight, but evolved progressively eastward. Most of the dynamic auroral and convection signatures were observed in the postmidnight sector. Within each of the three optical intensifications, discrete azimuthal auroral structures that
appeared successively from midnight toward the morning sector were identified, giving evidence for drift wave activity in the NGOPS. The SuperDARN VLOS measurements reveal the development of eastward electric fields within each Pi2 burst interval, which is consistent with the CRRES observations that the growing eastward electric field inside the dipole structure of the drift wave leads to a substorm EP [Erickson et al., 2000]. About 10 minutes after the initial substorm onset, there is a second stage of auroral brightening with the expected characteristics of a ‘Stage-2 EP’ [Erickson et al., 2000]. In examining the solar wind parameters, the polar cap magnetic activity index, and the global ionospheric convection measurements from eight SuperDARN radars in the northern hemisphere, we find that the IMF southward excursion led to the convection enhancement and energy transport into the magnetosphere, where the energy is stored mainly in the magnetotail. When the dayside convection decreased, two pseudobreakups occurred as the consequence of the release of the stored energy into the ionosphere. The evolution of nightside convection and the previous auroral activity had preconditioned the magnetosphere/ionosphere, with the result that the IMF Bx-By structure possibly led to a substorm EP in “directly driven” fashion. The Stage-2 expansion was probably internally driven within the magnetotail, namely a reconnection process at mid-tail as the consequence of the initial Stage-1 EP current disruption at NGOPS and its generation of a tailward-propagating rarefaction wave.

The EQC derived from CANOPUS, GSC and MACCS magnetometers by the SCHA procedure [Haines, 1985] is compared to the ionospheric plasma convection pattern observed by the SuperDARN HF radars. We found that a large day-night photoionization conductance gradient near the “terminator” may cause the focus of the EQC vortex to shift relative to that for the SDC vortex. Within the region of upward FACs, the ratio between the EQC magnitude and the SDC magnitudes significantly increases due to the Hall conductance enhancement associated with the upward FAC. The agreement between the EQC and SDC patterns is usually much worse for a counterclockwise convection vortex than for a clockwise vortex. However, we have found that there is a consistent pattern of discrepancy between EQC and SDC for a counterclockwise convection vortex. We suggest the coupling between the downward FAC and the Pedersen conductance is the possible reason for such a discrepancy.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

We would like to recommend two potential research projects which are related to, and will be a good extension of, this thesis work.

1. Joint observation of NRFEs and auroral poleward boundary intensifications by NASI and SuperDARN

The auroral poleward boundary intensifications (PBI), especially the N-S auroras or “auroral streamer” structure, have long been though to be associated with BBFs in the tail [Hendersen et al., 1998; Zesta et al., 2000]. In Chapter 3 we described a NRF E event on March, 21, 1999, in which the auroral streamer structures were found from the MSP observations at Fort Smith, which was west of the NRF E region, but no auroral activations were found from the MSP observations at Gillam, which is east of the NRF E region. The auroral streamer structure is very likely to be associated with the NRF E as suggested by the model of Nakamura et al. [2001b], that is, the flow shear on the westside of the flow enhancement region in the tail generates upward FACs which leads to the intensified auroras. However, as can be seen from Figure 3.1, the scan line of the MSP at Fort Smith has considerable longitudinal separation from the radar observation area. In that region, there is no coverage from any of the SuperDARN radars, so no actual observations of the flow shear are available. On the other hand, the auroral PBI may have quite different alignment, either equatorward-extending or non-equatorward-extending; equatorward-extending structures are either north-south aligned structures (such as auroral streamers) or east-west arcs propagating equatorward [Zesta et al., 2002]. As we have mentioned in Chapter 3, the MSP observational geometry results in some limitations for the observation of PBIs whose extension has a considerable
azimuthual component. Those deficiencies make the quantitative study on the relationship between the NRFEs and the PBIs very difficult, if not impossible.

Nowadays the NASI instrument makes high-resolution, two dimensional optical auroral observations. In particular, the NASI at Rankin Inlet provides excellent overlapping coverage with both the Saskatoon-Kapuskasing radar FoV and the poleward portion of the auroral oval, at most times. With the ongoing CGSM program, additional NASIs are to be built. These will overlap the FoV of Prince George-Kodiak radar pair as well. It is quite possible that, through joint observations with NASI and SuperDARN, the relative position and alignment of auroral PBIs, such as auroral streamer structures, with respect to the NRFE, and the temporal relationship between them, can be determined. Together with some well-positioned satellites in the magnetotail, if available, a detailed understanding and improved model of the physical association between the PBIs and flow bursts in the tail could be found. Some research in this direction has been done and reported by Lam et al. [2004], but there remains much more to explore. One could also combine this work with the study of the relationship between the NRFEs and substorms/pseudosubstorms that was pursued in Chapter 3 of this thesis. It would be interesting to investigate whether and how magnetospheric processes related to the NRFE can produce different types of aurora under different conditions in the magnetosphere/ionosphere. This would be of particular importance in helping to settle the long-standing debate about the importance of the two main substorm EP onset mechanisms; namely, the MTI and the NEI scenarios (see Chapter 1.4, and Lui [2001]).

2. Combination of SuperDARN, magnetometer, and NASI observations to obtain the three-dimensional ionospheric current systems

The basic equations relating the equivalent currents, FACs, conductances, and electric fields are given in equations (B.18) and (B.23) in Appendix B. If we know only one of the ionospheric equivalent current and the electric field (or plasma convection velocity, equivalently), then the ionospheric conductivity distribution, either statistically
or from some other experiments, is required to obtain the other quantity as well as the FAC. For example, the KRM method and its improved version, the AMIE technique, both can be used to derive the plasma convection and FAC from the magnetic observations. The SuperDARN FAC analysis technique [Sofko et al., 1995; McWillams, 1997] derives the FAC component due to the curl of convection velocity, but usually does not take conductivity gradients into account (they can be approximated by an assumed model, but the exact gradients are not known). The uncertainties in the specification of ionospheric conductivities can greatly affect the solutions. Those statistical models may describe the photo-ionization part of the conductances, for example, Moen and Brekke [1993]. But the part of the conductances resulting from the precipitating particles is very hard to model accurately because the precipitations are usually highly sporadic and variable both spatially and temporally. Hardy et al. [1987] analyzed a great deal of satellite data to derive a statistical model of the contribution of auroral precipitation to the conductances. In the AMIE technique, the satellite observations of the energy fluxes of precipitating particles at the time of the event being analyzed, together with auroral image data, are used to calibrate the conductance model [Richmond and Kamide, 1988; Richmond, 1992]. Even if the distributions of both the equivalent current and the electric field are known, it is still impossible to solve for the true ionospheric current system unambiguously because in equations (B.18) and (B.23), we have only two equations but three unknown variables, the Pedersen conductance $\Sigma_p$, the Hall conductance $\Sigma_H$ and the FAC $j_{\parallel}$. Some other assumptions are required. For example, in the Untiedt algorithm [Untiedt and Baumjohann, 1993] and the method of characteristics [Amm, 1998], the ratio between the Hall and Pedersen conductance $\alpha = \Sigma_H / \Sigma_P$ is assumed to be known over the region of interest, or in the “trial and error” approach, a parameterized model for the Hall and Pedersen conductance is used [Baumjohann et al., 1981].

With some uncertainties, the conductances can be estimated from the auroral optical emissions at the time of the event. This has been done using data from the auroral imager on the DE-1 satellite [Lummerzheim et al., 1991], and the X-ray imager and Ultraviolet imager (UVI) on POLAR satellite [Aksnes et al., 2002; Bristow and Lummerzheim, 2001]. The model used to invert the brightness of auroral features to
obtain conductances depends on knowledge of the composition of the neutral atmosphere and cross section for ionization and excitation of neutrals by electron impact. It is usually assumed that the auroral precipitation causing the optical emissions is composed only of electrons with a Maxwellian energy distribution. The limitations of such a technique have been discussed by Germany et al. [2001]. Despite the uncertainties, the NASI optical observations may also be used to yield useful information about ionospheric conductances. If this optical data are combined with the electric field measurements from the Saskatoon-Kapuskasing radar pair and the magnetic measurements from the CANOPUS (now CGSM), MACCS, and NRCAN/GSC magnetometer arrays (the geometry of observations can be found in Figure 4.2), a study of three-dimensional ionospheric current systems can be done. In particular, with the construction and deployment of a new ASI at Fort Churchill, the Rankin Inlet-Fort Churchill-Gillam NASI chain will provide coverage from the equatorward edge of the auroral oval to deep inside the polar cap, in conjunction with the observations of Saskatoon-Kapuskasing radar pair. Some other new NASIs are also designed to have overlapping FoVs with the Prince George-Kodiak radar pair. In addition, another set of imagers is being installed in conjunction with the US THEMIS satellite program. The ionospheric conductance estimated from the NORSTAR imager observations can be further calibrated by direct ionization density measurements from the Canadian Advanced Digital Ionosondes (CADI, also a part of CGSM) at several stations. In summary, CGSM and THEMIS ground-based observations will provide the most advanced view of the spatial-temporal evolution of the ionospheric and magnetospheric electrodynamics. A three-dimensional ionospheric current system in the auroral zone and polar cap region over western Canada can be derived with a time resolution as short as one minute. Such a study would be extremely important in improving our understanding of the ionospheric current dynamics and the magnetosphere/ ionosphere coupling processes. The prerequisite for this research is the development of some empirical and/or theoretical formulas associating the ground-based auroral emission intensity with the ionospheric conductance; this may not be easy. However, it should be noticed that, for our research purposes, we do not ultimately need definitive conductance estimates from the auroral emission intensity,
because we require only one more or even two (which would provide some redundancy in the degrees of freedom) empirical relationships between $\Sigma_H$, $\Sigma_P$, and $j_{\parallel}$ to complete the equation set that we have mentioned above. For example, since the green-line (557.7 nm) and red-line (630.0 nm) emission lines are characteristic of high energy ($\gg$ 1 keV) and low energy ($< 1$ keV) electron precipitation respectively, it is possible that, judging from their relative importance, the ratio $\alpha = \Sigma_H / \Sigma_P$ between the ionospheric Hall and Pedersen conductances can be estimated (see Chapter 5.4 for a discussion about the dependence of the Hall and Pedersen conductances on the energy of the precipitating electrons). Thus a method similar to Untiedt and Baumjohann [1993] or to Amm [1998] can be developed to solve for the ionospheric current with little ambiguity.
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Appendix A

Geophysical coordinate systems

A number of different coordinate systems are used within space physics. The need for multiple coordinate systems arises from the factors such as the difference between the solar equatorial plane and the Earth’s orbital plane, the changing direction of Earth’s spin axis during the year, and the magnetic dipole orientation. Space research analyses can be more ordered, or calculations performed more easily, in one coordinate system than in the others. The following materials describe the main coordinate systems used in this thesis. For a detailed description of geophysics coordinate systems and how to make transformation between them, see Hapgood [1992].

Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinate system

The GSE coordinate is a geocentric coordinate system which uses the center of the Earth as the origin. The X axis points from the Earth towards the Sun, the Z axis is perpendicular to the ecliptic plane and towards the ecliptic north pole, and the Y axis completes the right-hand orthogonal system.

Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate system

The GSM system, like the GSE system, has its x-axis pointing from the center of the Earth toward the center of the Sun. The difference between the GSM and GSE systems is simply a rotation about the common X-axis. In the GSM coordinate system the Y axis is perpendicular both to the Earth’s dipole axis and the X-axis, and that the Z-axis completes the right-hand orthogonal system and is positive in the northern hemisphere. The X-Z plane contains the dipole axis.
**Geographic coordinate system**

The geographical coordinate is also a geocentric coordinate system but corotates with the Earth. Its X-axis is defined as the intersection of the Earth's equatorial plane and the Greenwich meridian (0 longitude), with the positive X-axis being in the direction such that the angle between it and the vertical line through Greenwich is an acute angle. The Z-axis is parallel to the rotation axis of the Earth and is positive toward the north pole, and the Y-axis completes the right-hand coordinate system.

**VDH coordinate system for spacecraft**

The VDH coordinate system is defined as a local coordinate system which is dependent on the position of the observation point. Its H axis is antiparallel to the Earth's dipole axis, the V axis is radially outwards and is parallel to the magnetic equator, and the D axis completes the right-hand orthogonal system.

**XYZ coordinate system for magnetometer observation**

Throughout this thesis, when a XYZ component of magnetic vector observed by ground-based magnetometers is mentioned, it is defined as follows. The X axis is horizontal (tangential to the Earth's surface) and pointing toward magnetic north, the Z axis is vertical downward, and the Y axis is horizontal and positive eastward.

**DGRF/IGRF, Corrected GeoMagnetic (CGM) and Altitude-Adjusted Corrected GeoMagnetic (AACGM) Coordinate System**

The International Geomagnetic Reference field (IGRF) model is the empirical representation of the Earth's main (core) magnetic field without external sources. It is modeled in terms of a spherical harmonics expansion of the scalar potential in geocentric coordinates. The IGRF model coefficients are based on all available data sources including geomagnetic measurements from observatories, ships, aircraft and satellites. The latest IGRF-2000 model consists of coefficient sets for the epochs 1945 to 2000 in steps of 5 years and the first time derivative of the coefficients for the time period 2000 to 2005. During the 5-year intervals between consecutive models, linear
interpolation is recommended. The coefficients for years before 1990 are definitive coefficient sets (DGRF90), meaning that no further revisions are anticipated.

The CGM coordinate of a point in space is computed on the basis of this DGRF/IGRF model. By definition, the CGM coordinates (latitude, longitude) of a point in space are computed by tracing the non-dipole DGRF/IGRF magnetic field line through the specified point to the dipole geomagnetic equator, then returning to the same altitude as the original specified point along the pure dipole field line, and assigning the obtained dipole latitude and longitude as the CGM coordinates to the starting point. Thus the CGM coordinates have been proven to be useful for geophysical phenomena controlled by the Earth's magnetic field, like auroras, high-latitude ionospheric currents, etc.

In 1988 a new magnetic coordinate system, the AACGM coordinate system, was defined for use with the Polar Anglo-American Conjugate Experiment (PACE) radar [Baker and Wing, 1989]. The AACGM coordinates of any point in the space is computed by tracing the DGRF/IGRF magnetic field line through the specified point to the dipole geomagnetic equator, then using the pure magnetic dipole model to trace the magnetic field line back to the Earth's surface. The dipole latitude and longitude of that final point at the Earth's surface yield the AACGM coordinates of the original specified point. The AACGM coordinates are identical to the standard CGM coordinates at the Earth's surface. The important feature of AACGM system that is different from CGM is that all points along a DGRF/IGRF magnetic field line have the same AACGM coordinates (except for a change in the sign of the latitude when going from the northern to the southern hemisphere). Thus measurements from different ionospheric heights, e.g., ~110 km for optical auroral instruments, ~300 km for radars, and ~800 km for satellites, can be better organized and conjunctively studied. Nowadays AACGM is the standard system used by the international SuperDARN science team. The AACGM is the default system throughout this thesis; AACGM are thus implied whenever "magnetic latitude/longitude" (MLAT/MLON) coordinates are used.
Appendix B

Equations for high-latitude ionospheric currents

In this appendix we will derive several basic equations for the currents in the high-latitude ionosphere. We will start from the momentum equation and analyze the validity of each assumption and simplification in the derivations.

B.1 Ohm’s Law of ionospheric currents

Let us consider the motion of ions and electrons in the ionosphere. For simplicity we consider a singly-ionized ion species of mass \( m_i \), and use the plasma approximation \( n_i = n_e = n \), the plasma density. The basic equation is,

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d}{dt} \rho_i \mathbf{v}_i &= -\nabla p_i + \rho_i \mathbf{g} + \rho_i (\mathbf{E} + \mathbf{v}_i \times \mathbf{B}) - \rho_i \nu_{in} (\mathbf{v}_i - \mathbf{U}) - \rho_i \nu_{ei} (\mathbf{v}_i - \mathbf{v}_e), \\
\frac{d}{dt} \rho_e \mathbf{v}_e &= -\nabla p_e + \rho_e \mathbf{g} - \rho_e (\mathbf{E} + \mathbf{v}_e \times \mathbf{B}) - \rho_e \nu_{en} (\mathbf{v}_e - \mathbf{U}) - \rho_e \nu_{ei} (\mathbf{v}_e - \mathbf{v}_i),
\end{align*}
\]

(B.1a)

(B.1b)

where \( \mathbf{g} \) is the gravitational acceleration, \( \mathbf{E} \) is the electric field, \( \mathbf{B} \) is the magnetic field, \( \mathbf{v} \), and \( p \) are the velocity and pressure, subscripts ‘i’ and ‘e’ denote ions and electrons, respectively, \( \nu_{in}, \nu_{en}, \) and \( \nu_{ei} \) are the collision frequencies between ions and neutrals, electrons and neutrals, electrons and ions, respectively, and \( \mathbf{U} \) is the neutral wind velocity.

To simplify the algebra we examine the relative importance of each item of equation (B.1) in different regions. The acceleration terms on the left side of equation (B.1) contain the time-derivative term and convective term implicitly, namely,

\[
d\mathbf{v}/dt = \partial \mathbf{v}/\partial t + (\mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla) \mathbf{v}
\]

(B.2)
The two terms on the right side of equation (B.2) are of order $V_{i,e}/\tau$ and $V_{i,e}^2/L$, respectively, where $\tau$ is the response time to a new set of forces and $L$ is the distance scale for velocity change. Comparing these two terms to the Lorentz force term (in the third term on the right side) or the friction item (the fourth item on the right side) we find that as long as $\tau \gg 1/\Omega_i$ or $\tau \gg 1/\nu_n$, where $\Omega_i = q_i B/m_i$ is the ion gyro-frequency, we can make the approximation that the time-derivative term can be neglected. Also, if $L$ is greater than the gyro radius and the mean free path of ions and electrons, we can make the approximation that the convective term is negligibly small. If we consider only macroscopic ionospheric dynamics, the above two approximations are usually satisfied so that the acceleration term is generally ignored, which is the so-called ‘steady-state’ approach. The first two terms of the right sides of equation (B.1a) and (B.1b) represents the contribution of pressure gradient and gravity force, respectively. It can be estimated that the pressure gradient force and the gravity are normally at least one or two orders less than the electric field force in the high-latitude ionosphere. Therefore we will also ignore the first two terms in equation (B.1).

Finally, equation (B.1) can be simplified to,

$$e(E + V_i \times B) - m_i \nu_n (V_i - U) - m_e \nu_e (V_i - V_e) = 0 \quad , \quad (B.3a)$$

$$-e(E + V_e \times B) - m_e \nu_e (V_e - U) - m_e \nu_e (V_e - V_e) = 0 \quad . \quad (B.3b)$$

After some vector manipulations, the final expressions for the ion and electron velocity derived form (B.3) are,

$$V_i = V_E + U_i + \frac{(\alpha_{m} \alpha_{e} - \alpha_{en}^2 - \alpha - \alpha^2) \cdot (V_E - U_{\perp}) + (\alpha_{en} \alpha_{e} + \alpha_{en}) E_{\perp} + \alpha_{en} E_{\parallel}}{1 + \alpha^2 + (\alpha_{en} - \alpha_{en})^2} \quad , \quad (B.4)$$

$$V_e = V_E + U_i + \frac{(\alpha_{m} \alpha_{e} - \alpha_{en}^2 - \alpha - \alpha^2) \cdot (V_E - U_{\perp}) - (\alpha_{en} \alpha_{e} + \alpha_{en}) E_{\perp} - \alpha_{en} E_{\parallel}}{1 + \alpha^2 + (\alpha_{en} - \alpha_{en})^2} \quad , \quad (B.4)$$

where $\alpha = \alpha_{m} \alpha_{en} + \alpha_{m} \alpha_{i} + \alpha_{en} \alpha_{en}$, $\alpha_{en}$, $\alpha_{i}$, $\alpha_{m}$ denote the ratio between the electron-neutral collision frequency to the electron gyro-frequency, the ratio between the
electron-ion collision frequency to the electron gyro-frequency, and the ratio between the ion-neutral collision frequency to the ion gyro-frequency, respectively. \( \mathbf{V}_E = \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B} / B^2 \), and \( \mathbf{E}'_\perp = \mathbf{E}'_\perp + \mathbf{U} \times \mathbf{B} \). The subscript ‘//’ and ‘⊥’ of a vector denote the component of that vector along and normal to the magnetic field direction, respectively.

Note that the first two terms on the right side of equations (B.4) are independent of the properties (charge and/or mass) of the particle species, and thus represent the co-motion of both electrons and ions. In particular, the first term \( \mathbf{V}_E \) gives the \( \mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B} \) drift, also called Hall drift, or the convective drift, of the plasma. The second term indicates that the plasma moves along the magnetic field line with the parallel neutral wind velocity \( \mathbf{U}_// \). The neutral wind is dominantly horizontal and of the order of 100 m/s at ionospheric altitude. Since the magnetic field direction at high-latitude is nearly vertical, the effect of the neutral wind on plasma convection is sufficiently negligible at these latitudes. The rest terms on the right side of equations (B.4) are dependent on the properties of the particle species, and thus cause the difference of velocities between the ions and electrons, which results in current flowing in the ionosphere,

\[
j = \sum_{j=e,i} n_j q_j \mathbf{V}_j = \sigma_p \mathbf{E}_\perp + \sigma_{H} \mathbf{b} \times \mathbf{E}_\perp + \sigma_{//} \mathbf{E}_// ,
\]

where \( \mathbf{b} \) is the unit vector along the magnetic field. Equation (B.5) has the general form of Ohm’s Law, in which the Pedersen conductivity \( \sigma_p \), Hall conductivity \( \sigma_H \), and parallel conductivity \( \sigma_{//} \) are given by:

\[
\sigma_p = \frac{(\alpha_n^2 + \alpha_m)^2 (1 + \alpha)}{(1 + \alpha)^2 + (\alpha_n^2 - \alpha_m)^2} \frac{ne}{B} ,
\]

\[
\sigma_H = \frac{\alpha_n^2 - \alpha_m^2}{(1 + \alpha)^2 + (\alpha_n^2 - \alpha_m)^2} \frac{ne}{B} ,
\]

\[
\sigma_{//} = \frac{\alpha_n + \alpha_m}{\alpha} \frac{ne}{B} ,
\]
respectively. Typical height profiles and properties of three conductivities are given in Figure 1.5b. Note that equations (B.6a) to (B.6c) are different from the usual expressions of three conductivities (e.g., see Kivelson and Russell [1995]) because the electron-ion collision term is fully taken into account here, but was ignored in Kivelson and Russell [1995] and many other similar works. However, the effect of electron-ion collision term is of little importance to $\sigma_p$ and $\sigma_H$. Note in equations (B.6) the electron-ion collision term characterized by $\alpha_{ei}$ only appears in the parameter 

$$\alpha = \alpha_m \alpha_{en} + \alpha_i \alpha_{en} + \alpha_e \alpha_{en}.$$  

In the ionospheric $E$ region, the electron-neutral collision dominates over the electron-ion collision thus the latter can be neglected. In the $F$ region, the electron-ion collision gradually becomes important with increasing height. However, it should be noted that in $F$ region we have $\alpha_i, \alpha_{en} << \alpha_e, << 1$, thus $\alpha$ is always several orders smaller than 1, and plays little role in equation (B.6a) and (B.6b). In conclusion, the electron-ion collision is always negligible in calculating $\sigma_p$ and $\sigma_H$ at all ionospheric altitude ranges of interest.

### B.1 Field-aligned currents

In this section we will study the relationship between the FAC and the ionospheric convection and electric fields. According to the current continuity equation we have,

$$\nabla \cdot \mathbf{j} = \nabla \cdot (-j_{\parallel} \mathbf{\hat{b}} + j_{\perp}) = -j_{\parallel} \nabla \cdot \mathbf{\hat{b}} - (\mathbf{\hat{b}} \cdot \nabla) j_{\parallel} + \nabla \cdot \mathbf{j}_{\perp}$$

$$= -j_{\parallel} \nabla \cdot \left( \frac{\mathbf{B}}{B} \right) \frac{\partial j_{\parallel}}{\partial s} + \nabla \cdot \mathbf{j}_{\perp} = -\frac{j_{\parallel} \nabla B}{B} \cdot \mathbf{\hat{b}} - \frac{\partial j_{\parallel}}{\partial s} + \nabla \cdot \mathbf{j}_{\perp}$$

$$= \frac{j_{\parallel}}{B} \frac{\partial B}{\partial s} - \frac{\partial j_{\parallel}}{\partial s} + \nabla \cdot \mathbf{j}_{\perp} = -B \frac{\partial}{\partial s} \left( \frac{j_{\parallel}}{B} \right) + \nabla \cdot \mathbf{j}_{\perp} = 0,$$

where $s$ is the distance along the magnetic field line. Here we define the sign of $j_{\parallel}$ to be positive for FAC antiparallel to $\mathbf{\hat{b}}$ (upward FAC in northern hemisphere) and negative for FAC parallel to $\mathbf{\hat{b}}$ (downward FAC in northern hemisphere), in accordance with the
SuperDARN FAC analysis convention. From equation (B.5), neglecting the neutral wind effect, we have,

\[
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{j}_\perp = \nabla \cdot \left( \mathbf{\sigma}_p \mathbf{E}_\perp - \mathbf{\sigma}_H \mathbf{E}_\perp \times \mathbf{b} \right) \\
= \mathbf{\sigma}_p \nabla \cdot \mathbf{E}_\perp + \nabla \mathbf{\sigma}_p \cdot \mathbf{E}_\perp - \mathbf{\sigma}_H \nabla \cdot (\mathbf{E}_\perp \times \mathbf{b}) - \nabla \mathbf{\sigma}_H \cdot (\mathbf{E}_\perp \times \mathbf{b}) \\
= \mathbf{\sigma}_p \nabla \cdot \mathbf{E}_\perp + \nabla \mathbf{\sigma}_p \cdot \mathbf{E}_\perp - \mathbf{\sigma}_H \mathbf{\hat{b}} \cdot \nabla \times \mathbf{E}_\perp - \nabla \mathbf{\sigma}_H \cdot (\mathbf{E}_\perp \times \mathbf{\hat{b}}) - \mathbf{\sigma}_H \mathbf{E}_\perp \cdot \frac{\mathbf{R} \times \mathbf{b}}{R^2},
\]

where the curvature radius vector \( \mathbf{R} \) of magnetic field lines is defined by,

\[
-(\mathbf{\hat{b}} \cdot \nabla) \mathbf{\hat{b}} = \frac{\mathbf{R}}{R^2}. \tag{B.9}
\]

In terms of convection velocity, the electric field and the plasma drift velocity is associated with \( \mathbf{E}_\perp = \mathbf{B} \times \mathbf{v} \), so,

\[
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{j}_\perp = \mathbf{\sigma}_p (\mathbf{v} \cdot \nabla \times \mathbf{B} - \mathbf{B} \cdot \nabla \times \mathbf{v}) + \nabla \mathbf{\sigma}_p \cdot \mathbf{B} \times \mathbf{v} - \mathbf{\sigma}_H \nabla \cdot (\mathbf{B} \mathbf{v}) - \mathbf{B} \nabla \mathbf{\sigma}_H \cdot \mathbf{v} \\
= \mathbf{\sigma}_p (\mathbf{\mu} \mathbf{j} - \mathbf{B} \cdot \nabla \times \mathbf{v}) + \nabla \mathbf{\sigma}_p \cdot \mathbf{B} \times \mathbf{v} - \mathbf{\sigma}_H \nabla \cdot (\mathbf{B} \mathbf{v}) - \mathbf{B} \nabla \mathbf{\sigma}_H \cdot \mathbf{v} \\
= \mathbf{\sigma}_p (\mathbf{\mu} \mathbf{\sigma}_H B \mathbf{v}^2 - \mathbf{B} \cdot \nabla \times \mathbf{v}) + \nabla \mathbf{\sigma}_p \cdot \mathbf{B} \times \mathbf{v} - \mathbf{\sigma}_H \nabla \cdot (\mathbf{B} \mathbf{v}) - \mathbf{B} \nabla \mathbf{\sigma}_H \cdot \mathbf{v}. \tag{B.10}
\]

We notice that,

\[
\mathbf{B} \cdot \nabla \times \mathbf{E} = \nabla \cdot (\mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B}) + \mathbf{E} \cdot \nabla \times \mathbf{B} = \nabla \cdot (\mathbf{B}^2 \mathbf{v}) + \mathbf{\mu} \mathbf{E} \cdot \mathbf{j} \\
= \mathbf{B} \nabla \cdot (\mathbf{B} \mathbf{v}) + \mathbf{B} \nabla \mathbf{B} \cdot \mathbf{v} + \mathbf{\mu} \mathbf{\sigma}_p \mathbf{B}^2 \mathbf{v}^2. \tag{B.11}
\]

Hence, by combining (B.10) and (B.11) we have,

\[
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{j}_\perp = -\mathbf{\sigma}_p \mathbf{B} \cdot \nabla \times \mathbf{v} + \nabla \mathbf{\sigma}_p \cdot (\mathbf{B} \times \mathbf{v}) - \mathbf{\sigma}_H \mathbf{\hat{b}} \cdot \nabla \times \mathbf{E}_\perp - \mathbf{B} \nabla \mathbf{\sigma}_H \cdot \mathbf{v} + \mathbf{\sigma}_H \nabla \mathbf{B} \cdot \mathbf{v}. \tag{B.12}
\]

We will introduce the following approximations to simplify (B.12). First we assume,
\[
\hat{b} \cdot (\nabla \times E_\perp) = -\hat{b} \cdot \frac{\partial B}{\partial t} = 0 .
\] (B.13)

The electric field induced by the temporal variation of Earth’s magnetic field is generally negligible in the high-latitude ionosphere except during geomagnetic storms and intense substorms. Thus the perpendicular electric fields are usually assumed to be electrostatic. Equation (B.13) is satisfied naturally.

Secondly, comparing the last two items in the right hand of equation (B.8), we see that their relative magnitudes depend on the ratio of the horizontal scale of Hall conductance to the radius of curvature of the Earth’s magnetic field line. To the first order the Earth’s magnetic field is dipolar, in which case the radius of curvature of the field line is given by,

\[
R = \frac{r(1 + 3\sin^2 \Lambda)^{3/2}}{3\cos \Lambda(1 + \sin^2 \Lambda)} ,
\] (B.14)

where \(\Lambda\) is the magnetic latitude. Similarly, the importance of the last item in equation (B.12) depends on the horizontal scale of the magnitude of Earth’s magnetic fields. For a dipolar field,

\[
\left| \frac{(\nabla B)_\perp}{B} \right| = \left| (\hat{b} \cdot \nabla) \cdot \hat{b} \right| = \frac{1}{R} ,
\] (B.15)

\(R\) is about 24000 km at 300 km height and \(\Lambda = 70^\circ\), and greater than 50000 km at \(\Lambda = 80^\circ\), much greater than any scale size of interest for ionospheric Hall conductance. Hence the last items in equations (B.8) and (B.12) are negligible.

Finally, equations (B.8) and (B.12) are simplified to,

\[
\nabla \cdot j_\perp = \sigma_p \nabla \cdot E_\perp + \nabla \sigma_p \cdot E_\perp - \nabla \sigma_h \cdot (E_\perp \times \hat{b}) = -\sigma_p B \cdot \nabla \times v + \nabla \sigma_p \cdot (B \times v) - B \nabla \sigma_h \cdot v .
\] (B.16)

Returning to (B.7) we get,
\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial s} \left( \frac{j_B}{B} \right) = \frac{1}{B} \left[ \sigma_p \nabla \cdot \mathbf{E}_\perp + \nabla \cdot \mathbf{E}_\perp - \nabla \mathbf{E}_\perp \cdot (\mathbf{E}_\perp \times \mathbf{b}) - \mathbf{b} \cdot \nabla \times \mathbf{E}_\perp \right] \hspace{1cm} (B.17)
\]

\[
= -\sigma_p \mathbf{b} \cdot \nabla \times \mathbf{v} + \nabla \cdot \mathbf{b} \times \mathbf{v} - \nabla \mathbf{E}_\perp \cdot \mathbf{b} \times \mathbf{E}_\perp .
\]

If we choose the lower limit of the integral at the lower ionospheric \( E \) region where the parallel current vanishes because the \( D \) region is highly resistive, the upper limit of integral correspond to the observation point, we have,

\[
j_B = B \left[ \sigma_p \mathbf{b} \cdot \nabla \times \mathbf{v} - \nabla \cdot \mathbf{b} \times \mathbf{v} + \nabla \mathbf{E}_\perp \cdot \mathbf{b} \times \mathbf{E}_\perp \right] \hspace{1cm} (B.18)
\]

where \( \sum_p \) and \( \sum_H \) are known as the Pedersen and Hall height-integrated (more exactly, field-line-integrated) conductivities, or conductance, respectively. We have used the fact that the convection velocity changes less than 5% from lower \( E \)-region up to 300 km altitude. Beyond that height the Pedersen conductivity decreases rapidly and Hall conductivity vanishes.

### B.3 Ionospheric equivalent currents

Both the Pedersen and Hall conductivity strongly peak in the lower \( E \) region (see Figure 1.5b). Thus the height-integrated perpendicular currents can be roughly treated as sheet current at a height of about 110 km,

\[
\mathbf{J}_\perp = \sum_p \mathbf{E} + \sum_H \mathbf{b} \times \mathbf{E} \hspace{1cm} (B.19)
\]

According to the Helmholtz theorem, any vector can be divided into a divergence-free part \( \mathbf{J}_{df} \) and a curl-free part \( \mathbf{J}_{cf} \).
\[ J_\perp = J_{cf} + J_{df} \quad \text{(B.20)} \]

The curl-free part \( J_{cf} \) is the closure current of FAC,

\[ \nabla \cdot J_{cf} = j_\parallel \quad \text{(B.21)} \]

\( J_{cf} \) and \( j_\parallel \) combine to produce no magnetic field below the ionosphere [Uniedit and Baumjohann, 1993; Amm, 1997]. The “equivalent current” \( J_{eq} \) is just the divergence-free part of the horizontal current. It is the current component which produces the magnetic effects measured by magnetometers on the ground. Since \( J_{eq} \) is divergence free we can express it into the following format,

\[ J_{eq} = J_{df} = \nabla \psi_{eq} \times \hat{b} \quad \text{(B.22)} \]

where \( \psi_{eq} \) is defined as the equivalent current potential, if we neglect the curvature of geomagnetic field lines, as we have justified before. We may derive from Equations (B.19) and (B.22) the following results,

\[ \nabla^2 \psi_{eq} = \nabla \cdot (\hat{b} \times J_{eq}) = \nabla \cdot (\hat{b} \times J_\perp) \\
= \nabla \cdot (\Sigma_p \hat{b} \times \mathbf{E} - \Sigma_H \mathbf{E}) \\
= -\Sigma_H \nabla \cdot \mathbf{E} + (\nabla \Sigma_p \times \hat{b} - \nabla \Sigma_H) \cdot \mathbf{E} \quad \text{(B.23)} \]

Equations (B.23) and (B.18) give the relationships between the equivalent current, electric field and FAC and are the basic equation set for almost all magnetometer-related inversion or forward methods. In case of uniform conductance, equations (B.23) and (B.18) lead to,

\[ J_{eq} = \Sigma_H \hat{b} \times \mathbf{E} = -\Sigma_H B \mathbf{v} \quad \text{(B.24)} \]

\[ \nabla \cdot \mathbf{E} = -\mathbf{B} \cdot \nabla \times \mathbf{v} = -j_\parallel / \Sigma_p \quad \text{(B.25)} \]
Equation (B.24) shows that, for this case of uniform conductance, the equivalent current is exactly the Hall current. In other words, the FACs and the Pedersen currents produce magnetic field that exactly cancel each other so that only magnetic effects of the Hall current can be observed on the ground, this is known as Fukushima’s theorem [Fukushima, 1976].

![Sketch of an elementary current system. (a) FACs and their resulting ionospheric electric fields. The curl-free (Pedersen) current is along the direction of electric field and act as closure current for FACs. (b) The resulting E x B drift in the ionosphere. The divergence-free (Hall) current is in the opposite direction to the plasma drift (from Amm, 1997).](image)

**Figure B.1** Sketch of an elementary current system. (a) FACs and their resulting ionospheric electric fields. The curl-free (Pedersen) current is along the direction of electric field and act as closure current for FACs. (b) The resulting \( E \times B \) drift in the ionosphere. The divergence-free (Hall) current is in the opposite direction to the plasma drift (from Amm, 1997).

An instructive understanding of the Fukushima’s theorem can be obtained as follows. The ionospheric current system is simplified as shown in Figure B.1. A downward FAC of current density \( I \) into the pole is balanced by upward FACs uniformly distributed over the sphere. Assuming uniform Hall and Pedersen conductances all over the ionosphere, the electric field is meridional at the ionosphere height \( (r = R_i) \). The Pedersen current is along the electric field direction and acts as the closure current for the FACs, while the Hall currents flow azimuthally in the
Thus the combined magnetic effects of FACs and the Pedersen current on the ground is superimposition of such elementary current systems. The current system shown in the Figure B.1 is called an “elementary current system” [Amm, 1997], because any realistic ionospheric current can be expressed as a superimposition of such elementary current systems.

The magnetic field generated by the current system shown in Figure B.1a, in spherical coordinates, is [Fukushima, 1976],

\[
B(r, \theta, \phi) = \begin{cases} \frac{\mu_0 I}{4\pi r} \cot(\theta/2) e_\phi & r > R_i \\ 0 & r < R_i \end{cases}.
\] (B.26)

Thus the combined magnetic effects of FACs and the Pedersen current on the ground is zero. Ground-based magnetometers will measure only the effect of the Hall current in Figure B.1b, whose resulting magnetic field is given by [Amm, 1997],

\[
B(r, \theta, \phi) = \begin{cases} \frac{-\mu_0 I}{4\pi r} \left[ \frac{1}{r \sqrt{1 - 2 r \cos \theta R_i + (r/R_i)^2}} - 1 \right] e_\phi - \frac{1}{\sin \theta} \left[ \frac{1 - R_i \cos \theta r}{\sqrt{1 - 2 r \cos \theta R_i + (r/R_i)^2}} - 1 \right] e_\phi & r > R_i \\ \frac{-\mu_0 I}{4\pi} \left[ \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 - 2 r \cos \theta R_i + (r/R_i)^2}} - 1 \right] e_\phi - \frac{1}{\sin \theta} \left[ \frac{r R_i - \cos \theta}{\sqrt{1 - 2 r \cos \theta R_i + (r/R_i)^2}} + \cos \theta \right] e_\phi & r < R_i \end{cases}.
\] (B.27)

Equation (B.27) indicates that for an elementary current system, the resulting ground magnetic field has a vertical component in the same sense as the input FAC at the “pole”, and a meridional component parallel to the electric field.
Appendix C

Two common procedures

In this Appendix we will describe two common procedures repeatedly applied throughout this thesis. The first procedure is estimating the propagation time delay of the solar wind between a satellite and the subsolar magnetopause. The second is estimating the position of the OCFLB using the MSP observations of 630 nm optical auroral emissions.

C.1 How to estimate the solar wind propagation time between satellite and subsolar magnetopause

Figure C.1 Geometry of the solar wind propagation from satellite to subsolar magnetopause
In this thesis (and almost always in space physics research) the upstream solar wind parameters are taken from the satellite/spacecraft measurements. For an accurate timing of the effect of the solar wind on the magnetosphere and ionosphere, an estimate of the solar wind propagation time delay between the satellite and the subsolar magnetopause is required. First we will introduce the simplest one-dimensional method which assumes that the solar wind structure propagates only along the sun-Earth line. In this case, the transit time between the satellite and the bow shock is,

\[ T_{s-b} = \frac{(X_s - X_b)}{V_{sw}}, \quad (C.1) \]

where \( X_s \) and \( X_b \) are the X distance of the satellite and the nose of the bow shock, respectively, and \( V_{sw} \) is the solar wind speed. As soon as the solar wind has passed through the bow shock, the velocity decelerated significantly, roughly by a factor of 4. Inside the magnetosheath the solar wind velocity drops to nearly zero at the subsolar magnetopause. Thus the mean velocity in the magnetosheath is about 1/8 of the unshocked solar wind speed, and the transit time between the bow shock and the subsolar magnetopause is,

\[ T_{b-m} = \frac{S_d}{V_{sw}} \times 8, \quad (C.2) \]

where \( S_d \) is the X distance between the bow shock and the magnetopause, also known as the standoff distance. The standoff distance can be calculated using the empirical formula given by Nemecek and Safrankova [1991]

\[ S_d = R_{MN} \cdot \left( 1 + \frac{B}{2B_0} \right) \cdot \frac{(\gamma - 1)M_{MS}^2 + 2}{(\gamma + 1)M_{MS}^2}, \quad (C.3) \]

where \( B_0 = 5.5 \) nT, \( \gamma = 1.8 \), \( B \) is the IMF magnitude in nT, \( M_{MS} \) is the fast magnetosonic Mach number of the solar wind, and \( R_{MN} \) is the magnetopause nose position in Earth radii (\( R_E \)). Sibeck [1991] gave the following empirical formula for \( R_{MN} \) as a function of IMF Bz in nT,
\[ R_{MN} = 11.3 + \frac{B_z}{4} \]  \hspace{1cm} (C.4)

Equations (C.2) to (C.4) are used in this thesis to estimate the solar wind propagation time from bow shock to the subsolar magnetopause.

In the case that solar wind monitoring is available by only one satellite, the above X-distance method is applied. However, it has been recognized that the variations in the IMF may be treated by using an approximately planar structure tilted with respect to the Sun-Earth line [Ridley, 2000; Weimer et al., 2002]. The X-distance method may cause large errors in estimating the solar wind propagation delay. If the solar wind parameters can be measured from two or more satellites, an improved method can be applied to determine the orientation of solar wind plasma phase front. We will give the following example to illustrate that method in the following.

Figure C.2 shows the solar wind observation from ACE and WIND during the interval 0200-0530 UT on December, 26, 1998. In this event, the ACE satellite was located at 224 \( R_E \) upstream and \(~36 \ R_E \) off the Sun-Earth line in the GSE-Y direction, while WIND was located at \( X = 51 \ R_E \) upstream and \( Y = -54 \ R_E \) (GSE). The solar wind observations on WIND are found to agree quite well with those on ACE but with a lag of \(~51\) minutes. Such a transition delay indicates that the orientations of the phase front normal of solar wind plasma is somewhat tilted from the Sun-Earth line; otherwise a delay of \(~39\) minute would be expected from the X-distance between the two satellites and the observed solar wind speed. As shown in Figure C.3, the “equivalent” propagation path of the solar wind along the \( X \) line is from \( A^* \) to \( W^* \). According to the additional delay (\(~12\) minutes) and the \( Y \) coordinates of the WIND and ACE satellites, the orientation of the plasma phase front in the solar wind can be determined. Adding the propagation delay from \( W^* \) to the bow shock nose and the extra delay due to the deceleration of the solar wind through the magnetosheath, the actual time delay of the solar wind from WIND to the subsolar magnetopause was thus estimated to be about 6 minutes.
Figure C.2 Solar wind parameters observed by WIND (black lines) and ACE (gray lines) on December 26, 1998. The ACE data are shifted 51 minutes to match the observations on WIND.

Figure C.3 Geometry of using two-satellite joint observation to determine the phase front of solar wind plasma.
C.2 How to estimate the OCFLB from 630 nm emissions

Inside the polar cap there is spatially relatively homogenous precipitation of a few hundred eV electrons, called the polar rain [Winningham and Heikkila, 1974]. It was found that the 630 nm emission inside polar cap is fairly uniform at about 60 R, while in the poleward part of auroral oval the average emission is about 170 R. Therefore, an intermediate value, namely 110 R was used as the threshold to identify the location of polar cap boundary (PCB), or OCFLB, to an accuracy of ~1° on the basis of the comparison with the DMSP observations [Blanchard et al., 1997]. However, it should be noticed that the OCFLB identification using precipitating particles and the resulting optical emission usually does not work well near the dawnside and the duskside, because the so-called soft zone precipitation at high latitudes exhibits spectral characteristics intermediate between mantle and cleft (closed boundary layer) signatures [Lyons et al., 1996].

![Graph showing the OCFLB determination using the 630 nm MSP observations at Rankin Inlet.]

**Figure C.4** Example of the OCFLB determination using the 630 nm MSP observations at Rankin Inlet.
In this thesis, the following procedures are applied to estimate the OCFLB from the 630 nm MSP observations at Rankin inlet: We usually start from bin 12 (69.6° MLAT) and scan poleward (decreasing bin number) to find the last bin with emission greater than 150 R. Beyond that bin, the intensity then drops to less than 75 R in the next one or two bins. Linear interpolation is applied between the two adjacent bins with emissions above 110 R and below 110 R, respectively. The intersection between the linear interpolation and the 110 R threshold determines the latitude of the PCB or OCFLB. The above procedure guarantees that the 110 R threshold occurs within the regions of steep intensity decrease. If the emission intensity decrease is not sharp enough, the poleward border of the 630 nm emission is not well defined, so the OCFLB information cannot be determined.